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ABSTRACT 

This report is a qualaative assessment of the public and worker risk involved with h operatian of 
a liquefied natural gas (LNG) vehicle refhling f8cility. This study includes fkdi ty  maintenance and 
operations, tanker truck deliveries, and end-use vehicle fkhg; it does not treat the risks of LNG vehicles 
011 roadways. Accident initiating events are identified by using a Master Logic Diagram, a Failure Modes 
and Effects Analysis, and historical aperating experiences. The event trees were drawn to depict possible 
sequences of mitigating events followiug the idating events. The phenomenology of LNG and other 
vehicle fuels is discussed to characterize ’ the hazard posed by LNGusage. b e d  onthe riskmodeling and 
analysis, recommendations are given to improve the safety of LNG refbe- statim in the areas of 
procedures and trsriain& stasion design, and the disseminzltion of ‘‘best practice” i n f o d o n  throughout the 
LNGcommunity. 

.. 
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SUMMARY 

This report is a qualitative assessment of the public and worker risk involved with the operation of a 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) vehicle refuehg facility. A cryogenic fie1 for vehicles is very Werent from 
the petroleum fuels presently in use. That is, LNG rapidly boils to a gas, it can cause cryogenic bums from 
skin contact, and exposure can cause brittleness in many engineering materials. This study includes facility 
maintenance and operations, tanker truck deliveries, and end-use vehicle he&; it does not treat the risks 
of LNG vehicles on roadways. The qualitative risks have been outlined in Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 

The report gives a description of refieling facilities visited and identifies the technologies involved . .  . for system i?unbma tion. Then, accident initiating events are identified by using a Master Logic 
Diagram, a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, and historical operating experiences. The event trees were 
dram to depict possible sequences of mitigating events following the initiating events. 

The phenomenology of LNG and other vehicle fuels is discussed to characterize the hazard posed 
by LNG usage. Physical parameters, methane flammability, and LNG issues such as weathering, rollover 
and geysering are discussed. Distinctions in phenomena between LNG p&hvhg plants and refueling 
stations are explained and evaluated. 

Based on the risk modeling and analysis, recommendations are given in the conclusions section. 
These recommendations to improve the safety of LNG refueling stations are in the areas of procedures and 
training, Station design (especially leak pathway analysis), and fostering the dissemination of “best 
practice” information throughout the LNG community. 



FOREWORD 

This risk assessment cites several past incidents in the use and handling of liquefied natural gas. We 
have relied on literature searches, the U.S. Department of Transportation database, and the memory of 
experts in the LNG field to gather idormation on these incidents. If any readers of this report know of 
incidents not cited and can provide information on such incidents, they are invited to contact 
Dr. Steve Herring, 208-526-9497, sth@nel.gov or Lee Cadwallader, 208-526- 1232, Icc@inel.gov. 

Furthermore, if any readers can suggest other members of the LNG community to whom this report 
should be sent, please n w  us at the phone number or e-mail address listed above. 
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ACRONYMS 

. ACGIH 
ANS 
ASME 
ATA 
BLWE 
CAI 
CAU 
CFR 
CGA 
CNG 
DBT 
DMlM 
DOT 
ED 
EE 
ER 
EUV 
FCV 
FMEA 
GAO 
GF 
GRI 
HF 
IE 
LGFSTF 
LNG 
LPG 
LR 
MLD 
NGV 
OD 
OF 
OM 
PFI 
PFU 
PPE 
PRA 
PSV 
PT 
RC 
RV FO 
RV -0 
SFI 
SFU 
SI 
ST 

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
American Nuclear Society 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
American Trucking Association 
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion 
LNG Release due to Construction Accident, lsolable 
LNG Release due to Construction Accident, Unisolable 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Compressed Gas Association 
Compressed Natural Gas 
Ductile Brittle Transition 
Design, Manufacturing, Installation, or Maintenance 
Department of Transportation (federal) 
Early Detection 
External Event 
Early Recovery 
End Use Vehicle 
Flow Control Valve 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
Government Accounting office 
'Guaranteed Failure' 
Gas Research Institute 
Hose Failure 
Initiating Event 
Liquefied Gaseous Fuel Spill Test Facility 
Liquefied Natural Gas 
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (usually propane) 
Late Recovery 
Master Logic Diagram 
Natural Gas Vehicle 
Driveaway (operational event) 
Filling Error (operational event) 
Maintenance Error (operational event) 
Pipe Failure, lsolable 
Pipe Failure, Unisolable 
Personal Protective Equipment 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Pressure Safety Valve 
Pressure Tank 
Release Containment (Le. the release is contained in a secondary 
Relief Valve Fails Open 
Relief Valve Fails to Open 
Seal Failure, lsolable 
Seal Failure, Unisolable 
Secondary Impact Prevention 
Storage Tank 
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STF 
THRP 
TLV 
l T F  m 
UVCE 
USNRC 
VA 
VF 
VFI 
VFU 

Storage Tank Failure 
Tetrahydrothiophene 
Threshold Limit Value 
Truck Fuel Tank Failure 
Tanker Truck Tank Failure 
Unconfined Vapor Cloud Explosion 
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
LNG Release due to Vehicular Accident 
Valve Failure 
lsolable Valve Failure 
Unisolable Valve Failure 
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Qualitative Risk Assessment for An LNG Refueling 
Station and Review of Relevant Safety Issues 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I A. Background 

Asp;utofthe~~currentyunderwaytoincreslsetheuseofnsrturalgasintransportation 
applications, technoogy is being developed to enable the widespread use ofhqyefied natural gas (LNG) as 
a fuel. LNG, as amyogenic liquid, has inhere0tydBkrent 'cs than the gasoline and diesel fuel 
we are auxstomed to using. These differences include the rapid evolution of a gas that is lighter than air at 
room kmper&m, the patential fbr cryogenic bums, and changes in mzrterials properties at low 
temperatures. The sa& handiing and use of LNG requires trainhg and technology development. One of 
these technology development activities includes the performance of safety assessments fix LNG systems. 
Such assessments can assist m the ideniij5cation and prioritidon of potential system weak points and 
associatedimpromments. 

A Mure modes and ef%cts analysis (FMEA) has been performed fbr LNG-Wed trucks (ATA, 
1995). This study documents a qualrtatve risk assessment fbr LNG refbeling stations, part ofthe 
necessary bfrastmcture fbr an LNG-basedtruckmg industry. 

Riskassessment is aparticulartype of safetyanalysis aimedat: a) ident@hg accident sceaarios of 
patential m c e q  and b) determining the probability and consequences of these scenarios (Kaplan and 
Garrick 1981). In a guantitative risk assessment, scenario probabilities and consequences are 
and treated in a formal 
based on qu&&hve assessments of the absolute or relative probabilities and consequences. Qualasrtive 

it cauidentdy scenarios whereanalysis resources shouldbe focused. BathqualRrttive and quantitative risk 
assessment enable the prioritkation ofsystem design and Operations alternatives based an an explicit 
umsiderationofaccidentlikelihoodandseverity. 

'cal framework. In a quahiive risk assessment, scenarios are prioritized 
. .  risk assessments (of which FMEA is one form) is often a d prelude to quantrtatrve riskassessmeIl.&as 

1.2. Objectives and Scope 

The overall objective ofthis study is to &enerate safety lessons and insights useful tothe 
development of LNG rekeling stations. The specific objectives of this study are tbreefbld 

Toidenbfyandcharsrctenze public and worker risk and d k t y  issues associated with the 
operaiion of LNG refbelug stations i%r long-baul truckmg 

0 To SUmmaTize the current state of knowledge regarding LNG safety 

0 To develop recommendations ccmcemhg: 

- improvementstocurrentdesignandoperationalpractices 
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- Areas requiring additional research and/or analysis. 

The study scope is limited to activities within the boundaries of refbelug statim. However, it does 
include some issues generic to all LNG hand@ activities. It addresses issues not directly associated with 
the process of refhelug trucks (e.g., fueI storage, station refbelmg, truck maioitenan ce). Thestudyalso 
addresses current Station designs and operational practices. Credit for improved practices since past 
accidents (e.g., the Cleveland tank failure m 1944) is taken as appropriate. Convasely, no credit is taken 
fbr potential future improvements m equipment or practices (e.g. in nozzles, 'on, or i.nterlocks). 
Finally, it should be noted that the analysis is performed at a generic levek hazards (e.g., storms) and faults 
(e.g., refbeling errors) believed to be relevant to most (ifnot all) stations are addressed, but system-specific 
detailed fkults (e.g., failure of a particular piping segment or relief valve) are not treated. This generic 
approach provides common lessons and insights for the industry, but may not be detailed enough to support 
detailed system improvement studies. 

1.3. Summary of Technical Approach 

The approach employed in this study follows the general steps of most risk assessment studies. An 
example description of the risk assessment methodology can be found in MME 1995. A detailed 
description of several of LNG statim can be found in GRI (1996). 

In the systemdehitionphase, data was gathemi through site visits to three separate r&ehg 
hilities in addition to an extensive literature search. Mormation was collected on typical system design 
and operations, past events involving LNG, and LNG phenomenology relevant to accident occurrence and 
mitigation. Special attention was paid to the review of the phenomenological data (e.g., Concerning LNG 
fhmabilxty and dispersion) in order to see ifcollce~ls raised in an earlier report (GAO 1978) and a recent 
memo reiterating these concerns (Huut 1996) are still warranted. 

In the model construction phase, event trees ( A N S  1980) were constructed to represent possible 
scenarios following an initial W (an "w event"). The event tree "top events," whose successes and 
failures define the different possible scenarios, are based on the generic safety functions defined in Siu et al 
1995. The initizlting events were identSed using a Variety of methods, mcluding master logic dhgrams, 
FMEA, review of past studies, and review ofpast events. The initiating events were grouped to keep the 
analysis tractable; grouping was perfinmed based on considerations of accidentmagmtude and 
recoverability. The full set of initiating events considered is shown in Table 1-1. (Note that these initiators 
are defined in tern of LNG releases instead of the mot causes of the releases.) 

In the model analysis phase, accident scenarios leading to onsite ignition or ofMe release were 
identified usjng the event trees constructed in the previous phase. Qualitative arguments concerning the 
likelihood of M u r e  events and pairwise comparison of scenarios were then employed to im the 
scenarios likely to dominate the risk from a given initiating event. Addit id qualitative arguments based 
largely on accident phenomenology, event timing, and magnitude were then made to prioritize these 
m y -  d o s .  

2 



11.4. Summary of Results 

The key results of this study are as follows. 

Sixteen potmtdly risk significant scenarios leadmg to an onsite fire or explosion and eight 
potentially risk sigdcant scenarios leading to a large OS& release have been identified (see 
Tables 1-2 and 1-3). A number of differences in the operational practices and siting of the 
threefacilitiesvisitedcanaffectthelikelihoodandconsequencesofthesescenariosslndneed 
to be addressed (see below). 

Of the four safety issues raised in the Hunt memo, available data shows that two, the 
possibllrty of unconfined vapor cloud fires/explosicws and the adverse effects of direct 
exposure to LNG vapor, are credible and of potential umcem in this study. Addit id  study 
isneededtodetermme the quaabiive risk significance of these issues. The other two issues, 
structural failure due to LNG exposure and the physical eflkcts of a rapid phase transition of 
LNG in water, appearto be of lesser concern to the refbeling station. 

Table 1-1. Misting events treated in analysis. 

Description Identifier 
LNG release due to construction accident, isolable CAI 
LNG release due to construction accident, Unisolable CAU 
LNG release due to extend event EE 
Hosefailure HF 
DIiVeaWay OD 
Filling error OF 
LNG release due to maktemm ceerror OM 
Pipe Mure, isolable PFI 
Pipe Mure, misolable PFU 
Seal Mure, isolable SFI 
Seal failure, misolable SFU 
StOragetankMure STF 
Truck he1 tank Mure TrF 
TankertrucktankWure TZT 
LNG release due to vehicular accident VA 
Valve failure VF 
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Tabie 1-2. Potentially dominant scenarios. large LNG release onsite. 

CAI 

CAU 

EE 

OD 

OF 

OM 

OM 

SFI 

SFU 

STF 

TrF 

TIT 

VA 

VFI 

VFI 

fsolable release due to construction accident, guaranteed fhilure of early fecovery efforts, 
ignition, Wure of late recovery efforts 

Unisolable release due to construction accident, guamked Mure of early and late recovery 
e&rts, ignition 

Release due to external event, hilure of early detection, gmanked Mure of early and late 
recovery efforts, ignition 

Driveaway, failure of early recovery efforts, ignition, fidure of late recovery eEbrts 

Release due to error during tank filling process, failure of early recovery efforts, ignition, 
failure of late fecovery a r t s  

Release durmg maintenance due to error, failure of early recovery &rts, ignition, failure of 
laterecoveryeflbrts 

Releaseduringmaintenan ce due to error, Mure of early detection, &uaranteed failure of early 
recovery a r t s ,  ignition, Wure of late recovery 

Isolable seal failure, failure of early detection, gusrranseed failure of early recovery efforts, 
ig~ition, Mure of late recovery efforts 

Unisolable seal failure, gumnked Mure of early and late fecovery efforts, ignition 

Storage tank Mure,  &uaranteed failure of early and late recovefy efforts, ignition 

Truck fuel tank Mure, &uaranteed Mure of early and late recovery efforts, ignition 

Tanker buck tank failure, guaranteed failure of early and late recovery efEorts, ignition 

Release due to vehicular accident, &uaranteed failure of early and late recovery &or&, ignition 

Isolable valve failure, Mure of early recovery efforts, ignition, M u r e  of late recovery &orb 

h U 1 e  valve Mure, hi lure of early -on, guaranteed failure of early recovery efforts, 
ignition, failure of late recovery efforts 

W Unisolable valve failure, guaranteed Wure of early and late rewvery efforts, ignition 
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Table 1-3. Potentially dominaut scenarios: large LSG release oaite. 

Event Scenario Description 
Inib'tating 

EE 

OD 

OF 

OM 

STF 

1TT 

VA 

VFU 

Release due to external event, Mure of early detection, guaranteed failure of early and late 
recovery efforts, Mure of COntaiDment 
Driveaway7 failure of early recovery effbrts, Mure of late recovq efforts, failure of 

Release due to error during tank fUhg process, failure of early recovery effoits, fgilure 0fIate 
recovery e f f i ,  fhilure of umtainment 

ReleaSedUringmaintenance due to m r ,  Mure of early recovery efforts, fkilure of late 
recovery efforts, Mure of contaimnent 
Storage tank ikilure, guaranteed l%hm of early and late recovery ffirts, failure of 

Tanker truck tank Mure, guaranteed failure of early and late recovery ef%rts, Mure of 

Release due to vehicular accident, gumnted failure of early and late recovery ffirts, failure 
of tm- 
Unisolabie valve Mure, gummeed Mure of early and late fecovery efforts, Mure of 
contahmm 

T h e r m  '011s stemnsing from this study concerning refbeling station design and aperational 
practices are as follows. 

Improvements should be made in procedures and training with respect to operational practices 
(e.g., tank venting, use of grounding wires, use of personal protective improper 
responses to alarms, and the perfi~rmance of maintenan ce. 

Station designs should account for: a) the possibiltty of LNG leakage along unexpected 
psrthways (e.g., past seals) to enclosed spaces; and b) the possibility of complete LNG 
invextory losses. For example, methane detectors should be provided in all enclosed spaces, 
fbdities should be designed to prevent the buildup of methane in enclosed spaces (assuming a 
leak), and appropriately sized bund walls should completely surround the main LNG storage 
-6). 

TheclkmMtl * -on of best practices among stations should be strongly supported. 

These recommendations are based on field ObservatiOnS at nine merent LNG refueliug stations and 
on i n f o d o n  gathered &om a number of papers and reports. To ensure that these remmmemM om are 
applicabletothe range of refueling stasians across the camtry, andto better definethe degree of risk 
associated with the aperation ofthese stations7 the fbllowing studies are recommended. 

0 An mdej& review of LNG acciddevent reports (case studies) should be performed to: 
a) provide a stronger link between experiential data and the Mure scenarios idedfkd inthe 
risk assessment; and b) identify historid Mure mechanisms which are less likely or no 



longer relevant, due to advances in codes and standards, construction practices, operational 
practices, etc. 

0 A detailed review on post4978 expimental data relevant to predicting LNG hazards should 
be performed to provide a more definitive picture of what is known concenring LNG 
cllspersion and ignition under realistic accident conditions. This is needed to determine the 
risk sigdicauce of the two Hunt memo issues of potential concern (i.e., unumfined vapor 
cloud fires/explosions and direct exposure to LNG vapor). 

Additional discussion on these ins@& and recommendatians is provided in Section 5 .  

I .5. Overview of Report 

Section 2 ofthis report describes typical LNG refbeling station system design and operational 
characteristics, as observed during the nine site visits p e r f o d  in con.ction with this study. Section 2 
also discusses relevant industry experience and reports concerning LNG accidents. Section 3 discusses the 
gualitative risk assessment; it presents the methods and assumptionS used to obtain the results shown in 
Tables 1-2 and 1-3. The section concludes with a mmmanz& 'on of station-qxdic feaaues observed in 
the site visits which are relevant to the risk assessment results. Section 4 Summarizes cufzentfy available 
informtion on LNG behavior under n o d  and accident conditions, and addresses issues identified in the 
GAO study and the Hunt memo. Section 5 provides a number of concluding remarks and 
recommendations. Details underlying the analysis (e.g., an FMEA for a refueling system, initiating event 
models, event trees, accident scenarios) are provided in Appendices A-D. 
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2. SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

This section describes general design and operational c- ' 'csofLNGrefuelingstations. This 
w o n  is based on visits to nine separate facilities. Facility 1 is atemporary, restricted access, 
remotely sited dueling facility servicing a privately owned and operated fleet of buses and utility vehicles. 
Both LNG and compressed natural gas (CNG) fueled vehicles are serviced. The main LNG storage tank 
has a 13,000-gaUon capacity. A permanent refbeling station is being built nearby, but is not included in 
this analysis. FacW 2 is a publicly accessible self-service *hg Station, which services bath W G  and 
gasoline h e l d  vehicles. It used a 10,000 gallon parked trailer tank for the LNG at the time of our visit. 
The statim is located in a semi-rural site (the nearest houses are about 200 fket away). Facility 3 is a 
restricted access combined LNG/CNG h h t y  servicing a fleet of public transit vehicles. It has three 
20,000-gallon storage tanks and has an urban location. Facil~ty 4 is a permanent, restricted access 
refueling facility serving baggagehndhg vehicles at an airport. Facilrty 5 is a restricted access LNG 
fhcdxty senicing a metrapolitan fleet of public transit busses. It has two 30,000-gallm storage tanks. 
Facility 6 is molder, permanent, restricted access LNG facility serving small transit vehicles. Facility 7 is 
a permanent, restricted-access LNG refuehg fhcdi?y serving shuttle busses at a major airport. Facility 8 is 
a restricted access LNG refbeling fbcihty Serving a fleet of refuse-hauling trucks and a few outside 
customers. Facility 9 also serves a fleet of refbse-hauhg trucks and is the only station having an 
undergroundstoragetank. 

During our visits at each of the stations, we agreed that the precise iden* of the stations would not 
be included in this report. However, we have differ& among the stations by their IoCatiOn, 
operational, and safety chamfm& * 'cs. Weare~tosaythatFac~lisatemporaryLNG/CNGstation 
attheCentralFacilitiesAreaoftheINEEL. 

To provide a perspective on the safety characteristics of LNG and LNG hadling, this section as0 
discusses infbrmaton on historical accidents involving LNG. 

2.1. System Design 

This section describes a typical LNG refbelug system. Many of the details (e.g., the parameter 
values) are derived -the system at FacW 1 (see Figure 2-1). Comments on Variations in design are 
provided as appropriate within the text. 

The basic system centers around a large storage tank, approximately 13,OOO-gallon capacity, held at 
an average pressure of 30 to 150 pSig (many storage tanks operate at the 40-psig range). The LNG is 
maintained at about -260OF at atmospheric pressure and about -128OF at 40 psig. The storage tank is 
mounted on steel supports rather than buried underground. (Most petroleum fuel tanks are buried, 
apparently to protect them from the heat of hot days, fires at the site, and vehicle collisions.) A berm or 
dike (constructed of metal, umcrete, or earth) several feet in height is provided around the LNG storage 
tank as an impoundment area in case there is a tank leak (see 49CFR193.2149). In such a case, the berm 
is intended to c m h e  the liquid while it vaporizes, and to ensure that the vapor rises in the immediate area 
of the tank. 

The storage tank is double walled with a stainless steel inner tank that withstands cryogenic 
temperatures, and an outer wall of mild steel that carmot withstand cryogenic temperatures. Both the inner 
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and outer vessels may use stif€&ing rings to give structural strength. The inner tank is supported or 
suspended inside the outer vessel using low thermal cOnductivify materials such as stainless steel. The tank 
anndus is evacuated to low pressure (on the order of lo-' Torr) to reduce convective and conductive heat 
transf'er from the ambient temperature outer vessel to the inner vessel. Same form of solid insulation, such 
as layers of foil sheeting (muhilayer insuiation) or perhaps granular pearlite (older technology), is used m 
the annulus to retard radiant heat transfer from the outer vessel to the inner vessel walls. The storage tank 
inner vessel is protected by pressure relief valves (usually set at 110% of design pressure) and rupture disks 
(usually set at 120% of design pressure) in case of overpressure. The annulus is also pratected against 

ismer vessel budding ifthe d u s  is pressurized. 
overpressure by a rapture disk that opens at a pressure cH€emtd of 5 to 7 psig. This protection prevents 

A thermally indated pipe &om the storage tank connects to a d e r  volume pressure tank 
(300 gallons in one ikdity; 500 gallons in another). The pressure tank is similar in design to the storage 
tank; it has a vacuum hsulation annulus and pressure relief protection. The pressure tank houses a 
submerged centrifugal pump. The pump keeps the saturated LNG inthe pressure tank at ahigh enough 
pressure (e.g., under 200 psig) to fill a vehicle fiiel tank, which usually operates between I10 and 180 psig. 
(Note that the vehicle firel tank relief valves at faciiity 1 are set at about 235 psig-vent to vehicle stack- 
and 350 psig-vent to vehicle fuel tank compartment. Ifa hrgh pressure pump is selected, scenarios where 
the pump pressurizes the pressure tank past the setpoint of the vehicle's first relief valve may be possible. 
Germally, the pressure pumps have only a 60 to 85 psi differential pressure.) Refueling flow rates are up 
to 50 gallons/minute. To refill a vehicle can require onthe order of kmi rmteS dispensingtime. The 
vehicle LNG tanks at Facihty 1 are kept over 10% fidl to keep the tanks at cryogenic tmpmtum. Ifa 
tank warms to roomtemperature, it is d e d a  bttank,' and must be recooledto cryogenic&mperature by 
refihg with LNG; much boiled LNG is vented in this cooldown process. Fortunatey the time to wann an 
empty tank can be long (perhaps a day). Ifthe refbeling station also services CNG-fueled vehicles, the 
boiled LNG may be routed to the compressors of the CNG fueling system instead of venting to the 
atmosphwe. I 

I 
Pneumatic or solenoid opemted flow control valves are used between the storage and pressure tanks. 

From the pressure tank, d v e s  control flow to the vehicle fill line. There is also a reverse flow check valve 
in this section of piping to stop any flow &om the vehicle tank to the pressure tank. The flexible metal fuel 
transfer hose has a special node  fitting with atwo-hande positive locking clamp and a pht le -oped  
flapper valve so that the fill line must be comectedto a vehicle before LNG can flow past the valve and 
into the vehicle fuel fill line. The vehicle fill line also has an auti-reverse flow valve. operators can use a 
small diameter vent line to purge gas from the vehicle fuel tank ullage (the space above the liquid). This 
process reduces thetank pressure and can speedup the refbelug process. Theventednaturalgas is routed 
up the smaU stack that protrudes on the top of the vehicle. 

From the pressure tank, a pipe routes a small portion of LNG to a Vaporizer that boils the LNG to 
saturated vapor conditions in a h e d  vaporizer attachment which uses heat h t h e  ambient air. This 
type of vaporizer is called an ambient vaporizer. The boiled natural gas is retumed to the ullage of the 
station's storage tank to maintain its pressure as the liquid level in the tank lowers during vehicle fueling 
Operat ians .  

Other valves are used for f l h g  the storage tank, for isolating tank instnunentation, fir taking LNG 
samples (to test for composition and purity), and for pressure relief protection of any pipe that could suBr 
LNG lock in.' ( b c k  in' is a term that means the trapping of a cryogen in an enclosed vohme such as a 
pipe section between two closed valves. Ifthe liquid boils without pressure reliec the trapped volume of 
LNG will increase in pressure up to 9000 psig in warming fiom -260OF to +7OoF.) 
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2.2. Station Operations 

2.2.1. Station Refueling 

Since none of the fhdities visited have naturd gas liqueiktion facilities onsite, replemhing the 
LNG inventory in the storage tank is srccomplished by deliveries from a tank truck. The rate of delivery 
naturazly depends on the station usage. For the facilities Visited, the delivery rates vary h m  once per day 
to once a month. The trausfk process nominally proceeds as shm in Figure 2-1, which is based on 
discussions with Fachty 1 personnel and a review of station design diagrams. 

At Facilay 1, the tank truck uses a flexible hose fix the bottom fill operation, the liquid hose 
connected at unmecbr FC-4. Valve V-25 must be opened. (Note vhat an alternative is to top f3l the 
storage tank through ConnectOI FC-1.) The tank truck centrifugal pump is usedto pump LNG into the 
system. The tank truck pressure is on the order of 40 psi& so pump& is needed to pressurize the LNG to 
system pressures. The transfer generally is p e r f o d  using 4-inch diameter lines that can provide flow in 
the 400 to 500 gpm range. Fuel transfir is metered when leaving the tank truck. 

With proper flowvelocity, there is adequate mixing ofthe new liquid emerging fromthe bottom 
sparger with the existing liquid in the storage tank, so W G  stratification by temperature (i.e., rollover) 
ooncerns are avoided. As the liquid level increases, the storage tank gas pressure increases and vapor 
collapse occurs. 

Depenchg on the fkcUy, fuel delivery is performed by the delivery truck driver or by a dedicated 
fhcihtyrefbelingtechnician. Ineitherca~e~the~eletissupposedtow~persanalprotectiveequipment 
(PPE) consisting of uyogenic gloves, shield g i a s s e s k x  shields, and, perhaps, a rubber apron. Remately 
operaw3 emergency shut off valves are provided to stop flow m case of a hose breach or loss of hose seal. 
Tank trucks are bonded to dissipate static electric charge buildup when fluid flows. A bondmg wire to the 
system and a grounding wire to the earth may be provided to ensure proper dissipation of Static electricity 
for the fuel transfer. 

2.2.2. End User Vehicle Refueling 

End use vehicle refuelmg requires both f i b g  the fuel tank with liquid and venting of the tank ullagey 
as in station tank filling. Dependmg on the facility, refueling can be performed by the vehicle driver or by a 
dedicated technician. At Facilrty Number 2 (a self-service station), the nominal procedure is as follows: 

The driver puUs his or her vehicle up next to the LNG island, turns off the engine, sets the 
parking brake, and gets out. The driver then authorizes the refireling at akeycard reader about 8 feet 
fkom the pump, dons persanal protective equipment (gloves, safety glasses, apron), opens the fuel 
door on the vehicle, attaches the grounding wire, removes the nozzle fiom the pump and attack it to 
the fiU unmection, andthen stands backto wait while refuelingoccurs. 

As part of the aubmat~ ‘c refuehg process, the FaciUy 2 system uses a smgle refixeling hose to 
srlternately vent and fill the vehicle fuel tank. It has a 30 to 45 second cyclingtime before smtingto 
vent or fuel. In addition, the system automatically vents the nozzle and hose before and after use, so 
that no LNG is present during atkhment and disattachm entofthenozzie. Thesystemwillaiso 
automaticatly tryto ml down a warm tank; that is, it will cycle through a vent, Sy vent pattern. 
The system will go through this cycle three times befbre it automatically turns off. Sometimes the 
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system interprets the pressure spike when LNG enters a warm tank as an indication that the tank is 
full andthus atankmaynot fill srll the way. In such a situation, to finish refbeling, the driver has to 
use the keycard to reauthorize fueling. 

Upon completion of refbeling, the driver detaches the nozzle and grounding wire, replaces 
these within the fuel pump barriers, closes the fbel door, takes off the PPE, gets in the vehicle, and 
drives away. 

This same basic process is also used at Fadities 1 and 3, although there are some differences due to 
a) system design difkences (e.g., Facilay 1 does not require a u t d c  venting); and b) the use of trained 
fueling technicians at Fa- 3. The technicians typically work in shifts and are supervised. As compared 
with driveas who refuel their own vehicles, they mtglrt be expectd to better adhere to procedures and safbty 
reguhuns and avoid short-cuts (because of the nature of their tmhhg and supervision). We noted 
deviations from this expectaton during sample site visits (e.g., involving the use of grounding wires). 

Some safety-reievant variances fiom the nominal procedure observed by or related to the authors 
during this study's site visits are as follows:' 

e 

Par- brakes not set 

Lack of PPE use 

Lack of groundmg wire use 

Manual operation of fuel tank vent valve to cool offthe &el tank and speed up refbeling 

Failure to remove hose followed by driveaway. Note that hose breakaway sections are a 
routine component at the stations visited. These devices ljmitedthe amount of LNG lost inthe 
driveaway events. 

Regarding the use ofgromdmg wires, it is not clear that these are necessary fir safe operation ofthe 
system. (Some industry proksionals question whether there is any risk since they have not seen static 
electricity buildup or arcing for non-grounded systems.) However, situations where gmmding wires are 
z&mWmtively req.lllred but ignored by users may reflect a poor general attitude towards safety. . .  

Manual operation ofthe fbel tank vent valve was observed at one of the facilities visited. This was 
done by drivers to avoid having to wait for the system to automatially cycle or to avoid having to 
reauthorize fkling (a lengthy process). No f d  instructions or even encouragement had been given on 
the use of vent valves; the process had been spread by word of mouth. As a result, misuse occurred. Some 
drivers used the vent valve to excess just to make sure the system would not cycle to venting. Considerable 
quantities of LNG (condensed vapor clouds several feet in diameter) were observed coming out of the truck 
vent pipes. Some drivers usedthe vent valve at the wrongtime resulting in no effect and no change in 

a The variances onthis list arenotnecessarily commonocnnrences, * however, they have been observed by this study's authors 
orbystalionpersormelmtezviewedbytheanthars. 



system perfbrmance. They used it because they had heard it shortened refkeling times, but they really did 
not understand what they were doing. 

Driveaway events in which the vehicle is driven away with the fill line still connected and which are 
relatively common e v e  at conventionaf fuehg statim, have not yet been observed at Facility Numbers 
1 or 2. They have been observed at Facility Number 3. The hose is provided with a coupling designed to 
break ifa driveaway occurs. Isolation valves are also provided to prevent significant fuel loss from the 
station or fjmm the vehicle. Events involving vehicle driveaway with the grounding wire still attached have 
been observed at Facility Number 2. These have resulted in essentialIy no damage to the groundmg wire 
clamp or the vehicle. 

2.2.3. Other Activities 

The variety of non-rhehg activities taking place at the r h e h g  station depends on the roles 
played by the station. For example, Facility Number 1 is essmtially dedicated to LNG/CNG vehicle 
refbeling; other vehicle activities (e.g., vehicle nmhtemmce) OCCUT well away from the refbeling island. At 
Facihty 2, the LNG station is co-located with a gasoline stationlconvenience store. However, the 
convenience store personnel do not operate the LNG station. The maintenan ce shap is located about f i e  

shops are onsite. 
miles from the station. Facility Number 3 is a full service LNGKNG r&e& fkility; the maiatenan ce 

Maintenance of the station systems depends on the eqer&ise and colllt~lftm * entoftbestation 
personnel. Station personnel were unaware of written procedures, checklist, or worksheets for operations 
or mamtemm . Preventative activities can involve regular walkdowns of the system and regular 
examination of systexn parameters mofLitofed by the computer. Othermairrtenan ce actides include 
dealing with d v e  stem packing leaks (@@sing) and nozzle leaks (replacement). Lessons are often 
learned by trial and error; facitities with years of experience (e.g., Facility Number 3) may have smoother 
operations. 

2.2.4. Incident Response 

The LNG heling M l i t i e s  visited have methane detectors and manual emergency shutdown devices 
that trigger remote alerts to surveillance personnel (mite or nearby). Designated staEatEhted with the 
fuelmgfaciiityaretraiaedtorespondtoalarms. Theirresponsesmayrangefiomsimplyresettingthe 
system following an erroneous shutdown, to using special fire 
bicarbonate) to put out small h. For larger incidents, emergency response teams will need to be called 
in. 

. .  (e.g., Purple K-potassium 

Fire departments local to LNG stations may have been specXcally trained to contain a spill or fire. 
Since water and traditional extingtushers can exacerbate an LNG fire, response teams need to be properly 
prepared. Training programs for fire emergency m a q p m t  are provided by several organizatians across 
the country. To aid firefighters, LNG stations must display a placard designed by the NFPA. The placard 
is required by U.S. DOT regulations. The placard is a four-part diamond showing the type of hazard being 
faced. 

Responses to incidents will vary from facilrty to facility. Some pdential concerns with incident 
response include: 

0 Mauual ovemding of alarms or emergency shutdown signals 
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0 Possibly delayed responses to emergencies 

Lack of trataing/procedures for a major leak. 

Regarding the first issue, the emergency shutdown buttons have been accidentally actuated a number 
of times at one of the fidities visited, due to their poor location. (One such accidental actuation was 
observed during the site visit.) The station users have been informed that they may use the reset button 
once; ifthe system trips off again, they are to leave the station and call the designated response personnel. 
Such a response proceckue, while un-dable in motivation, may lead to an incorrect action in the event 
of a real emergency. (Operator neglect and/or ovemde of alarms due to previous fdse alarms has been a 
prime contributor to a number of signiscant oil spill events, as described by Siu et al, 1995.) 

Regarding the second issue, one of the sites visited is monitored remotely. However, the designated 
response personuel may be 5 to 20 miles amy, dependmg on the time of day and the activities at the 
station. Clearly, delays in not@mg the response personnel and in getting these personuel to the site may be 
long enough to preclude effective action in the event of a major incident. There have been times when m 
e m e q p q  shutdown occurred and the station alert signal (a flashhg red light) was on, butthe response 
personnel were not notified. 

Regarding the third issue, two of the facilities visited appear to have no written procedures for 
emergency response and no equipment such as protective suits or seWmtamed * brezrtbingqparatus. The 
staff at one f8cllity, when asked what they Wouzd do in response to a major I& candidly replied, ‘’Run.” 

2.3. Industry Experience 

This section summarizes i n f o d o n  collected on LNG refheling station events and on events 
potmtdly relevant to LNG refhelug stations. It also discusses information collected from a number of 
safety studies relevanttothis study. 

2.3.1. Experiences at Refueling/Maintenance Facilities 

Based on iutervim conducted during the site visits, none of the facilities visited have experienced a 
major LNG accident. Discussions with industry represent& ‘ves showed that there have not been any major 
LNG accidents at re.€mIing stations. Some of the common events experienced include system leaks (e.g., 
valve stem packing leaks and fuel transfer nozzle leaks) and driveaways. One faciIity visited bad 
experienced a spill of 200 gallons of LNG this involved a vehicle fuel tank union coming loose. The spill 
pooled underneath the vehicle but eventually dissipated into the atmosphere without igniting. There was no 
collateml damage to the vehicle or its tires. 

One disadvantage of LNG (as compared with CNG) is the current inability to odorize the fuel. 
Odorant may not be a benefit at a rekelmg site where small leaks will regularly occur, but odorant in a 
vehicle fuel system would be an advantage for detection by the operator or passengers. The LNG industry 
relies on methane detectors since odorant is not practical. Because the unodorized vapors are diflficult for 
humans to detect, gas leaks in confined areas are particularly dangerous. In 1993, technicians performing 
maintenance on an LNG-fueled bus noticed a fuel leak. When they removed a floorboard to access the fuel 
system, a signiscant amount of gas fiom vaporizing LNG Zrccumulated in the bus compartment. The on- 
boardmethane detection systemwas triggered, and shut domthe bus as designed. Thetechnicians, 
however, decided to ovemde the system and atfempt to drive the bus out ofthe mahknan cegarage. When 
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the w o n  switch was turned, a circuit breaker arc ignrted the acmm&ed methane inside the bus, 
result& in a small explosion. The technicians were not injured, but the bus windm were destroyed. 

This event provides Ewther illustration of the patential seriousness of the problem discussed in 
Section 2.2.4 and by Siu et al(1995): neglect and/or overriding of afarms, which may be habitual and even 
sanctioned, sometimes leads to serious wnsequences. It should be noted that following this event, w e d  
P- 've measures were implemented by the company that owned the bus. Self-venting roof hatches 
were installed in all LNG buses. Vehicle equipment inspe@ion and maintenan ce programs were formalized. 
Traiuing and procedures were implemented for safe practices. These measures have been duplicated by 
~ ~ P r o g r a m s .  

Other incidents reported by the industry (NGV 1996) have involved minor injuries due to cryogenic 
hquid burns from LNG dunng refuelmg and superficial burns fiom methane vapor flash ikes during fuel 
system- . In one case, an untrained worker received cryogenic bums tohis hands while handhg 
the LNG refbeling components. Another instance resulted in a worker's beard being singed when methane 
was released from a dismantled LNG fuel system and was ignited. 

A risk assessment was p e r f i i  for indoor refueling ofmass transit buses (SAIC 1990). Although 
the study deals with diesel and CNG rather than LNG, it is of interest because it addresses rejkeljng issues. 
Note that CNG tanks are not insulsrted, whereas W G  tanks are double-walled steel c r y o g ~ c  storage 
vessels. N o d y  the vacuum insulaton has a tempersrture dBerence of about 2OOOK and maintainn the 
fuel as a liquid fbr several days. During a fire7 the temperature difference would be as much as 1200°K, 
shortening the hold time by a factor of about six. Industry tests have shown that shortduration (10-15 
minute) fires do not increase the fuel pressure. 

The five postdated accident s d m  compared in the SAlC study were: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A CNG bus with ane-quarter full tanks is brought in for mainteniznCe and is exposed to a fire 
in the shop (careless d q o s a l  of smoking maten.slls or an industrial fire). 

A bus with fidl CNG tanks is brought in for maintenance and is exposedto the same fire 
postulatedm scenario 1. This bus venfs muchmore gas due to full tanks. 

A bus is refueled inside a dual fuel shop (CNG and diesel fuel present). The bus leaks CNG 
and an ignition source is present. 

A CNG bus is refueled inside a dual fuel shop (CNG and diesel fuel present). The bus is 
segregated from the diesel portions of the shop. The bus leaks CNG and an ignition source is 
present. 

The same scenario as number four but with a dedicated indoor CNG refixeling area. 

Scenario 3 was found to be the most likely. The parameters most afkctmg the probability of this 
and the other scenarios were the human error and relief valve Mure mks. (The analysis used generic 
fkilure rates fiom a variety of sources-apparently none of which include LNG or CNG industry 
experience-* Quantifying the l ikel ihood of the scenarios.) The study made the following 
recammendatrons: 

Develop d u d a n t  safiety systems to keep refbelers fiom introducing ignition sources 
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Ensure that operators are regularly trained and tested 

Develop faster respondqgas detection systems 

Ensurepropermaintenan ce of redundant v-on and exhaust fans 

Establish unifbnn indoor refueling standards and strictly enforce these standards. 

Attemptst0 collect raw data on events at gasoline service stations and truck stops have been 
unsuccessful to date. No gasoline station Operzrtiog experience reports or data compilations were fbund in 
the Iiterasure. Contact with the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) revealed that they do not 
collect these data. A detailed search fir events (e.g., through reviewing data wUected by fire departments 
orinsuranceccmnpanies ,orthroughrevieWing~~~)wasju~tobebeyandthescopeof  
this study. 

2.3.2. LNG Truck Tankers 

One reikeling station accident of potential concern involves LNG truck tankers, as these carry 
d d e r a b l y  more LNG (on the order of 10,000 gaIlons) than a typical LNG fuel tank (on the order of 
200 gallons). While this study has not identified any information on significant truck tanker accidents at 
refbeling stations (see the previous section), i n f o d o n  is available on truck tanker highway accidents. 

LNG truck tanker highway accidents are not common events, due to the relatively low amount of 
volume trausported. The GAO report cites 11 accidents Occurring over the time period 1971-1977 (GAO 
1978). Ofthese accidents, one involved the release of about 20% of the truck tank inventoy and another 
involved the release of about 5%. The rest of the accidents apparently had little or no release. None of the 
11 accidents involved ignition of the LNG (although one of the events involved a gasoline f .  The GAO 
report does report a number of propane tanker truck accidents that did lead to release and ignition. 

A umtinuation of this risk assessment would be to investigate the tramportation of other cryogenic 
fluids, such as nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen, to determine the safety of highway transport. Initial review 
of the U.S. DOT transportation incident log indicates that there have been few cryogen transport accidents. 

AqWtlWiV ' eriskassessmentwasperfonnedin 1991onthetransportofpropane,gasoline,ethyl 
aldol, and hydrogen on selected highway segments (Kamrians 1997). In that study, the overall truck 
accident frequencies range from 6 x lo-' per vehicle-mile-year to 1 x lo-' per vehicle-de-year, based on 
route-specific data. The conditional probabilities of spills given an accident, of ignition (immediate and 
delayed) given a spill, and explosion given delayed ignition are shown in Tables 2-1 through 2-4. (These 
probabilities reflect an outdoor e n v i r q  difEkrent probabilities are used for accidents in tunnels.) The 
probabilities are based either on expexiential data or engineering judgment; the study uses the results of 
earlier transportation risk studies on gasoline (Rhoads 1978) and propane (GefFen 1980) to provide some of 
the bases for its assumptions. 



Table 2-1. Conditional probabilities of spills, given a truck accident. 

Fuel s w  spaa Large Spill" Total 
Propane 
Gasoline 
Ethyl alcohol 
Hydrogen 

(Kazarians 1997) 

a. "Small spills" involve 10% of tank invenm, "huge wills" involve 1000? of tank inventmy. 

Tabie 2-2. Conditional probabilities of immediate ignition, given a spill. 
Fuel small Spill" Large Spill" 

Propane 0.25 0.75 
Gasoline 

alCQh01 
Ethyl 

HYdrosen 
(Kazarians 1997) 

0.075 
0.09 

0.09 
0.06 

0.15 
0.20 

0.50 

0.025 
0.07 
0.06 
0.02 

0.50 
0.60 

0.90 

0.10 
0.16 
0.15 
0.08 

a. "Small spills" involve 10% of tank inventm "Large wi l ls"  involve 1W? of tank inventory. 

.. Table 2-3. Conditional probabilities of delayed igtutm, given a spill. 
Fuel small Spill" Large Spilla 

fropane 
Gasoline 
Ethyl alcohol 
Hydrogen 

(Kazarians 1997) 

0.68" 
0.04 
0.04 
0.45" 

0.23- 
0.05 
0.04 
0.09- 

a. 

b. 
ignition when the vapor cloud center is over the populatian center. 

"Small spills" involve 10% of tank inventw, "Large spills" involve IW? of tank inventory. 

Total contribution h m  scenarios involving: a) ignition d e n  the vapor cloud edge is mer the population edge, and b) 
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.. Table 24. Ccmditional probabilities of explosion, given igmon. 

Fuel All spills 

Propane 0.33 
Gasoline - 
Ethyl alcohol - 
Hydrogen 0.50 

Kazarians, 1997 

a. "Small spills" involve 10% of tank mvenw, "Large spills" involve lOoO/o of tank inventory. 

This fuel transport risk assessment does not analyze LNG truck tanker accidents. The limited GAO 
data on LNG truck accidents discussed above indicate that the LNG spill probability may be less than or 
equal to the propane spill probabii (where a release occus m roughly 10% of all reportable tanker truck 
accidents and a large release occurs much less fquently). The physical characteristics ofLNG tanks (low 
pressure, stainless steel, double wallsb) also provide an argument that the LNG spill probabilities should be 
lower than those for propane. (A similar argument is used in the risk assessment to reduce the large spill 
probability fbr ethyl alcohol tank truck) However, this argument carmot as yet be supported by the data. 

Regardingi.gnitionthefueltransportriskassessmentdoesnotstrcmgly~betweenthe 
various fuels considered with respect to hnedmte * ignition. (The ignition probabilities do not vary by 
orders of mag&&.) On the other hand, it states that gasoline and ethyl alcohol do not "demonstrate much 
vapor dispersion" and therefore employs order of magnitude lower delayed ignition probabilities for these 
fuels. It should be emphasized that since the report's ignition probabilities appear to rely heavily on 
engineer& judgment; further invest&ation is needed to determine i f t h a  probabilities accurately reflect: 
a) current event errperienCe, and b) the appropriate ignition probabilities for LNG. 

More recently, GRI (1994) published a report on safety issues of LNG fueled vehicles. Areas with 
higher cryogenic leakage risk are diiErmtially cooled Sections, areas where hose or seal chafing can occur, 
areas where pipes or hoses could be stressed, sections that trap cryogens (cryogens boil and build 
pressure), and areas near relief valves. The report observes that LNG spills tend to occur in systems that 
are initially being cooled down, during fuel transfers, and during LNG sampling. LNG releases can lead to 
fires and vapor cloud def@xtions. The report also points out that breathhg cold vapors from LNG 
evaporation or b o i i  can damage the lungs. 

b. Note that the double wall design vovides an additional def- against immediate relases due to impact However, it does 
not provide complete redundanw, ifthe outer walI fails, air will leak in and the LNG will heat up, boil, and eventually escape 
out of the tank relief valves. 
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2.3.3. Other LNG Experience 

This secticm discusses experiences with LNG and other cryogens used for automotive fuel. Since 
LNG has been used for a fuel gas (i.e., household use in stoves, water heaters, and furnaces; industrial use 
as a heat source), there is a breadth of experience in the literature. Two notable events involving LNG are 
the Cleveland tank failure and explosion in 1944 and the Cove Point leak and explosion in 1979. 

In the Cleveland event (October 20,1944), a cylindrical storage tank omed by the East Ohio Gas 
Company cracked and Med, releasing 144,000 (106 gallons) of LNG. Most ofthe LNG vaporized and 
dispersed, but some LNG overflowed the bund wall and entered the surromding stom sewers. m e  wall 
had been designed assuming that the LNG release would be relatively slow, resulting in a slowly rising pool 
level and significant evaporation. Thus, it was not sized to Contain the entire tank inventory, nor was it 
designed to prevent overflow by the LNG wave from the rapid, catastrophic tank fhilure.) The 
dispersing gas ignited from multiple ignition sou~ces and the flames igmd gas in the sewers. The fire 
caused Mure of the supports of another tank, whose inventov was added to the fire. flames over 
2,800 feet high were reported, and there was destruction over a quarter mile radius &om the cyliudrical 
tank. 128 people died in this event and hundreds more were injured. Property damage was estimated to be 
over $6.8M in 1944 dollars ($62 million in 1997 dollars) @OM 1946). 

Lessons -this event include: a) the need to site large quatities of LNG more remotely; b) to not 
use 3.5% nickel steel for tanks; c) to build Wer bund walls; and d) to preclude ignition source contact 
with flammable gas clouds (Zabetakis 1967). 

In the Cove Point accident (October 6,1979), a submerged pump for LNG transfer began leaking 
past an electrical power wire penetration. Naaual gas vapors leaked into a umduit and accumulated in an 
electrical junction box located in a switchgear building some distance away from the leak. Although the 
site had methane detectors, there were none in the buildmg. When plant personnel pdomed a routine 
operating check in the switchgear room, they noted 1- vapor. Two operators decided to remove p e r  
fiom the pump so that it would not start and make the leak worse. The operators opened the motor starter 
and an electrical arc h m t h e  control circuit apparently igrutedthemethanegas, kdhg one man and 
injuring the second. There were no o%ite consequences. As a corrective action, ventilated cabinets were 
installed to route any &as to a ncm-bazardous location and disperse any leaks to the atmosphere (NTSB 
1980). 

This event, while less severe than the Cleveland accident, is notable because the natural gas vapors 
propagated along an d c i p a t e d  pathway into a conhed space. hother gas leakage event OcCutTed in 
an LNG plant m Montreal in 1972. Here, the gas leaked through an air Iine into the plant c o ~ l  room and 
ignited (Van Horn and Wilson 1977). Design guidelines were revised after the Montreal and Cove Point 
accidents to preclude firture occurrences. 

A report on LNG plant Operating experiences gives insights into the types of events and accidents 
that have occurred in peakshaving plants. These plants deliver natural gas fie1 when needed to augment 
the natural gas supply to meet the peak usage demand for residential and commercial usage. Peakshaving 
plants store LNG during seasons of low demand and distdnxte gas to the pipeline distribution system 
during seasons of high demand. Some of the components used at these facilities are sirnilat to those used in 
rehehg stations. A major difference is that a peakshaving plant handles and vaporizes very large 
quadties (up to a billion cubic fset of gas per day) of LNG. Another difference is that pipeline quality gas 
stored at a peakshaving plant contained higher percentages of ethane and propane than the fuel used for 
LNG vehicles. 
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Reviewing peakshaving plant experiences can give insights into component faults. The off-normal 
eventsthat have occurred at peakshaving plants are: cold spats in storage tanks dueto insulation settling, 
failure of tank foundation heating systems, vaporizer fires, small leaks fiom valve stems, piping gasket 
leaks, pump leaks, gas sensor f;.rlse alsums (due to high winds, and sensor deterioration), m e  alarms of 
th~rzrdiationsensors,damagedthermalsensors~ventingoperations,~pratectionsystem 
freeze-up due to cold weather, a few =.or leaks of gas (over 100,000 cubic feet of gas), electrical 
equipmentb not involving natural gas, and a few natural gas fires involving vaporizers (Welkerand 
Schorr 1979). Due to the facility Werences discussed above, some of the phenomena discussed for 
peakshaving plants, e.g. vaporizer fires or tank foundation heating system fdures, are not pertinent to 

sensors, seals, and the rest of the LNG coILfinement boundary. 
LNG refueling stations. However, these experiences do indicate aneed for routine maintenan ceofgas 

It is important to note that some of these events are not directly relevant to reheling stations. For 
example, the rehehug stations considered in this study do not use large fiundaiion tanks for storage. 
Instead, they use pressure vessel tanks mounted above ground As atlother example, the vaporizer used at 
peakshaving plants to quickly heat up LNG employs a combtlstion process and undergoes high thermal and 
pressurization stresses. The vaporizers for refueling stations are passive ambient-tmprame vaporizers 
and deal with small quantities ofLNG. The vaporizers in refueling stations are usedto bring the liquid 
close to saturation, rather than to produce large qusrntities of roan temperaaue vapor. 

Finally, Table 2-5 lists a number of accidents involving the transportation and handling of LNG. 
This table includes the 11 LNG truclung accidents referred to in Section 2.3.2. Many of the other acckhts 
in this table involve LNG tanker ships. They are intruded because: a) some of the fkilure modes (e.g., 
overfillin& isolation valve fhilures, li- strikes, high winds) appear to be generally relevant to a 
refuelmg statioq and b) they show that more o h  than not, the umsequences of the accide-nts are limited 
in scope (e.g., some deck plate cracking). 

Table 2-5. Additional events involving transp o r t a t i o d h a n ~  of LNG. 

Methane Rogress, December 25,1964 
Fire at the forward vent riser ignites by hghiug during unlcdng at the receivingteminal resultedin a 
six-hour delay in unloadmg. Prompt crew reaction exhguished the flanng without damage. (Frondedle 
1977) 

Jules Verne, Voyage 2,1965 
Dunng loading, LNG tank was overfilled, causing a liquid spill fiom vent riser. A fbreigt~ object jammed 
in the float track prevented proper indication of liquid level by liquid level gauge. The tank aver and a 
deck stringer plate fractured. (GAO 1978), (Frondeville 1977) 

Methane Rogress Voyage 14, M a y  1,1965 
At disconnecb ‘on of loading arms, LNG spilled &om ship’s crossover line. Seathg of the liquid leading 
valve was prevented by a piece of a Wed Teflon valve facing that Iadged between valve disc and seat. 
The drip pan overflowed due to water being projected onto it. A minor deck plating crack occurred. (GAO 
1978) 
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Table 2-5. (continued)). 

Polar Alasku, November 19,1969 
Dunng LNG loading at Kenai, Alaska, gas lealung was detected at the No. 1 cargo tank primary barrier on 
the 71,500 m3 Gas Transport membrane LNG canier. hvar strakes creased in numerous locations. Cable 
trays broke loose and caused damage. The vessel continued in service without using the No. 1 cargo tank 
andthedamagewasrepairedatalaterdate. (Harris 1993) 

Methane Princess, Voyage 182, May 30,1971 
Liquid nitrogen loading h e  relief valve opened and spilled liquid nitrogen through the combined vent line 
onto the foredeck. Some cracking in deck plabng occurred. Relief valve had been improperly reset at 
annual survey to a lower than specified pressure setting.a (Harris 1993) 

Waterbury, Vermont June 25,1971 
A truck had a tire blowout, hit some rocks by the road, punctured a hole in the tank and spilled 20%. 
There was no fire and the remamkr * of the load was dumped. (GAO 1978) 

Warner, New Hampshire August 28,1971 
The driver of a truck drove off the road due to driver fatigue. The truck ove- craclang f i t tugs  on 
the truck. There was a small gas leak, but no fire. (GAO 1978) 

North Whitehall, Wisconsin October 8,1971 
An LNG transport truck was m a head-on collisian with andher truck. There was a gasoline and tire fire, 
but no loss of the LNG cargo. (GAO 1978) 

Met;hane Bogress, Voyage 193. October 31,1971 
A k p d  nitrogen storage tank was inadvertently overfilled, causing discharge through the tank vent valve 
and combined vent line onto the fbredeck. Main and second deck plating were cracked. (Frondeville 1977) 

Raynham, Massachusetts October 1973 
An LNG truck sideswiped a parked car. The truck brakes locked and the trailer overturned. There was no 
LNG cargo on board and no fire occurred. (GAO 1978) 

Junction of Interstates 80 and 95, Fort Lee, New Jersey 1973 
A driver could not negotiate a turn off. The resulthg rollover demobhed the tractor and caused $40,000 
damage to the LNG trailer. No &e occurred. (GAO 1978) 

Route 40, Hamiiton Township, New Jersey February 18,1974 
Faulty brakes on a truck caused a wheel fire. A check valve cracked and 5% of the LNG load leaked out. 
The report is unclear whether the LNG i p k d  or not. (GAO 1978) 

McKee C i ,  New Jersey February 21,1974 
A loose VaIve on a truck leaked LNG dunng a transfer operation. (GAO 1978) 

Massachusetts, July 16,1974 
A one-inch globe valve (nitrogen purge valve) was overpressured during cargo loading and spilled 
approximately 40 gallons of LNG. The sudden pressure rise occurred when the cargo 1- valve closed 
because of a momentary electrical power intemplion after generator switchover. The licp~&ed natural gas 
cracked the canopy deck. (GAO 1978) 



Table 2-5. (contirmed). 

Chattanooga, Tennessee January 1976 
A transport truck carrying LNG overturned due to an oil spill on an exit ramp. There was no fire. The 
truck was righted and amtimed delivery of its cargo. (GAO 1978) 

Dalton, Georgia November 1975 
The driver of a transport truck carrybg LNG swerved to avoid a pedestrian, hit a guard rail and rolled over 
and down an 80-fbot embankment. There was $18,000 damage to the trailer, but apparently no fire. 
(GAO 1978) 

Pawtucket, Rhode Island September 16,1976 
A car hit an LNGtrailer at the landing wheels, caused the trailer to overturn. There was no LNG loss or 
fire. (GAO 1978) 

C O M ~ C U ~  Turnpike Msrch or April 1977 
An LNGtruck was parked at the side of the turnpike with a blowout when it was hit m the rear by a tow 
truck. There was no leak or &. (GAO 1978) 

Anew, Alge!ria March 30,1977 
An LNG spill of 1500 m3 d at the Camel plant, a t & i i  to the rupture of a alurnimxm-cast valve 
body on atransfkr line duringthe xught. A plant operator was fkozento death, andthe contingencyplan 
was put into action. The LNG cloud had dissipated at dawn without further casualty. (Frcmdedle 1977) 

Waterbury, Connecticut July 1977 
A “single wall” LNGtrailerwas hit in the rear by atractor-aery lawking the axle off. In this case the 
controls were under the tank. There was no loss of wgo. (GAO 1978) 

EI Paso Pal Kqser, June 29,1979 
After taking avoiding action to prevent a collision in fog at 22:30 hours the 125,000 m3 Gaz Transport 
membrane LNG carrier ran onto rocks and g r d i n t h e  Straits of Gibraltar* loaded with 
95,500 m3 of LNG. The bottom shell and double bottom were extensively damaged over almost the full 
length of the cargo spaces. The hvar membrane was indented but remained liquid-tight. There was no 
cargo spdlage. The vessel was refloated on July 4 and on July 11 the transfer of the cargo of LNG to sister 

for temporary repairs. Later the vessel p d  under her own power tothe ship’s onginal building yard 
at Dunkerque for Ili repair work. (Hams 1993) 

ship El P ~ S O  Sanatrach was ~~~@eted .  The damaged ship w a ~  then inerted and tawed to Lisban 

LNG Taurus, December 12,1980 
The 126,750 m3 Moss spherical tank LNG carrier grounded in strong winds at Mutsure anchorage, near 
the end of a loaded voyage h Bontang, Indonesia to Tobata, Japan. Approximately 40% of the double 
bo- was breached and open tothe sea. Severe weather conditions withgale force winds and 3 mwaves 
around the vessel hampered the salvage operations. Fuel from the bunkers was transferred to a barge and 
the damaged ballast spaces were pressurized. The vessel was refloated an December 16 and then towed to 
Tobata where the full cargo of LNG was discharged on Decanber 18. (Hams 1993) 
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Table 2-5. (cantinued). 

Tmaga Satu, June 1983 
Cargo pump defects caused damage to the No. 1 cargo tank on the 130,000 m3 Gaz Transport membrane 
LNG canier. Approximately 110 m2 of the hvar primary barrier was renewed and patches fitted at 
Yokohama, Japan in June 1984. ( € h i s  1993) 

R a m b e  Abrure, February 9,1984 
Duriug the discharge of Algerian LNG at Montoir, France a cargo leak was noted through the No. 5 cargo 
tank membrane on the 126,190 m3 Gaz Transport membrane LNG carrier. The vessel was taken to the 
roads for gas-freeing and inspection. Several suction manifbIds were also found to be cracked Repairs 
were later d e d  out at St. Nazaire, France. @arris 1993) 

Isab&, June 14,1985 
A cargo valve Med on the 35,491 m3 Gaz Transport membrane LNG d e r  at the beghung of the LNG 
discharge at Barcelona, Spain after a voyage from Skikda, Algeria. LNG fiom the No. 1 cargo tank 
over€iowed onto the main deck, causing severe cracking to the steelwork. The tank was discharged without 
further incident. Extensive repairs were requred Tesulting from the spill. (Harris 1993) 

Tdkr ,  February 15,1989 
Moorings broke on the 40,081 m3 Techigaz membrane LNG carrier, due to 160 kmflu winds, during LNG 
loadiug at Skikda, Algeria. Four terminal loading anns were damaged and LNG leaked to the main deck 
causing extensive damage to the steelwork and upper primary and secondary barriers m the No. 3 cargo 
tank. The vessel delivered LNG to Fos, France on February 16. Steelwork repairs were canid out at 
Marseilles and the ship retumed to service in June with one of the f i e  cargo tanks out of Commission. 
Permanent repairs to the amtahtnent system were completed at Ikkrdlles in October 1990. (Hanis 1993) 

a. This event does not involve LNG, but provides a representative fkilure Scenario involving a cryogenic liquid 

Table 2-6. Nomenclature used in Figure 2-1. 

component ID COmponenType Nates 
FCV-103 Valve pump inlet 
FCV-104 Valve pump vent 
FCV-105 Valve Re’circulatim 

FCV-106 Valve Saturation coil feed 

FCV- 107 Valve Dispensing 
v-1 Valve Tap fill 
v-2 Valve Hosedrain 
V-8 Valve Liquidphase 
v-9 Valve Vapor phase 
V-IO Valve LI-1 equalization 
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Table 24. (umtinued). 

Component ID Component Type Notes 
v-1 1 Valve Fullt~ycock 
v-12 Val% Manuzrl vent 

V-13 Valve Isolation pump inlet 
V-14 Valve Isolation pump vent 
V-15 Valve saauatonisolation 
V-16 Val= Saturation pressure 

V-17 Valve -Ual Vent P P  sump 
v-18 Val= DispenSingdrain 
v-19 Valve Vacuum gauge tube 
v-20 Valve Safety selector 
v-21 ValW Evacuation 
V-22 Valve Stackdrain 

V-23 Valve *topa 
V-24 Valve Transportreturn 

V-25 Valve TransportsuctiOn 

V-26 Valve N2 purge 
V-27 Valve Sampleisolation 
v-28 Valve Sample vent 
V-29 Valve SampIe purge 
V-3 0 Valve Topfillisolation 
v-3 1 Valve Vehicle fill isolation 
V-32 Val% PSV-lO1A test 

ValW PSV-1O1B test v-33 
v-34 Valve PSV-1OSB test 
v-35 Valve PSV-lO5A test 
V-36 Valve PSV-104c test 
v-37 Val% PSV-104B test 
cv-1 Check valve Fill 
cv-2 Check valve 
cv-3 Checkvalve Discharge 

PSV-1OlA Safetyvalve h e r  vessel 

Saauatonreturn 

PSV-1 01B Safety valve 
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Table 2-6. (mntin~ed). 

component ID Component Type Notes 
PSV-10 1 c Safety valve Saturation pressure 

PSV- 102A Safety valve b P  sump 
PSV-102B Safety valve Dispense line 
PSV-103 safetyvalve Transport suction line 

Safety valve Top fill line 
Safety valve Top fill line 

PSV-104A 
PSV-104B 

PSV- 104c Safety valve Sa;tursrtianreturnline 
PSV-104D Safety valve Sa;surationreturnline 
PSV-lO5A Safety valve Pump vent line 
PSV- 105B safetyvalve Pumpfeedline 
PSE-10 1A Rupture disk hervessel 
PSE-1 01B Rupture disk Irmer vessel 
PSE-10 1 c Rupturedisk outer vessel 
PSE-102 Rupture disk Pumpsump 
E-101 sasurationcoil - 
F- 1 Filter Transferline 
TC-1 Vacuum probe - 
PDI- 10 1 Liquid level indicator - 
PDT-10 1 
M-1 Meter - 

- Liquid level transmi#e r 

- P-101 hrmp 
PI-1O1A Pressure inchtor h e r  vessel 
PI- 1 0 1B Pressure indicator Saauation 

PI-102A Pressure mdicator pumpsump 
PI-1 02B Pressure indicator Dispenser 
PT-1O1A Pressuretransmi#er Inner vessel 
PT-1O1B Pressuretransmitter Saturation 
Tr-102 Temperatme sensor - 
TH-1 Transfer hose - 
FC-1 connection Top fill 
FC-2 Connectian Vehicle fill 
FC-3 connectiw Transportreturn 
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Table 2-6. (~~ntinued). 

component ID Component Type Notes 
FC-4 Connection Transportsuction 
c-1 cormection Sample cylinder 
c-2 cormectian Sample vent 
c-3 C d o n  sample purge 

c-5 Gmnectim N2 purge 

C-4 Connection Vehicle vent 

Connectionto vent stack 
Vent to atmosphere 
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3. QUALITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT 

3.1. Introduction 

This section domments the results of a qditative risk assessment performed for a generic LNG 
refbeling station and Summarizes the approach used to obtain these results. The objectives of this 
assessment areto: 

Identify accident scenarios relevant to a broad spectrum of stations 

Determine which ofthese scenarios may be sgmficant risk umtxibutors. 

Potential risk signiticance is determined through quaiitatve assessments of scenario relative 
likelihood and consequences. The scenario consequences are expressed in tenns of the following pdential 
outcomes: a large LNG release, mite ignition ofa large LNG release, and a large LNG off3ite release. 
The analysis does not directly address public and worker health coffsequence measures (e.g., severe injuries 
and fatalities). However, these can be directly related to the three outcomes identitled, especially when a 
qmntitative analysis is perfbrmed. The analysis also does not address 0fMt.e ignition, as this would require 
treatment of offish f e e s  (e.g., traffic, industry, population) judged to be b e y d  the scope of this study. 

It must be emphasized that the results of this qualitative risk assessment are relative. The patentially 
dominant scenarios identified are believed to be more risk s@cant than other scenarios W e d .  Thus, 
the study results should be helpful to station designers and operators. However, a cpmthtive analysis is 
needed to determine ifthe s d o s  identified are risk signiscant in an absolute sense. Such an analysis is 
needed when supporting policy decisions. 

> 

3.2. Approach 

Serious accidents can often be viewed as the culminatian ofa sequence of failures involving humans, 
hardware, or both. Such a sequence consists of an initial fault, an "initiating event," followed by failures of 
safety barriers (either engineered or natural) that would otherwise limit the severity of the accident. For 
example, in the 1944 Cleveland tank accident, the initial storage tank mure was followed by the Wure of 
the bund wall to perform its intended function. The subsequent ignition of the gas and the failure of the 
second storage tank can also be viewed as failures of safety baniers, even though an engineered mitigating 
system was not involved. 

Given this view of accidents, it can be seen that event trees, which graphically depict the difkent 
possible sequences of safety barrier successes and failures following an initiating event, provide a natural 
mesills to model accident scenarios. Event trees were introduced to risk assessment in the landmark Reactor 
Safety Study (also known as WASH-1400) performed by the U.S. Nuclear Resulatory Commission 
(USNRC 1975). Since that study, event trees have been used m many risk assessment applications. A 
number of transportation risk assessment studies use event trees (Rhoads 1978), as does a recent 
investigation of oil spill accidents (Siu et al. 1995). 
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An example event tree for scenarios initiated by an operator tank filling error is shown in Figure 3-1. 
The safety barriers challenged followhg the initiating event are listed at the top of the tree; these are d e d  
"top evats." Each node in the tree represents a safety barrier challenge; the path leading to the right of the 
node represents success of the safety barrier, while the path leakg down from the node represents Mure. 

Figure 3-1 shows that the event tree is an inductive diagram; it shows what happens after a given 
initiating event. Clearly, therefore, the qualitative n'sk assessment must include multiple event trees, each 
onecorrespondingtoaMerentiniWhgevent. Furthermore,~rtsmustbespenttoensuretbatthelist 
of initiasing events considered is reasonably complete. If an initiating event is not addressed, the analysis 
will not treat the risk contributions fiam scenarios assoclzLted * withthatinitiatingevent. Ontheotherhand, 
anaiys isresourcescanbe~i f toomany~eventsaretreated.  Practicalriskassessment 
requires a balance between the desire for completeness and available resources. 

With these issues in mind, the steps employed inthis study to perfbrmthe quahhve risk assessment 
are as follows: 

1. Developlistofinitiatingevents 

b. Groupinitiatingevents 

2. Develop eventtrees 

a. 

b. Identifydependenciesbetweentopeventsand~events 

c. Develop accident scenarios 

1- event tree "top events" 

3. AnatyzeaccidentsceJlarios 

a. 

b. Identifypotentiallydominant scenarios 

c. 

Id- scenarios leading to severe cmsequenm 

Detenninerefuelingstationcharacten 'stics affechng likelihood ofdominant scenarios. 

3.3. Initiating Event Identification 

3.3.1. Candidate Initiating Events 

As in many studies and r e c o d  m the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA Procedures Guide 
( A N S  1980), this study employs a Variety of methods to identif4r candidate initiating events, i.e., initiating 
events that might be treated in the analysis. The principal method used is the Master Lqgc Diagram 
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(h4LD). Other methods used include Failure Modes and Eifkcts Analysis (FMEA), event sequence and 
task analyses, operating experience review, and review of other relevant studies. 

A MLD is a logic tllagram which is usedto deduce how a smgle top event can be caused by 
underlying events (ANS 1980). MLDs are similar to fault trees in that they are deductive in nature. They 
are dif€ikrent in that they do not generally show all of the conditions that must arise for the top event to 
occur. (In other words, they do not generally include "AND" gates.) 

Figures 3-2 through 3-4 show the MLDs developed for this study. The top events, shown in 
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 respectively, are "Serious Onsite Injury and/or Fata&y" and "Serious offsitr: Injury 
andor Fatality." All of the branches in the diagrams represent "OR" gates. For example, Figure 3-2 
shows that a serious onsite injury and/or fktald~ cau involve an acute injury or fbtahty or a chronic injury. 
An acute injury or fhtahty, in tum, can involve asphyxiation, trauma, thermal bums, or cryogenic burns. 
The triangles in the dmgram represent transfers to another tree (Figure 3-4); the diamonds represent events 
that can be (but are not) further defined. 

Both Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show that LNG releases are a major (if not sole) contfibutor to the top 
event. They both transfer to Figure 3-4, which identifies several potentd failures (lardware, human, and 
external) that may lead to a release. It should be emphasized that while these fhilures may lead to an LNG 
reIeiise, they do not necessarily guam&ze the occurrence of the release. The add i t id  fkilures tbat must 
occur before a release can hzrppen are identified in the event tree analysis, discussed in Section 3.4 below. 
Note also that the Mure events are defined generically. This allows the broad application of this study's 
results to different refueiing stations. 

TO SUPPI~III& the MLD ad*, an FMEA' w a ~  perfbnneed 011 the system shown in Figure 2-1 
(Facili~ Number 1). This FMEA is provided in Appendix A. It shows that there are a number of single 
point failures brimarily involving relief valves) which can lead to releases of LNG to the e n v i r m .  
Event sequence and task analyses (defimng the sequence of actions taken during station and end user 
vehicle refbehg), reviews of past events, and reviews of other studies were also perfmed to supplement 
the MLD. 

Regarding other studies, Williamson and Edeskuty (1983) defined several hazards which involve or 
infiuence the occuTTe21ce of Miatkg events: 

e 

0 

e 

storage tank fililures 

Unlodng and transfer leaks 

Corrosion of dissimilar metals in systems and foreign material induced cormsion 

Collisions oftransport vehicles 

vaponisrton system faillure 

Fires and explosions 

c. A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is an inductive exercise which postuIates the Mure of every system 
component and the comequena of these failures. 
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Gas-air vapor cloud dispersion 

Temperatureextremes 

Humanfactors 

Personnel exposure (cryogenic temperatures and flames) 

~ ~ o f c r y o g e n s .  

Melchers and Feutrill (1995), in their report on an ongoing risk assessment on LPG-fueled vehicles, 
identify the fbllowing initiating event classes: 

Flameimphgementonatank 

Impactbyvehicles 

0 

Vandalismaudattemptszrtfueltheft. 

Cold czrtastrophic failure ofa tank (due to metal Mgue, corrosion, or o v ~ )  

Neghgent action by operators or drivers (driveaways, uncoupw hoses with valves open, etc.) 

Poormaintenan ce (unrepaid hose wear aad tear, or valve spring mrrosion, etc.) 

* Selected resufts ofthese other studies have been integrated into the LNG release MLD shown in 
Figure 3-4 as appropriate. 
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'Addresses only Issues that might distingulsh LNG from diesel fuel. 

Flgure 3-2. Master Logic Diagram: Onsite Serious Injury or Fatality 
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Hose Mlsplaced 

Orfveaway 
.. Olher Ermr 

- Maintenance Error 
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Support Fallum 
Olher Mechanlcal 
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OMlM bmr 
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FatlguWear 
Embdnlemonl 

Same a6 plpomoso. lntemal cauaea 

Syalem Aellel Valve Falla Open 
Syatem Venl Valve Fall8 Open 
Syalem IsdaUcn Valve Falls Open 
Truck Rellel Valve Falls lo Close 

- Seal Failure 

* Active Component Failure 

I - Storage Tank Failure 
Exlemal Causes 

hQltlCl 

Healup a Overpresaurlzallon 
Suppofl Fallurn 
Omer Mechanlcel 

Internal Causes 
OMlM Em@ 
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Embrllllernenl - Truck Tank Failure 
External Causes 

Impact 
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Internal Causes 
OMlM Enor 
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Embdlllemenl 

'DMIM = Design, Manufactudng, Installatlon, or Malntenance 

Figure 3-4. Master Logic Diagram Continuation: LNG Release 
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3.3.2. Initiating Event Grouping 

In order to keep ?he d y s i s  tractable, the candidate initiating events shown in Figure 3 4  were 
grouped. m e  two of the candidate events shown in Figure 3-2 (ie., chronic injuries due to occupational 
exposures to toxins and carcinogens) are not included in Figure 3-4, these events are believed to be of lesser 
sqpitlcance and are not further addressed in this study.] The groups were distinguished based on: 

0 Potentid impact on the functions modeled in the event trees (see Figure 3-1 and 
Section 3.4) 

Potential impact on the likelihood of recovery efforts 

0 Potential magnitude of releases. 

For example, all internal failure causes for the storage tank (i.e., design, mamrf8ctunn& * installation, 
and maintenance errors; ove~~ressurizatiOn; fatigue; embrittlement) are grouped together because the 
particular Wure cause is not expected to affect the likelihood of recovery, ignition, umtainment, and so 

of an operator during the event; this should increase the chances for recovery. Events pdentialy involving 
multiple tanks (e.g., driveaway accidents which auld involve both the storage and vehicle tanks) are 
d s & q u & d  fiom other events because they can lead to larger releases of LNG. 

forth. Operatorerrors l~tore l~aregroupedtogetherbecausetheyimplythe~ preSenCe 

. .  . 

Table 3-1 lists the inihthg events resulting from this grouping process and provides a map relatug 
these initiating eventstothecandidate initiatingevents (MLD failure causes) shown inFigure 3-4. Note 
that some of the candidate iuitiating events appear under more than one initiating event. This is because 
some of the Mure causes (e.g., impact) can arise from dBerent sources (e.g., tornadoes, vehicle crashes). 

Tabie 3-1. Initiating events and mapping to MLD failure causes. 

Identifier Description MLDFailureCausesIncluded 
CAI canstruction Storage tank failure, extend causes: impact, other mechanical 

InitiatingEvent 

Accident, PipemoSefailure, external causes: impact, crushing, othermechanical 

NOTE: "Other mechanical" includes digging and drilling 
Storage tankfUure, external causes: impact, other mechanical external causes 

Accident, (e.g., digging, drilling) 
Unisolable Pipehose m, external causes: impact, other mechanical extend causes 

(e.g., digging, drilling) 
seal Mure 
NOTE: "other mechanical" includes digging and drilling 
Storage tank failure, external causes: impact, heatup and overpressuritatin, 
supportfailure 
Tmck fuel tankMure, external causes: heatup and overpressurizati on 
Pipelhose mure, external causes: impact, crushing, heatup and 
Overpressnnzatt . 'on,supportMure 
seal faiture 

Isolable seal failure 

CAU construction 

EE E*& 
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Table 3-1. (continued). 

I&llli&r Description MLD FailUte Causes Included 
Initiating Event 

HF 

OD 
OF 

OM 

PFI 

PFU 

SFI 

SFU 

STF 

rn 

TIT 

VA 

VFI 

VFU 

Hose Failure 

Driveaway 

FiliingEnor 

Maintenance 
Error 
Pipe Failure, 
Isofable 
Pipe Failure, 
Unisolable 
Seal Failure, 
lsolable 
Seal Failure, 
Unisolable 
Storage Tank 
Failure 

Truck Fuel 
TankFailure 

TankerTmck 
TankFailure 

Vehicular 
Accident 

Valve Failure, 
Isolable 
Valve Failure, 

NOTE: Includes effects ofear&hquakes7 floods, storms, non-LNG fires, aircraft 
impact, lightning strike, non-LNG explosions, etc. 
Pipehose Mure, internal canses: DMIM error, overpressnrization, 
f a t i m y  embrittlement 
Operattons error, filling error: hose misplaced 
Operations error, other error: driveaway 

Operattons errory filling error. hose connection error, valve lineup error7 tank 
venting error, overhlling emr 
NOTE: Hose crashing due tovehicle driveaver 
Operations error, maintenance error 
NOTE: Addressesmaintenanceinducedleaks 
pipe/hose faifure, internal causes: DMIM error, overpresurkation, 

Pipehose failure, internal causes: DMlM error, o v q m t i o n ,  

Seal failure: DMIM error, overpressunzatt . 'on, fatigudwear, embrittlement 

PipehoseMm, extemd causes: cnlshmg 

fbtigue/wear, embrittlement 

fatip*, embrittlement 

Storagetankfailure,externalcauses:suppoafailure 
Storage tank failure, internal caws: DMIM errory ovq-on, Mp, 
embrittlement 

embrittlement 
Active component failure: truck reliefvalve fails to close 
Truck tank Wure, internal causes: DMIM error, werpressurization, Mgue, 
embrittlement 
Active component failUte: truck reliefvalve fails to close 
Storagetankfailure,extemdcauses:impact 
Truck tank Mure, externat causes: impact 
F5pemosefailurey extemalcauses: impact 

Truck tank Mure, internal causes: DMlM error, o v e e  'on, htigue, 

Active component failure: seliefvalve fails apes vent vahe fails apen, 
isolation valve fails to close 
Active component failure: reliefvalve fails open, vent vahe fails open, 
isolati~valveEailstoclose Unisolable 

Appendix B presents fkdt trees for each of the initiating events as applied to a generic refbeling 
station. Unlike an MLI), the fault trees i- all necessasy and sufficient conditions for the occurreace 
of the top event. 
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3.4. Event Trees 

3.4.1 Safety Bamet Definitions 

An event tree, as discussed earlier, is a graphical representation of the possible scenarios that may 
follow an i d i a h g  event. The difFerent scenarios are defined by successes and %lures of safety barriers 
( d e d  'top events" because of their placement in the event tree), both natural and engineered, that can 
prevent the initiating event fiom progressing to a mjor accident. 

The top events considered in this study are adapted fiom those identified in a study on oil spa events 
(Siu et ai. 1995). They are defined in terms offunctions rather than engineered systems, in order to allow 
their application to a wide variety of fhdities. They are also defined qdimvely, in keeping with the 
qdtative nature of this study. The top events are: 

e 

a 

Early Detection (ED): Detection of the release within a fkw minutes of its occurrence 

Early Recovery (ER): Early (within a few minutes) terminaticw of the release Wore most of 
the source inventory is lost 

Secondary Impact Prevention (SI): Prevention of ignition or other addi t id  ef€' (e.g., 
large releases fram additional sources) 

Late Recovery (LR): Late (several minutes or more) termination of the release before most of 
the source inventory is lost 

Release co- (RC): co ntainment of the release in the vicini~ of the release. 

3.4.2. Dependencies 

In order to develop the possible sequences following an initirtting event., dependencies between the 
initiating event and the top events, as well as those between the different top evenfs, must be identified. 

consider the event tree shown in Figure 3-5, which models the possible sequences fillowing a 
release caused by a severe extend event 
branches labeled "GF," this denotes a ''pmnteed fhilure." This reflects the modeling assumption that an 
external event severe enough to directly cause a large LNG release is also severe enoughto greatly inhibit 
reC0veryeExt.s. otherassumedef€~ofthedifferentinitiatingeventsanthetopeventsaredocumented 
in the kithing event-* barrier dependency matrix shown in Table 3-2. 

It can be seenthatthe EE event tree has anumber of 

d. The "external events" (i.e., events involving Wts external to the system) treated by this tree include natural phenomena 
(e.g.2 earthquakes, floods, - , lightning) and non-LNG fires. A number of other external events (e.g., mmhucti on 
accidents)aretreatedusingdif€iiev~ttrees. 
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Figure 3-5 also shows that given Wure of early detection (ED), early recovery (ER) is guaranteed to 
fail sothe success branch is dashed to denote that it is not considered fiuther. This is an example ofatop 
ev&-to-top event dependency. The 111 dependency matrix for top event interaCtons is shown in Table 3- 
3. 

Both Tables 3-2 and 3-3 represent generic dependency relationships. It is possible that additional 
depedency relationships exist for particular W e s .  For example, in situations where subsequent 
failures can lead to releases from additid tanks (top event SI), the combined inventories may be large 
enough to overwhelm existing berms, depending on the sizing of the berms. The characmistics of the three 
facilities visitedwith respect tothe event treetop events are discussed in Section 3.5. 

3.4.3. Scenario Identification 

Using the relzltionships shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, event trees have been developed for each of the 
initiating events identSed m Table 3-1. The full set of event trees is shown in Appendix C. Figures 3-1 
and 3-5 show represen@tive event trees for tank filling errors (OF) and external events @E), respectively. 
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Table 3-2. Initiating event-*top event dependency matrix. 

Top Events 
Ea ED ER SI LR RC 

CAI GS 
CAU GS 
EE (2) 
HF (5) 
OD GS 
OF (5 )  
OM (8) 
PFI - 
PFU - 
SFI - 
SFU - 
STF - 
TrF - 
'TTT - 
VA GS 
VFI - 
VFU - 
8 Descr@ionsoftheInitiatingEventsareinTable 3-1. 

- 
GF 
GF - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
GF 

GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 

GF 

- 

- 

ED 
ER 

Early Detectia Detection of the release within a few minutes of its occmfence 
Early Recovery: Early (within a few minutes) tednation of the release befm most of the source inventary is 
lost 

SI secondary Impact Preventim Prevention of ignition or other a d d i t i d  effects (e.g., large releases from 
a d d i t i d  sources) 

LR Late Recovery Late (several minutes or more) termination of the release before most of the source mventory 
is lost 

RC Release Containment: Ccmtainment of the release in the vicinity of the release 
GS = Guaranteed Success 
GF = GuaranteedFailure 
Other Notes: 
1. presence of^ 'on activities inneases likelihood of ignition sources. 
2. 
3. 

Many extemd events can rednce the likelihood of early detection (e.g., due to loss of power, distmtion). 
J&ition sources are more likely for some external events (e.g., thu&ntoms). 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Elaernaleventscandecreaseorin~likelihoodofCantaimnent~. Examples:earthqnakef&dike; 

Presence of personnel m m  likelihood of early detection. 
Presence of personnel mcreases likelihood of early recovery. 
Truck release may be close to site bomdaq 

stonndispersesLNGvapor. 

8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

Time to detection depends on size and location (e.g., in yard or in canfined space) of leak. 
presenceofmaintenance activities increases likelihood of ignition sources. 
Containment success M y ,  given size of fuel tank. (Only containment problem arises ifthe release occurs near/at 
site bolmdary.) 
Accident environment increases likelihood of ignition sources. 
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a Descriptions of the Initiating Events are in Table 3-1. 
ED 
ER 

SI 

LR 

RC 
GS=GuaranteedSuccess 

GF=GuaranteedFailure 
Other Notes: 
1. 

2. SuccessofERmakestopeventirrelevant 
3. Success of LR makes top event irrelevant 
4. Top events appear inrough ~ o l o g i c a l  order, d y  depen dencies of later events on earlier events are modeled. 

Early Detection: Detection of the release within a few minutes of its occll~~ence 

Early Recovery: Early ( w i t h  a few minutes) taminati on of the release before most of the source inventory is 
lost 

secondary Impact Prevention: Prevention of ignition or other additional effects (e.&, large releases firom 
add it id so^) 

Late Recovery: Late (several minutes or more) terminaticm of the release before most of the source inventory 
is lost 
Releasecontaimnent - containment of the release in the vicinity of the release 

Failure of ED guarantees failure of ER 

The accident scenarios for each initiating event follow directly fiom the event trees. For example, 
Scenario 3 of the EE event tree (Figure 3-5) involves the occurrence of the external went (EE), successful 
early detection (/ED), guaraateed Mure of early fecovery (ER?, successfui prevention of secondary 
kpacts (/SI), guzrranteed Mure of late recovery (LR'), and successfbl containment of the release (RC). 
The Boolean repmentation of this sequence of events is: 

Scenario 3 = EE*/ED*ER'*/SI*LR'*/RC 

where the asterisk (*) denotes the logical AND operator, the slash (0 denotes success, no slash denotes 
fkdure, and the prime (3 denotes a gmran&d event. 



3.5. Scenario Analysis 

3.5.1. Scenarios with Severe Consequences 

The event trees in Figures 3-1 and 3-5 show the assumed consequences of each accident scenario. A 
"large release" is one that poses a significant hazard to onsite and offsite personnel. Depending on the site 
characteristics, this is generally on the order of several hundreds of gallons: The other consequences are 
seE-explanatory. 

Appendix D provides lists of all of the scenarios leading to large releases, large releases xgnited 
onsite, and large releases which go oGife. These lists have been cons t rud  shply by collecting all of the 
relevant sequences from each event tree. 

3.5.2. Potentially Dominant Scenarios 

Thenumerous scenarios listed in- D are not all equal contributors to risk. Two scenarios 
leadug to the same undesired consequences (e.g., onsite ignition ofa large release) will have difkrent 
contributions iftheir likelihood's differ. 

Tables 3-4 and 3-5 show the lists ofhigh consequence scenarios believed to be the most risk 
slgniswrt  in terms of onsite ignition (of a large release) and large offlite release, respectiveiy. This list has 
been developed by employing pairwise qual&&- comparisons of d o s  within each event tree. The 
comparisons generally take arfvantage ofthe observation that, generally speakmg, failures (human or 
hardware) are fiu less likely than ~~ccesses.~ Thus, the risk contribution fiom one scenario is usually 
assumed to dominate that from mother E a) both scenarios lead to the same cmsequaces, and b) the 
scenario involves fewer fbilure events than the second. For example, in comparing the first construction 
accident scenario (CAI) with the second (CAU), both lead to ansite ignition of a large release of LNG. 
However, the latter scenario (CAW involves the fWure of spill contairrment . Framthestandp,ointoflarge 
release occurrenw, therdore, the first scenario should dominate the W r .  

ExceptionS to this dominance assumption are as follows: 

0 For the extend events (EE) scenarios, it is assumed that failure of early detection (ED) is 
more likely than success, due to the impact of the external event on M t y  hardware and 
operators. 

For the mahtemn ce (OM) and hlable pipe 0, seal (SFI), and valve 0 
mure scenarios, it cannot be determmed * if scenarios involving the success of 
early detection (/ED) and the Mure of early recovery given an hitiator (EWE) 
are significantly more likely than scenarios iuvolving the Mure of early detection 
(ED) and the consequent guaranteed failure of early recovery given an initiator 
(ER'IIE). In other words, it is not clear if 

e. Truck fuel tank releases, while generally involving smaller quantities, are mcdeled as being capable of leading to "large 

f This rule does not cover situations where Wure is guanmteed because of previous occ~ences draing the scenario. 
releases" because they canoccur close tothe sitebomldary. 
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Table 3-4. Potentially dominant scenarios: large LNG release and onsite ignition. 
, IE Top Events Notes 

CAI /ED' ER' SI LR /RC For instance, collisions between construction equipment and reheling station components. 
CAU /ED' ER' SI LR' /RC For instance, collisions between construction equipment and refbeling station components. 
EE ED ER' SI LR' /RC Gasoline pipeline failures and ignition due to large flood in Houston; tank floating has been observed 
HF /ED ER SI LR /RC Failure must occur during reheling to be signifcant 
OD /ED' ER SI LR /RC Driveaways are relatively common; most (if not all) have only involved small spills 
OF /ED ER SI LR /RC Tank venting practices, shipboard overfilling events, and single point failures indicate scenario credibility 
OM /ED ER SI LR /RC Localized explosion has been observed for LNG bus; no procedures; industry is learning 
OM ED ER' SI LR /RC Few or no procedures, no standardized approaches; industry is learning 
PFI /ED ER SI LR /RC Passive pipeline failures are relatively unlikely; no known major events 
PFI ED ER' SI LR /RC Passive pipeline failures are relatively unlikely; no known major events 
PFU /ED ER' SI LR' /RC Passive pipeline failures are relatively unlikely; no known major events 
SFI /ED ER SI LR /RC Given early detection, recovery is likely 
SFI ED ER' SI LR /RC Cove Point event involved seal failure, no early detection, migration of vapor, explosion 
SFU /ED ER' SI LR' /RC Possibility depends on system design (isolability of seal leaks) 
STF /ED ER' SI LR' /RC Cleveland tank employed 3.5% nickel steel (not used anymore); expect dominance by DMI error 
TTF /ED ER' SI LR' /RC' Expect dominance by relief valve failure 
'IT" /ED ER' SI LR' /RC Expect dominance by relief valve failure 
VA /ED' ER' SI LR' /RC Must be severe enough to fail pressure boundary; no LNG truck events reviewed have involved LNG fire 
VFI /ED ER SI LR /RC Designs allow single-point failures by relief and vent valves 
VFI ED ER' SI LR /RC Designs allow single-point failures by relief and vent valves 
VFU /ED ER' SI LR' /RC Possibility depends on system design (isolability of valve) 

a. descriptions of the Initiating Events are in Table 3-1. 
ED 
ER 
SI 
LR 
RC 
Notes: 
(1) 
(2) 

Early Detection: Detection of the release Within a few minutes of its occurrenm 
Early Recovery: Early (Within a few minutes) termination of the release before most of the source inventory is lost 
Secondary Impact Prevention: Prevention of ignition or other additional effects (e&, large releases from additional sources) 
Late Recovery: Late (several minutes or more) termination of the release before most of the source inventory is lost 
Release Containment: Containment of the release in the vicinity of the release 

Slash ( I )  indicates success, no slash indicates failure. Prime (') indicates succesdfailure guaranteed. 
Shaded scenarios appear to be of lesser concern on a generic basis.. 
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Table 3-5. Potentially dominant scenarios: large LNG release offsite. 

IE Top Events Notes 
CAI 
CAU 
EE 
€IF 
OD 
OF 
OM 
OM 
PFI 
PFI 
PFU 
SFI 
SFI 
SFU 
STF 
m 
VA 
VFI 
VFI 
vmr 

/ED' 
/ED' 
ED 
/ED 
IED' 
/ED 
/ED 
ED 
/ED 
ED 
/ED 
/ED 
ED 
/ED 
/ED 
/ED 
/ED' 
/ED 
ED 
/ED 

ER' 
ER' 
ER' 
ER 
ER 
ER 
ER 
ER' 
ER 
ER' 
ER' 
ER 
ER' 
ER' 
ER' 
ER' 
ER' 
ER 
ER' 
ER' 

IS1 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 
/SI 

LR 
LR' 
LR' 
LR 
LR 
LR 
LR 
LR 
LR 
LR 
LR' 
LR 
LR 
LR' 
LR' 
LR' 
LR' 
LR 
LR 
LR' 

RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 
RC 

Very large and rapid release required 
Very large and rapid release required 
Includes damage to component due to flood, tornado, hurricane, lightning, etc. 
Very large release required; failure must occur during reheling to be significant 
Driveaways are relatively common; most (if not all) have only involved small spills 
Tank venting practices, shipboard overfilling events, and single point failures indicate scenario credibility 
Event appears possible 
Early detection of major leak likely 
Very large and rapid release required; passive pipeline failures relatively unlikely; no known major events 
Very large and rapid release requirecl, passive pipeline failures relatively unlikely; no known major events 
Very large and rapid release required; passive pipeline failures relatively unlikely; no known major events 
Very large and rapid release required; possibility is site-specific 
Very large and rapid release required; possibility is site-specific 
Very large and rapid release required; possibility is site-specific 
Cleveland tank employed 3.5% nickel steel (not used anymore); expect dominance by DMI error 
Expect dominance by DMI error 
Must be severe enough to fail pressure boundary; no LNG truck events reviewed have involved LNG fire 
Very large and rapid release required 
Very large and rapid release required 
Possibility depends on system design (isolability of valve) 

a. Descriptions of the Initiating Events are in Table 3-1. 
ED 
ER 
SI 
LR 
RC 
Notes: 
(1) 
(2) 

Early Detection: Detection of the release within a few minutes of its occurrence 
Early Recovery: Early (within a few minutes) termination of the release before most of the some inventory is lost 
Secondary Impact Prevention: Prevention of ignition or other additional effects (e.g., large releases from additional sources) 
Late Recovery: Late (several minutes or more) termination of the release before most of the source inventory is lost 
Release Containment: Containment of the release in the vicinity of the release 

Slash (/) indicates success; no slash indicates failure. Prime (') indicates succesdfailure guaranteed. 
Shaded scenarios appear to be of lesser concern on a generic basis. 
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Probabihty(/ED*EqIE) >> Probability(ED*ER*lIE) 

where Probab&y(A]B) denotes the conditional probability of event A given event B and "E' 
refers to the initiating event. 

Tables 3-4 and 3-5 also provide a preliminasy comparison of scenarios for di&rent i&kting events. 
Shaded scenarios in the table are believed to be generally less likely than unshaded scenarios; the bases for 
the scenario classifications are provided in the notes column of the tabIe. Note that the storage tank 
scenarios (which involve intemal Mure causes--see Table 3-1) are not shaded. Although catastrophic 
failuresarebe~tobeveryunlikelygivencurrentdesi~andconstructianpractices,the~ 
consequences are believed to be large enough to warrant their inclusion in the group of more important 
scenarios. 

3.5.3. Station Characteristics Affecting Dominant Scenarios 

Table 3-6 identifies a number ofsite-specific &amtms& ' 'cs for each of the fkdities visited relevant 
to the likelihood of the initiating events considered in this study. Table 3-7 lists those characteristics 
relevant to the success or Mure of the event tree top events (Le., the saf" banien). Comparing these 
&mck&ics withthe potatdly dominant scenarios listed in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it can be seenthat 
differences in desi- operations, and sitjlng might imply signiscant *enCes in risk. 

For example, regarding Station design, Facility Number 3 bas an onsite vehicle maintenance shop 
whereas the vehicle mintman ce shops fbr Facifities 1 and 2 are a few minutes away. When looking 
specifically at refbe- Station risk, therefbre, Fsrcility Number 3 is likely to have a higher risk contribution 
frammaintenan ce activities than the other two f8cilities. This potentially higher contribution could come 

number of potential ignition sources (which 
Facility Number 2 does not have a bund I l ly  surrounding the main LNG storage tank (a trailer tank); 
while the tank is in a slight pit, it is not clearthat, in the event of a Ill spill, the LNGwill be fully 
contained. This reduces the likelihood of success of top event RC. 

.from a higher fiecpency of maktemn ce-indudreleases(initizrtingevent0M)aswellasanincreased 
the likelhod of top event SI). As another example, 

DBbrences in opedon also are expectedtohave impacts onthe station risk. Somepotentiauy 
important factors include the frequency of refueling activities (Facilities 3 and 5 are by far the busiest), the 
degree of public access to the refueling area (Facility Number 2 is open to the public -the site has a 
gasoline service Stsrtion and convenience store). The nmahhg facilities have varying degrees of restricted 
access, the training of personnel m fuehg vehicles (Facilities 3,4,5,6, and 7 use specially traiued 
refbeling teclmiciam; refuelmg at Facilities 2,s  and 9 is performed by the truck drivers, some of whom 
excessively vent their fuel tanks to speed up the process), the location of des@ emergency response 
persarmel (depending onthe time ofday, key stafffor FacllityNu1nber2 canbe 20 to 30 minutes away 
fim the station when an alarm sounds), and the trained response of all persumel to emergencies (Facihty 
Number 2 allows drivers one ovenide of the emergency shutdown system). These factors affix$ the 
frequency of operator errors (initiating events OD and OF) and the likelhad of recovery and accident 
mitigation (top events ER, LR, and SI). 
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Table 3-6. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting initiating event occurrence, Facilities 1,2 and 3.a 
Factors Affecting Initiating Event Frequency 

IE Causes Include Facility Number 1 Facility Number 2 Facility Number 3 

CAI, 
CAU 

EE 

HF 

OD 

OF 

OM 

PFI, 
PFU 

SFI, 
SFU 

STF 

Digging, drilling, 
falling objects, other 
impact 
Earthquake, flood, 
storm, fire (non- 
LNG), aircraft 

Internal causes, 
DMJM~ error 

Driveaway Error 

Hose connection 
error, valve lineup 
error, tank venting 
error, overfilling 
error, hose misplaced 
Maintenance error 

Overpressure, 
internal causes, 
DMIMb error 
Overpressure, 
material failure, 
DMIM~ error 
Overpressure, 
internal causes, 
DMIMb error 

System is aboveground. Low activity in 
immediate area. 

Out of flood zone; desert siting. Low 
potential for local fires (low traflic, no 
fixed combustibles). Range fires have 
occurred in area. Well away from 
regular flightpaths. 
Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
braided metal outer sheath. Facility has 
been operating for about 1.5 years. 
Low number of refueling events per day. 
No driveaways reported. Storage tank 
and vehicle tank isolation provided by 
nozzle design, check valves. 
Operator does not normally vent vehicle 
tank. One interlock ground must be 
attached to actuate pump and allow 
LNG flow to vehicle. Hose can be left 
on ground. 
Vehicle maintenance area well separated 
from fueling area. 
Low number of refielings per day. 
Facility has been operating for about 
1.5 years. 
Facility has been operating for about 1.5 
Y M .  

Facility has been operating for about 1.5 
years. 

System is aboveground or in concrete- 
lined open trenches covered by steel 
grates. Low activity in immediate area. 
Out of flood zone. Low t r a c  area, 
Airport is about 15 miles away. 

Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
coiled plastic outer sheath. Facility has 
been operating for about 1 year. 
No driveaways reported. Storage tank 
and vehicle tank isolation provided by 
nozzle design, check valves. 

Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Vehicle and storage tanks often vented. 
Interlock to detect correct nozzle 
return. Training of driver-fuelers 
variable. 
Vehicle maintenance shop a few 
minutes away from fueling area. 
Low number of refuelings per day. 
Facility has been operating for about 
1 year. 
Some problems with valve stem seals. 
Facility has been operating for about 
1 year. 
Facility has been operating for about 
1 year. 
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System is aboveground or in open, 
concrete-lined pit. 

Elevated about 20 feet above adjacent river. 
Urban location provides potential missiles 
during storms. Adjacent railyards a 
potential source of fire. Airport is about 
5 miles away. 
Hose is stainless steel bellows with braided 
metal outer sheath. Facility has been 
operating for about 3 years. 
Driveaways occur about once per month, 
Storage tank and vehicle tank isolation 
provided by nozzle design, check valves. 

Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Venting not often necessary (high vehicle 
usage). Can leave hose on ground or over 
bund. Designated refieling technician. 

LNG maintenance performed in onsite 
diesel bus shop. 
Equipment is in constant use 16 hours a 
day. Facility has been operating for about 
3 years. 
Has experienced a problem with leakage 
around the refueling fitting. Facility has 
been operating for about 3 years. 
Facility has been operating for about 3 
years. 



Table 3-6. (continued). 
Factors Affecting Initiating Event Frequency 

IE Causes Include Facility Number 1 Facility Number 2 Facility Number 3 
"IF Overpressure, - - - 

internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

internal causes, day). 
DMIM~ error 

TTT Overpressure, A few deliveries a month. Weekly deliveries. Several deliveries a week (almost once per 

VA Vehicle accident Low trafk. Sheet metal bund wall. Concrete bund wall on 3tsides. Surrounded by concrete bund wall. Private 
Concrete blocks on one side (near CNG 
facility). 

vehicles not allowed in area. Adjacent 
elevated highway a possible hazard. 

VFI, Relief valve, vent - - - 
VFU valve, isolation valve 

fails open 

a. Table does not always comment on features mmmon to all facilities visited. 
b. DMIM Error j Design, manufacturing, installation, or maintenance error 
CAI Comtmction Accident, Isolable OM Maintenance Error TTF Truck Fuel Tank Failure 
CAU Consttuction Accident, Unisolable PFI Pipe Failure, Isolable "T Tanker Truck Tank Failure 
EE External Event PPU Pipe Failure, Unisolable VA Vehicular Accident 
HP Hose Failure SFI Seal Failure, Isolable VFI Valve Failure, Isolable 
OD Driveaway SFU Seal Failure, Unisolable VFU Valve Failure, Unisolable 
OF Filling Error STF Storage Tank Failure 
Initiating Event Abbreviations are fidher described in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-7. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting initiating event occurrence, Facilities 4,5 and 6." 
Factors Mecting Initiating Event Frequency 

IE Causes Include Facility Number 4 Facility Number 5 Facility Number 6 

CAI, 
CAU 

EE 

HF 

OD 

OF 

OM 

PFI, 
PFU 

SFI, 
SFU 

Digging, drilling, 
falling objects, other 
impact 
Earthquake, flood, 
storm, fire (non- 
LNG), aircraft 

Internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

Driveaway Error 

Hose connection 
error, valve lineup 
error, tank venting 
error, ovefilling 
error, hose misplaced 

Maintenance error 

Oveqmssure, 
internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 
Overpressure, 
material failure, 
DMIMb error 

System is aboveground. Low activity in 
immediate area, although the general area 
has heavy traffic and frequent construction. 
May be susceptible to local flooding in very 
heavy rain, especially due to large paved 
areas. Potential for local fires due to aircraft 
or vehicular impact. Located in high aircraft 
trait area. 

Hose is stainless steel bellows with braided 
metal outer sheath. Facility has been 
operating for about 1 .O years. 
Low number of refbeling events per day. No 
driveaways reported. Storage tank and 
vehicle tank isolation provided by nozzle 
design, check valves. 
Operator does not normally vent vehicle 
tank. Drivers do not refuel vehicles. 
Refueling done by designated fbeler. No 
interlock to prevent fueling without 
grounding. Hose can be left on ground. 

Vehicle maintenance area well separated 
from fueling area. 
Low number of refielings per day. Facility 
has been operating for about 1.0 years. 

Facility has been operating for about 1 .O 
years. 

System is aboveground. High activity 
in immediate area, especially during 
night shifts. 
Next to a storm water catch basin 
(concrete lined). High traffic during 
refueling operations. Airport is about 
5 miles away. 

Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
coiled plastic outer sheath. Facility 
has been operating for about 1 year. 
No driveaways reported. Storage tank 
and vehicle tank isolation provided by 
nozzle design, check valves. 

Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Vehicle and storage tanks often 
vented. Interlock to detect correct 
nozzle return. Training of -fuelers 
variable. Fuelers have other vehicle- 
cleaning duties. 
Vehicle maintenance shop about 100 
m from fueling area. 
High number of rehelings per day. 
Facility has been operating for about 
1 year. 
Some problems with valve stem seals 
due to high use. Facility has been 
operating for about 1 year. 
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System is aboveground or in open, 
concrete-lined pit. 

NO apparent flood danger. Railroad 
on three sides, a potential source of 
fire, though the traffk is very slow. 
Urban location provides potential 
missiles during storms. Airport is 
about 15 miles away. 
Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
braided metal outer sheath. Facility 
has been operating for about 5 years. 
Driveaways occur about once per 
month. Storage tank and vehicle 
tank isolation provided by nozzle 
design, check valves. 
Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Venting not often necessary. Can 
leave hose on ground or over bund. 
Designated refieling technician. 

LNG vehicle maintenance performed 
in onsite diesel bus shop. 
Equipment is in constant use 8 hours 
a day. Facility has been operating for 
about 5 years. 
Has experienced a problem with 
leakage around the refbeling fitting. 



* 1 , , 

Table 3-7. (continued). 
Factors Affecting Initiating Event Frequency 

IE Causes Include Facility Number 4 Facility Number 5 Facility Number 6 
STF Overpressure, Facility has been operating for about 1.0 

internal causes, Years. 
DMIM~ error 

internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

"F Overpressure, - 

Facility has been operating for about Facility has been operating for about 
1 year. 

- 

5 years. 

- 

"7' Overpressure, A few deliveries a moni.. . 
internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

VA Vehicle accident Moderate traflic area. Sheet metal bund 
wall. Concrete posts to protect traffic side of 
facility. 

VFI, Relief valve, vent - 
VFU valve, isolation valve 

fails open 

a. Table does not always comment on features common to all facilities visited. 
b. DMIM Error = Design, manufacturing, installation, or maintenance error 
CAI Construction Accident, Isolable OM Maintenance Error 
CAU Construction Accident, Unisolable PFI Pipe Failure, Isolable 

Daily deliver,;s. One or two dc..deries a week . 

Concrete bund wall on 4tsides. Surrounded by concrete bund wall. 
Private vehicles not generally allowed 
in area. 

TTF Truck Fuel Tank Failure 
TIT Tanker Truck Tank Failure 

EE External Event PPU Pipe Failure, Unisolable VA Vehicular Accident 
HF Hose Failure SFI Seal Failure, Isolable VFI Valve Failure, Isolable 
OD Driveaway SFU Seal Failure, Unisolable VFU Valve Failure, Unisolable 
OF Filling Error STF Storage Tank Failure 
Initiating Event Abbreviations are firthm described in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-8. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting initiating event occurrence, Facilities 7,8 and 9." 
Factors Mkcting Initiating Event Frequency 

Facility Number 9 IE Causes Include Facility Number 7 Facility Number 8 

CAI, Digging, drilling, 
falling objects, other 
impact 

EE 

HF 

OD 

OF 

OM 

PFI, 
PFU 

Earthquake, flood, 
*storm, fire (non- 
LNG), aircraft 

Internal causes, 
DMMb error 

Driveaway Error 

Hose connection 
error, valve lineup 
error, tank venting 
error, overfilling 
error, hose misplaced 

Maintenance error 

Overpressure, 
internal causes, 
DMIMb error 

System is aboveground. Low activity in 
immediate area, though there is high 
activity and frequent construction in the 
general area. 
Potential for local flooding due to large 
paved areas. Potential for local fires due 
to vehicle or aircraft impact. Large 
propane tank within 200 m. High 
aircraft traflic. 

Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
braided metal outer sheath. Facility has 
been operating for about 2.0 years. 
Large number of refueling events during 
night shift. No driveaways reported. 
Storage tank and vehicle tank isolation 
provided by nozzle design, check valves. 
Operator does not normally vent vehicle 
tank. Hose can be left on ground. 

Vehicle maintenance area well separated 
from fueling ma. 
High number of rehelings during night 
Shift.. 

System is aboveground or in concrete- 
lined open trenches covered by steel 
grates. High activity in immediate area 
(diesel refueling station adjacent). 
Out of flood zone. Several small 
airports in vicinity. 

Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
coiled plastic outer sheath. Facility has 
been operating for about 1 year. 
No driveaways reported. Storage tank 
and vehicle tank isolation provided by 
nozzle design, check valves. 

Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Storage tank occasionally vented. 
Interlock to detect correct nozzle 
return. Training of driver-fbelers 
variable. (We observed a driver refuel 
for the first time.) 

Vehicle maintenance shop 100 m away 
from fueling area. 
Low number of refbelings per day. 
Facility has been operating for about 
2 year. 
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System is below grade or in a confined 
cabinet, 

No apparent widespread flood danger. 
General area is hilly. Runoff may flood 
below grade components. Rural 
location. Adjacent truck lot and shops 
may be a source of fire or vehicular 
impact. Airport is about 5 miles away. 
Hose is stainless steel bellows with 
braided metal outer sheath. Facility has 
been operating for about 0.5 years. 
No driveaways reported. Storage tank 
and vehicle tank isolation provided by 
nozzle design, check valves. 

Valve lineup controlled by computer. 
Venting may be necessary in summer 
due to low vehicle usage, though below 
grade location provides some insulation. 
Hose attached to movable arm - cannot 
be run over, though a driveaway is 
possible. Driver of sole LNG truck also 
refuels, Six more trucks on order. 
LNG maintenance performed in onsite 
diesel bus shop. 
Equipment is now used once per day. 
Facility has been operating for about 0.5 
years. 
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Table 3-8. (continued). 
Factors Mating Initiating Event Frequency 

IE Causes Include Facility Number 7 Facility Number 8 Facility Number 9 
SFI, Overpressure, Facility has been operating for about 2.0 
SFU material failure, years. 

STF Overpressure, Facility has been operating for about 2.0 
DMIM~ error 

internal causes, years. 
DMIMb error 

internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

internal causes, 
DMIM~ error 

'ITF Overpressure, - 

TIT Overpressure, A few deliveries a week. 

VA Vehicle accident Low trMc. Concrete bund wall. 
Concrete blocks surround facility. 

VFI, Relief valve, vent - 
VFU valve, isolation valve 

fails open 

a. Table does not always comment on features common to all facilities visited. 
b. DMIM Error =Design, manufacturing, installation, or maintenance error 
CAI Construction Accident, Isolable 
CAU Construction Accident, Unisolable 
EE External Event 
HF Hose Failure 
OD Driveaway 
OF FillhgError 

OM MaintenanceError 
PPI Pipe Failure, lsolable 
PPU Pipe Failure, Unisolable 
SFI Seal Failure, Isolable 
SFU Seal Failure, Unisolable 
STF Storage Tank Failure 

Some problems with valve stem seals. 
Facility has been operating for about 
2 year. 
Facility has been operating for about 
2 year. 

No problems reported. Facility has been 
operating for about 0.5 years, 

Facility has been operating for about 0.5 
years. 

Weekly deliveries. 

Metal bund wall protected by concrete 
posts on four sides. 

- 

Presently about one delivery per month. 
Use expected to increase with additional 
trucks. 
Tank is below grade. Dispenser 
protected by concrete blacks and posts. 
Private vehicles not allowed in area. 
- 

TTF Truck Fuel Tank Failure 
TTT Tanker Truck Tank Failure 
VA Vehicular Accident 
VFI Valve Failure, Isolable 
VFU Valve Failure, Uniaolable 
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Table 3-9. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting top events, Facilities 1,2 and 3, 

Factors Mecting Top Event Success Likelihood 

TOP 
Event Description Facility Number 1 Facility Number 2 Facility Number 3 
ED Early detection Methane detectors located around Methane detectors in cabinets, Methane detectors within bund 

storage tank. Two level local 
alarm; personnel must call site 
Fire Department. 

trenches, within bund. (near tank equipment and at 
pump), under awning. 

ER 

SI 

LR 

Early recovery 

Secondary impact 
(additional releases 
or ignition) 
prevention 
Late recovery 

Other than driverhefueler, few 
personnel may be nearby. Manual 
emergency shutdown located 
nearby. 

No additional major storage tanks. 
Remote location and low traffic 
reduce likelihood of ignition 

Site Fire Department trained to 
deal with LNG fires; located 
nearby and can respond in 
minutes. Municipal Fire 
Department also trained. 

Drivers and convenience store 
personnel nearby. Shutdown 
triggered manually or by 
detectors. Flashing red light 
alarm. Responsible staff may 
be onsite or at the shop (a few 
minutes away). 
Site has truck trailer tank as 
well as permanent &el storage 
tank. Low traffic and semi- 
rural location. 
Alarm sent to remote (out of 
state) control center, which 
notifies responsible staff. Staff 
may be 20-30 minutes away. 

Dedicated refbeling technicians, 
other staff available about 16 
hoursfday. 

Three storage tanks. Urban 
location, heavy traffic increase 
number of potential ignition 
sources. 
Primary response provided by 
station staK Local Fire 
Department is also trained. 

RC Release Sheet metal bund wall surrounds Tanks are in shallow pit. Surrounded by 5-fo0t high 
containment storage tank. Relatively low concmte bund concrete bund wall. 

wall only on 3 sides. 
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Table 3-1 0. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting top events, Facilities 4,5 and 6. 

Factors Af€"ting Top Event Success Likelihood 

TOP 
Event Description Facility Number 4 Facility Number 5 Facility Number 6 

ED Early detection Methane detectors located around Methane detectors in building Methane detectors within bund 
storage tank. Auto alarm to 
airport fire department. Refweler 
is also firefighter. 

and within bund. (near tank equipment and at 
pump), under awning. 

ER 

SI 

LR 

Early recovery 

Secondary impact 
(additional releases 
or ignition) 
prevention 

Late recovery 

Other than driver and refueler, few 
personnel may be in immediate 
vicinity. Facility visible from 
control tower, occupied 24 hours a 
day. Manual emergency shutdown 
located nearby. 
No additional major storage tanks 
within 100m. 

Fire Department trained to deal 
with LNG fires and large fires; 
located nearby and can respond in 
minutes. . 

Refuelers, cleaners and 
maintenance personal nearby. 
Shutdown triggered manually 
or by detectors. 

Site has permanent he1 storage 
tanks, surrounded by bund and 
concrete wall. Low traffic near 
storage tanks. Suburban 
location. 
Staff trained, fire department 
response in minutes. 

Dedicated refueling technicians. 

One storage tanks. Older 
suburban location, moderate 
traffic. Ignition sources in 
shops 20 m away. 

Primary response by local fire 
department. 

RC Release 
containment storage tank. surrounded by bricwconcrete 1.5 m deep pit, surrounded by 

Sheet metal bund wall surrounds Tanks are in 2 m deep pit, 

walls to 5 m above grade. 

Main storage tank located in 

bund wall and open fence. 
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Table 3-1 1. Noteworthy site-specific features affecting top events, Facilities 7,8 and 9. 

Factors Affecting Top Event Success Likelihood 

TOP 
Event Description * Facility Number 7 Facility Number 8 Facility Number 9 

ED Early detection Methane detectors located around Methane detectors in cabinets Methane detectors within 
storage tank. Automatic alarm to 
fire department. Visible from 24 
hour a day control tower. 

and within bund. cabinet. Tank below grade. 
No awning to collect vapors. 

ER 

SI 

LR 

Early recovery Other than drivers and refuelers, 
few personnel may be in 
immediate vicinity. Manual 
emergency shutdown located 
nearby. 

Secondary impact 
(additional releases 
or ignition) provide additional ignition 
prevention sources. 

Large propane tank within about 
200 m. Heavy aircraft traffic 

Late recovery 

Drivers and maintenance 
personnel nearby. Shutdown 
triggered manually or by 
detectors. 

Site is fairly confined in a 
suburban location. Yard not 
generally accessible to the 
public. Diesel refueling station 
is adjacent with heavy traffic at 
peak periods. 

Site fire department trained to deal 
with wide variety of large fires and 
can respond in minutes. 

Uncertain whether local fire 
department trained to fight 
LNG fires. 

Dedicated refbeling technicians 
is also the driver of the sole 
truck (at present). 

One storage tank, below grade. 
Adjacent truck maintenance 
shop and parked trucks may 
result in additional releases. 
Rural location reduces the 
chance of other secondary 
impacts.. 
Primary response provided by 
station staff. Local Fire 
Department also available, 
though training is unknown. 

RC Release Concrete bund wall surrounds Tanks at grade, protected by Storage tank is below grade. 
containment storage tank. the metal bund wall and Additional equipment in 

concrete posts. enclosed cabinet. 
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Finally, diffhences in siting may also have a significant impact on station risk. These differences can 
affect the likelihood of release due to extemal events (e.g., earthquakes, h, explosions, floods, 
windsf~rms, liglltnins strikes, aired impacts), the likelizlood of ignition given a release, and the public 
health and safety consequences of an accident. For example, the urban location of Facility Number 3 
increases the availability of debris that may be driven by a severe storm. It also increases the availability 
of ptatial ignition sources and increases the number of peaple potentially exposed to the consequences of 
a mjor accident. 

It should be cauticmed that, as noted at the begurnmg ofthis section, these i m i i  are relative. 
Additional, quaat&ive analysis is needed to determine ifthe factors identified above have a significant 
impact on absolute risk. 
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4. PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS 

4.1 a Introduction 

This section discusses the properties and behavior of LNG under nwminal and accident conditions. 
(A qualitative comparison of LNG, gasoline, and diesel properties is provided in Table 4-1 .) The section 
also addresses safety issues recently raised by Hunt (1996). 

The h a n d l r n g  of liquefied natural gas in a refuehg station has several aspects common to present 
day fiek such as gasoline or diesel. With LNG, as well as with gasoline and diesel, all fuel transfers from 
the storage tank to the vehicle tank are d e d  out in liquid f'orm. There is some vapor present dunng the 
transfa of gasoline and diesel, but the amount is very smaU and usually ignored. During the transfkr of 
LNG from the storage tank to the vehicle tank, however, there is a need to collapse pressurized vapors in 
the ullage of the vehicle tank h u g h  the addition of colder liquid methane. Ifthe vapors cannot be 
collapsed, then they must be safely vented. Also, vapors formed during the mhg of the transfer hose and 
nozzle must be recondeDsed or safely vented. Thus an LNG station is characterized by closed piping 
systems and dedicated vent stack to agreater extent than is the case for gasoline and diesel where the 
underground tanks have elevated vent stacks. 

I The principal hazard addressed in this report is the accidental wmbustion of the fuel. All fuels 
require vaporization as part of the combustion process. All fuels require that the mixtures of air and fuel 
vapor be witbin cerbin flammabrllty limits in order that combustion can be sustain&. All liquid fuels will 
dtsperse on the ground or water surf& if spilled and all liquid fuels require an input ofheat fbr 
vaporization. 

~ 

Liquefied natural gas d B x s  in seweral important ways fiom the more common liquid fuels, however. 
Because it is a liquid at 112°K at atmospheric pressure, the LNG must be insulated from extemal sources 
of heat. If spilled, the liqueiied natural gas draws heat from the ground or water, from the air, and from 
solar insolation. The rate of vaporization is dependent on the heat available from the surroundings and on 
heat transfer rate &om those surroundings. 

4.2. Properties of Liquefied Natural Gas 

4.2.1. Physical Properties 

The properties of methane are cornpared to hydrogen and gasoline in Table 4-2. Note that natural 
gas in the vapor form at nominal temperature and pressure (NTP) is about 6 times lighter than gasoline 
vapors. Thus the vapors resultkg from a spill of LNG will rise after being warmed by the surrouum 
environment, while gasoline vapors will flow along the ground or water surface until dispersed by 
diffusion. 

An important ramification of the cryogenic nature of LNG is that a trapped volume, e.g. between 
two valves in a pipe, the pressure increases as the fluid warins by heating from the surroundings. Good 
insulation can slow the warming process, but eventually, the entire contents of the system will become high 
pressure vapor i f&igdon is not restored. Thus, it is imperative that all potentially isolated sections of 
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piping and tankage be vented through a relief valve. The inclusion of a relief valve fir any enclosed 
volume is a standard practice of cryogenic design. 

Table 4-1. Comparison of LNG, diesel, and gasoline. 

C- C LNG Diesel Gasoline 
Storage 112OK 3OOOK 3OOOK 
tenzperature 

. .  Fuel 

-260OF 
150 psig 

6OoF 
50 psig 

(at 1 am.) 

opersrting 
P=- 
Storage 
pressure 

storage 
locatian 
vapor 
pressure at 
RT 

vapor 
buoyancy 
Flammable 
limits 

60OF 
50 psig 

Hydrostatic pressure only, 
0.3 psig per fbot 
undergroundtanks 

100 psig 

Abovegroundtanks 

1 atmosphere S d  0.3 psi 

Rises Settles Settles 

5-15%at 60°F 1.2-8 % at 60°F 

NA lOOOF 

Likewater-fhiliar 

-50°F 

Like water--f8miliar 

FIashpoint of 
liquids 
Fluid behavior 

Fuel nozzles 
Routine 
releases from 
tantcs 

opentoairconnection 
Very little venting 

opentoaircormecti on 
Little venting 

through (- 
design) 
Ihspemsin 
atmosphere, oxidizes, 
greenhouse gas 
Lowreactivity 

. .  . 

Fate of 
routine 
releases 
Chemical 
re52ctivity 
Solubility 

Liquid sinks into ground 
water,vaporsccmtribute 
tosmog 
Solvent 

Liquidsinksintoground 
water, vapors contribute 
tosmog 
Solvent 

Grease and oils have 
low solubility at hquid 
cH,temperaaves 

Solvent  sol^ 
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Table 4-1. (continued). 

characteristic LNG Diesel Gasoline 
Fuel 

Autoignition 
tf=Pe- 
Sparkignition 
energy 
Tanks 

Handling 
Movement 

Odor 

Toxicity 

Inhakuirm 
hazard 
Fuel losses 

Effkcts of fuel 
losses 

Noise 

Touch 

Visual 
differences 

11 10°F 

0.3 mJ 

Double walled, steel, 
vacuuminsulated 
Not fhiliar 
Pressure di&rentials or 
Pumps 
Odorless unless odorant 
chemicalisadded 
No Threshold Limit 
Value (TLV) 
Simple asphyxiant, 

Storage tanks are well 
sealed. Atsome 
stations a significatlt 
itaction (up to 25%) 
canbelostin- 
kWVenting- 
tanksb 

t3.ansimt fbg 

displaces oxygena 

Greenhouse gas, 

Unfamiliar noises; gas 

for CNG. 
Cryogenic burns, 
hypothermia fix long 
exPosure 
Above ground tanks, 

venting, compressors 

v-gases 

500-7OO0F 

0.3 mJ 

Single wall, unbuhed 

Fal l l ih  

pumps 

Distinct odor 

TLV = 400 ppm 

Irritant 

small losses from 
evaporation or spills. 
Leakingunderground 
storage tanks are a 
pervasive problem. 

Losses limited by EPA 
rules on odor and 
grounawaterpollulion 
Famiiiar 

Underground tanks 

440-880°F 

0.3 mJ 

slnglewall,uninsulated 

Familiar 

pumps 

Distinct odor 

TLV = 500 ppm 

small losses fim 
evaporation or spills. 
Leaking underground 
storagetanksarea 
pervasive problem. 

Losses limited by EPA 
rules on odor and 
groundwater pollution 
Familiar 

Undergroundtanks 

a. Coldmethane (under 175 K) is densertbanaird therefore displaces air and acts as an asphyxiant inlower-lyinge-nclosed 
spaces. Fmthmore, the volnmet& expansion of the methane as it boils can displace air in enclosed spaces. 

b. Methane is 25 times more effective as 8 greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, but proauceS less CO2 in cambustion than other 
Eossil fuels. Therefare, refueling losses wilI have to be limited to about 5% m o n k  for LNGto have anet benedit interms of 
the greenh onsegasses. 
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Table 4-2. Properties of hydrogen, methane and gasoline. 
Property Hydrogen Methane Gasoline Units 

Molecular Weight 
Triple point pressure 
Triple point temperaiure 
Normal b o w  point (NBP) temperature 
Critical pressure 
Criticaltemperature 
Density at critical point 
Density of liquid at triple point 
Density of solid at triple point 
Density of vapor at triple point 
DensityoflqaidatNBP 
Density of vapor at NBP 

Density ratio: NBP mdto NTP gas 
Heatoffusicw 
Heat of v a p o d o n  
Heat of sublimation 
Heat of combustion (low) 
Heat of CQmbhOn (hgh) 
Energy- 
Specific heat (Cp) of NTP gas 
Specific heat (Cp) of NBP liquid 
Specific heat ratio (Cp/Cv) of NTP gas 
Specific heat ratio (Cp/Cv) of NBP liquid 
viscosityofNTPgas 
ViscadyofNBPliquid 
ThdconductivityofNTPgas 
Thermal coaductivity ofNBP @id 
Surfkce Tension 
Dielectric wnstant of NTP gas 
Dielectric amstant ofNBP liquid 
Inkofrefiactionofmgas 
IndexofrefrsrctionofNBPliquid 
Adiabatic sound velocity in N T P  gas 
Adiabatic sound velocity in NBP liquid 
compressibility factor (2) of NTP gas 
Compressibility factor (2) in NBP liquid 
GaSa-(R) 
h k r m a l  bulkmodulus ofNBP liquid 
Volume expansivity (b) ofNBP liquid 
NBP = Normal boiling point 
NTP = 1 atm and 20 C (293.15OK) 

DensityofgasatNTP 

2.016 
0.0695 

13.803 
20.268 
12.759 
32.976 
0.03 14 
0.077 
0.0686 

125.597 
0.0708 
0.0013 

83.764 
845 
58.23 

445.59 
507.39 
119.93 
141.86 

8.49 
14.89 
9.69 
1.383 
1.688 
0.0000 
0.0001 
1.897 
1 
0.0019 
1.0002 
1.233 
1.0001 
1.11 

1294 
1093 

1.0006 
0.0171 

40.703 7 
50.13 
0.0165 

16.043 

90.68 
11.632 
45.387 

0.1 159 

190.56 
0.1604 
0.4516 
0.4872 

0.4226 
0.00182 

25 1.53 

651.19 
649 
58.47 

509.88 
602.44 
50.02 
55.53 
21.14 
2.22 
3.5 
1.308 
1.676 
0.00011 
0.001 13 
0.33 
1.86 
0.01294 
1.00079 
1.6227 
1.0004 
1.2739 

448 
133 1 

1.0243 
0.004145 
5.11477 

0.00346 
456.16 

107 

180 to 220 
310 to 478 
24.5 to 27 

540 to 569 
0.23 

- 

- 
- 
- 

0.7 
0.0045 

4400 
156 
161 
309 
- 

44.5 
48 
31.15 

1.62 
2.2 
1.05 

0.00005 
0.002 
0.112 
1.31 
0.0122 
1.0035 
1.93 
1.0017 
1.39 

- 

154 
1155 

1.0069 
0.00643 
0.77 

0.0012 
763 

Source: (Hord 1978) 
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Another important physical property of methane is its lack of odor. Although ethyl mercaptan is 
added at 25 ppm to give the odor we associate with natual gas, it cannot be used in LNG. At LNG 
taqmatwes, the mercaptan compounds fieem and are not carried along with the gas. "here have been 
attempts to develop cryogenic odorants that will remaifl in solution in LNG, such as tetrahydrathiaphene 
("HTP) (Mullher 1974). The lack of odor greatly increases the importance of methane detectors to detect 
leaks and spills. 

4.2.2. Combustion Properties 

Four conditions are necessary for a sezf-- combustion reaction. First, the fuel and oxygen 
must be intimakly mixed in vapor bnn. Second, the proportions of fuel and oxygen must be within the 
flammability limits. Since we are here concerned with accidental combustion in air, we will discuss 
flammability limits as volume percent of fuel in air. Third, within the region where the fuel and air are 
within the fiammabihty limits, there must be an energy source capable of inhting the chain of chemical 
reactionsthatconstrtutes * 

strong bxt sinks are present within the reacting mixture of gases. These heat sinks maybe in the form of 
water droplets, solid particles or the metal walls of a tank or pipe. The h d  condition necessary for a self- 
su~combustionr~onisthatthechainreactionbecompleteandthatintermediateproductsnotbe 
removed so as to interrupt the chain. 

the &ustion process. The combustion process wiIl not be self-sustaining if 

The combustion properties of hydrogen, methane and gasoline are compared in Table 4-3. 

Fiammabillify Limits. Methane and air are combustible when the methane volume &action is 
between about5 and 15 percat. The fkmmab~limits are somewhat dependent on theinitial 
tapemtm of the mixture, as shown in Table 4-4. Whenthe vapor is very cold, the flammabw limits 
are more narrow than at room temperature. Note also in the table that the density of methane at 175% is 
about the same as air at 30OOK. Thus methane rises and disperses at temp- above 175°K. 

Distinction Between DeiYagration and Detonation. A deflagration is a subsonic 
combustion wave sustained by chemical reactions in a reactive n6xhu-e of gases. The di&sion of heat and 
species from the reaction m e  into the unburned gases is responsible for the inidaton of chemical reactions 
ahead of a deflaptxm. Thus the speed of propagation of a deflagratian is limited by the molecular 
diffusivities within the gas to about one meter per second. A deflagmhon can be ignxted by aweak energy 
source with an energy of only a W o n  of a mjoule. Defhgdion cambustion pressures are generrrly 
much less than 1 psi. 

The initiEition ofchemical reactions in adetomlion, ontheother hand, is dueto anadiabatic shock 
compression wave passing through the unburned gases. The combuston reactions take place in highly 
compressed and preheated gases and the wave pqagates very rapidly. Typical propagation velocities are 
of the order of kilometers per second and the pressures produced are &enerslly several psi. The 
instantaneous ignition of a detonation in an unconfined mixture of reactive gases requires several orders of 
magnitude more energythanthatnecessaryto ignite a -on. The energy necessaryto bitiate a 
detonation can be reduced ifthe mixture is wmfined by hard, reilectingwalls, such that the shock can pass 
through the mixture several times. 

Deflagmfion Conditions. As noted in Table 4-2, the energy necessary to ignite a deflagdon is 
only about 0.3 mT for either methane or gasoline. Such energy is easily available from a match, an open 
flame, or a spark. As nded above, the flammabihty limits for methane are somewhat higher for methane (5 
to 15 volume percent in air) than for gasoline (1.2 to 8 volume percent in air.) 
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Limitsoffiammabilityinair 
LimitsofdetonabiIrtyinair 
Stoichiome&ic composition 
inair 
Muumum energy for 
ignitioninair 
Autoignitiontemperaaue 
Hot air-jet ignition 

. .  

Table 4-3. Combustion properties of hydrogen, methane and gasoline. 
property Hydrogen Methane Gasohe Units 

4.0 to 75.0 5.3 to 15.0 1 .O to 7.6 vol % 
18.3 to 59 6.3 to 13.5 1.1 to 3.3 vol % 
29.53 9.48 1.76 vol % 

0.02 0.29 0.24 mJ 

858 813 501 to 744 K 
943 1493 1313 K 

Flametempeaweinair 
Percentage of thennal 
energyradiatedframflame 
to surroundings 
Buming velocity inNTP air 
DetonatianvelocityinNTP 
air 
Diffusion coefficient in NTP 
air 
Diffusion velocity in NTP 
air 
Buoyant velocity in NTP air 
h n '  erq>erimentalsafe 
gapinNTPair 
Quenmgap inm air 
Debnation induction 
distauceinmair 
Limitingoxygenindex 
Vsrporizationrsrtes(steady 
state) of liquid pools without 
burning 
Bumlug rsrtes of spilled 
liquid pools 
Flashpoint 
ToxiCay 

Energy of explosion, 
Energy of explosion 

Energy of explosion 

2318 2148 2470 K 
17 to 25 23 to 33 30 to 42 % 

265 to 325 37to 45 37to 43 d S  

1.48t02.15 1.39to 1.64 1.4to 1.7 W S  

0.61 0.16 0.05 Cm2/S 

a 0 0  C0.5 1 C0.17 Cm/S 

1.2 to 9.0 0.8 to 6.0 Nonbuoyant d s  
0.008 0.12 0.07 cm 

0.064 0.203 0.2 cm 
L/D=lOO 

5 12.1 11.6 vol % 
2.5 to 5.0 0.05 to 0.5 0.005 to d m i n  

0.02 

3.0 to 6.6 0.3 to 1.2 0.2 to 0.9 Cmhnin 

Gaseous 
Nontoxic 

24 
1.71 

(wh*) 

2.02 

Gaseous 230 K 
Nontoxic slight sw (asphyxiant 
(wh*) (asphylo'ant) 
11 10 g TNT/g fuel 
4.56 7.04 g TNT/an3 NBP liquid 

fuel 

gaseolls fuel 
7.03 44.22 kg TNT/m3 NTP 

NTP = 1 atm and 20 C (293.15OK) 
Source: Hod1978 
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Table 4-4. Temperature depen dence of fiammabihty limits for methane-air mixtures. 

Lower upper 

Limit Limit P cH4 Pair 
Temperature Flammability Flatnmabiliw 

( “ / o ) l y g k g /  K C F % m3 

111.6 -161 -258.5 5.7 13.0 1.8159 - 
150 -123 -189.4 5.5 13.4 1.3229 - 
1 75 -98 -144.4 5.4 13.7 1.1279 - 
200 -73 -99.4 5.4 13.9 0.9843 1.7690 
225 -48 -54.4 5.3 14.2 0.8726 - 
250 -23 -9.4 5.2 14.5 0.7843 - 
300 27 80.6 5.0 15.0 0.6527 1.1769 
350 77 170.6 4.8 15.6 0.5593 - 
400 . 127 260.6 4.6 16.1 0.4890 0.8826 

Defonafion CO/?dffhr~~.  D. C. Bull and coworkers (Bull 1976; Baker 1991) perfbrmed a series 
ofexperimentstodetermure ’ the energy neededto initiate a detonatian in mktures of methane and oxygen 
diluted by nitrogen. In his experiments, the gaseous mixtures were umfined by thin p M c  membranes, 
thus smnbiiug an m e  cloud of methane and air. The mixture collsisted of CH4 +2 O2 + xN2.  

He found that a detonation could be initiated by 1 gm of the high explosive Tetryl at x = 2, but that 
1000 gm of Tetryl was required at x = 6. Extrapolatmg to a mixture of methane and air (x = 7.4) he fbund 
that 22 kg of Tetryl would be necessary to initiate a detonation. That quantity of Tetryl releases about 
300 MJ, some twelve orders of magnitude higher than the spark ignition energy. Tests with 0 t h  gases 
showed that ethane/& would detonate with about 50 grams of T-l, propandair with 90 grams and 
butane/& with about 100 &rams. 

The lower energy requirement for ethane is important when considering the use of ‘weathemY LNG, 
which may contain several percent. ethane due to the selective vaporization of methane from the liquid. 
Weathering is discussed in a later section. 

4.2.3. Chemical Hazards 

In additional to the hazards of accidental combustion of LNG, its &dity to dsplace breathing air 
and to cause cryogenic burns must be considered. 

ToxiCity Limits. Natural gas, per se, is non-toxic. However, it can be an asphyxiaut if air is 
displaced and the oxygen content of the breaibg atmosphere fhlls below 15% (ACGEI 1996). Smce 
methane at temperatures below 165OK is denser than air at room temperature, cold methane gas will pool in 
low sections of a f i idty,  such as the bund enclosure, pumping pits, basements, and pits in vehicle 
maintenanCekWs. Nlainxwan ce facilities speafically designed for LNG vehicles do not have pits 
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('Ibomas 1996). Note that the danger of asphyxiation is increased in LNG facilties due to the absence of 
an odorant in the gas, as discussed earlier. 

Considermg LNG leaks and the volume expansion that occus upon boiling, the issue of displacing 
air is a toxicity umcem. Workers are restricted by law from entering -heres with less than 19.5% 
volume of oxygen (normally 2 1 % at sea level) without precautions (OSHA 1996) such as breathing 
apparatus. This 19.5% value is for workers of average heal* it may be taxing to children and elder 
people. No guidelines for accqtable levels of oxygen deficiency for the general public were fbund in the 
literature. The expectation is that any deficiency should be less than that allowed fbr healthy workers (i.e., 
only oxygen cOncentratiollS greater than 19.5%). The Compressed Gas Association (CGA 1992) gives 
some symptoms of oxygen dediciency. At values of 12-15%, judgment and coordination are impaired, so it 
is questionable ifapersoncan aadethehazardwithoutassistance. At oxygen mcatmtions atthe 4to 
6% level, a person can enter a coma in less than a minute, fbllowed by convulsions and death. 

Caminogenicify. Methane, or natural gas, is not a carcinogeq it has no threshold limit value. It 
is a simple asphyxiant gas as indicated above. 

4.2.4. Cryogenic Hazards 

As a cryogenic liqu~d, LNGcancause bumsto workers ifit comes incantact with the skin. The 
hazard is further complicated since LNG is about 42%the density ofwater andhandledat pressures of 
15 to 250 psi. -re the possibihty of cold liquid spraying into a w0rkeT7s fke or onto a worker's 
clothing must be guarded against. Personal protective equipment (PPE), such as impervious gloves that 
errtend to the elbow, full face shields with chin protection, and an imperviouS apron, is necessary. 
According to the fueler in one location we visited, if LNG hits an exposed portion of ordinary clothing, the 
worker shddimmedtate - ly holdthat area ofclothing away Gromthe skinto prevent cryogenic burns. This 
action is also given in LNG safety manuals. It is also important that 'cut-o€E' andtrousers with cuffs not 
be allowed m the refueling area. Cut-o€E expose the legs to immediate cryogenic burns. Trousers with 
cuf& can hold apool of cryogenic hquid next to the d e s .  Note that at other locati<ms visited, workers 
refuehg with LNG did not wear their protective equipment when refbehg. In some instances the 
protective equipment consisted only of short (wrist-length) work gloves and safety glasses. 

A second cryogeaic health hazard is associated with LNG vapors; breathing cold vapors from LNG 
evaporation or boiling can damage the lungs (GRI 1994). While methane does not chemically react with 
the lungs (i.e., it is a 'simple' asphyxiant that creates a hazard by displacing air), the cold vapor &om LNG 
can cause "frosting the lungs." This effect is also ahealthconcerninextremely cold winter weather. 
Breathg supercold air or methane vapor can frost or freeze lungtissues. When the tissues fteeze, ice 
forms. Since ice occupies more volume than a similar quantity of water and since ice crystals are also 
sharp, the cells can be ruptured and will likely die upon thawing. If alveoli cells are destroyed, a person 
could experience edema, pneumonia-like symptoms, and emphysema-like symptoms. The type of 
symptoms and their severity are directly related to the severity of exposure. 

Regarding potential component damage caused by expowe to LNG, all components normally in . .  
contact with LNG are metals that do not undergo a ductile to brittle transition (DBT), e.g., austemb C 
stainless steel, aluminum, brass, copper. However, the ordinary structural steel commonly used for 
b-, ships, etc. does undergo a DBT at 200-300'K. Our research has fbund reports of crackmg of 
carbon steel deck plates on LNG carrier ships as a result of spills on the deck. The spill did not necessarily 
pool on the deck, but enough heat was removed f i a t h e  deck plates to cause cracking. The cracking was 
due to a combination of umtrwt~ 'on and embrittlement (Harris 1993). In these incidents, the damage was 
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apparently localized and was generally repaired at the next scheduled maintam ce. However, the DBT 
phenomenon presents an opportunity for a minor spill to become a major spill ifa structural steel 
component, such as a tank support column, fails due to embrittlement. 

4.3. Phenomena in Routine Handling 

Because LNG is a cryogenic fluid, its routine handling is diExent fiom the handhg of gasoline and 
diesel fuel. This section discusses how the composition of LNG can change over time &e to the selective 
vaporization of methane (“weathew), how dBxences in density between new LNG and that already in 
the storage tank can cause a sudden pressure rise in the ullage volume (“rollover”), and how vapor can be 
evolved in a flowing stream (I’geysri&). It also discusses the issues of static electricity buildup and 
vapor - ’onandassociatedpatentialhazards. 

4.3.1. Weathering 

LNG as delivered to a storage facility often has a mixture of methane, ethaney propane, and butane, 
with lesser amom of other hydrocarbons. Typically, the methane amtent of LNG is at least 95%, though 
weathered LNGcanhavemethane contents as low as 85%. whie weathering is an issue in peakshaving 
plarrts, the LNG used for vehicies is generally of high purity (e.g. 99.5% methane, Pentz 1995) and is used 
at a high rate. Both factors greatly decrease the importance of weathering in the use of LNG as a vehicle 
fuel. 

Although weathering is generally not important in vehicular use, operators should be fsmiliat with 
the phenomena when hading impure fuel or storing it for extended periods. A comparison of the vapor 
pressures and heats of combustion for four energy gases is shown in Table 4-5. Note that, at 150°K, the 
vapor pressure of methane is two orders of magnitude higher than that of ethane and probably three and 
four orders of magnitude hlgher than that of propane and butane, respectively. Thus the ullage volume at 
the top of a storage tank of LNGwill contain vapor that is at least 99% methane. As that vapor volume is 
vented or consumed, methane will be selectively exhcted from the liquid and the methane umteat ofthe 
liquid will decrease. Since the volumetric energy content of ethane is nearly twice that of methane, the 
energy density of the remaining fuel increases. 

Weatherrng in vehicle tanks is not a problem when the vehicles are fieqyently rejkeled. Operational issues 
include engine knock (and possible damage) caused by the use of lower octane &el (the octane rating of 
pure methane is about 140, while that of a 90% methane/lO% ethane mixture is about 134). Weathering is 
a safety issue in that the eaergy reqwred to initiate a detonation in ethane is about two orders of magnitude 
lower than that for methane. 

The rate of weathering is dependent on the rate of heat leakage through the insulatian into the storage 
tank, since the boil-off of the methane is the primary heat absorption process. Shah and Aarts (Shah 1974) 
have developed correlations for predicting the rate of weathering in storage tanks. Typically, weathering 
times are around 150 days for a 48,000-m3 storage tank with a boil-off rate of 0.05% per day. Weathering 
times for a 125,000-m3 LNG carrier ship having a boil-off rate of 0.25% per day are around 10 days. 
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Table 4-5. Vapor pressures and heats of combustion fir faur energy gas es. 
Vapor Pressures 

W a )  

1 OOOK 125OK 15OoK 175°K 20OOK 
Heat of 

Combustion 

(-279.4OF) (-234.4OF) (- 189.4OF) (-144.4OF) (-99.4oF) (MJ/m3) 
Methane 0.0345 0.2694 1.041 2.78 - 39.77 
Ethane 0.0096 0.2563 0.2200 69.67 
Propane 0.0200 99.16 
Butane - 0.0019 128.57 - - - 

Weathering can be reduced by several techniques. High methane amtents (e.g. 99%) can be 
specified in the fuel purchase cmtract. Fuel to be consumed in a vehicle should be taken from the liquid 
contents of the vehicle tank to prevent a long term buildup of ethane. Bath storage and vehicle tanks should 
be well insulated to reduce vaporization in the tanks as much as possible. The e@scts of weathering m 
l a r g e s t o r a g e t a n k s c a n ~ b e r e d u c e d ~ ~ ~ m e c h a n i c a l g ~ ~ a n d r e l i ~ ~ o n o f t h e u l l a g e  
vapor. Vehicle tanks are designed to use only 90% ofthe gross tank volume to reduce the rate of pressure 
rise in the ullageg and the subsequent venting of methanerich vapors. In order to prevent venting of the 
vehicle tanks m potmthlly hazardous IocatiOnS, such as within an enclosure, fheling schedules should be 
atTanged to assure rapid tumover of the fuel in both the storage and vehicle tanks. 

4.3.2. Rollover 

Rollover is a phenomenon seen in large (>30,00O-gallun) storage tanks when new LNG is added to 
LNG of a di&rent cumposition already m the tank. The mixing of the two cornpositions can cause large, 
unexpected and sudden releases of vapor, commonly referred to as ‘rollover.’ This rollover causes a 
pressure rise in the tank and may challenge the pressure or venting capacity of the tank. No damage bas 
been reported in any incidents of rollover, but the magnitude and rate of vapor release must be accouased 
fix in storage tank design @rake 1973). 

New LNG bemg addedto a storage tank is usually bigher in methane content thanthe LNG already 
present, due to weathering. The colder, light& LNG added to the top of the tank firms one convective 
cell, driven by heat inleakage through the walls of the tank and boiloff at the surf8ce. The older, heavier, 
wanner LNG already m the tank forms a cell at the bottom of the tank, also driven by heat iuleakage, but 
without boiloE. These cells remain separate until heat and mass transfer processes bring the upper and 
lower layer densities close enough to allow rapid mixbg. When that mixing takes place, the warmer lower 
layer in the tank heats the methane-rich upper layer, causing the rapid evolution ofrnedme gas into the 
ullage volume. 

g. Note that pressure in the ullage volume increases Easter whenthe vehicle is not inuse than while fuel is being collsumed 

h The new LNGbashigher methane mtent and is theref- lighter than the older, weafhered methane. 
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Large bulk tanks are equipped with top-fU vapor collapse headers which can reduce any possible 
effects of associated with non-methane content of the vapor space. Operational procedures should assure 
the use of the top-fill headers when warra3lted. 

The dangers of rollover can be reduced or eliminated by three actions in the loadmg of an LNG 
storage tank. First, the formation of separate umvective cells can be avoided ifthere is adequzlte mixing of 
the incoming LNG with all the LNG previously in the tank. This mixing can be done with recirculation 
pumps, which, however, increase the h e  of the LNG. Another approach uses the momentum of the 
feed stream to mix the incoming with the stored LNG. Buoyant forces can aid in mixing iflighter LNG is 
always bo#om-loaded and heavier LNG is always top loaded. 

overpreSsurizsrtian of the storage tank during a rollover can be avoided ifventing or pressure 
capacity is adeqnte to handle the maximum amount of vapor that can be gemrat& during a rollover. 
Finally, concerns for rollover (and weathering) can be reduced ifthe range of LNG compositions to be 
added tothe tank is limited. In recent years, the methane content of LNGhas increasedand become more 
consistent because of more thorough removal of b e ,  propane and butane at the liquefaction plant. 

4.3.3. Geysering 

Geysering is caused by heat inleakage to a feed or vent pipe connected to both the bottom and upper 
portions of a deep storage tank (Morioka 1986). Because the area to volume ratio is higher for the pipe 
than for the overall tank, the fluid in the pipe becomes heated above Saturaton, iixming bubbles and 
decreasing in densty. The bubbles cause upward flow through the pipe and possible rapid methane vapor 
evolution in the ullage volume. Because the heat transfer mtes are low and the mass of LNG is large, 
geysering - esdeve1opsintoa~ientphenomenanc;rlledbumping. Bumpingismorekquentin 
vertical pipes. Transient bo- and condensaton within piping to an LNG storage tank can also cause 
‘water hammer’ and possible damage to the piping system. 

4.3.4. Static Electricity and Grounding 

Static electricity is the separation of positive and negative charges and the continued separation of 
the charges because no conducting path is available for the charges to reunite. Static electricity c8n be 
&enerated by friction in flowing low conductivity fluids, such as gasoline or LNG. Static electricity can 
also be generated by fiiction between solid surfaces or by cormech ‘on to atmospheric static discharges. Five 
conditiolls must be present to produce a static spark capable of igniting a flammable mixtux 

1. A mechanism for generaling the Static charge separation 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A means of accumulating the charge, i.e. a capacbnce 

A suitable gap across which the previouSiy separated charges can flow 

A voltage Whence across the gap sufficient to cause electrical breakdm 

Sufficient energy released in the spark to meet the minimum ignition energy requirements of 
the flammable mixture (Mancini 1988). 

As discussed earlier, the ignition energy for both methane and gasoline is about 0.3 mJ. Gasoline is 
usually carried in metal tanks and the flexible hose and spout are electrically bonded. Furthermore, the 
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area surrounding gasoline pumps is usually concrete, to resist chemical attack fiom spilled gasoline. The 
electrical conductivity of concrete is about two orders of magnitude hlgher than that of asphalt. Thus 
charges separated by fiiction in the flow of gasoline are reunited along paths in the hose, concrete, and 
tires. 

Because of its cryogenic properties, LNG is transferred in metal rather than rubber or plastic hoses 
and tanks. Seals are also g e n d y  metallic. Thus separated charges flow through the metal bellows hoses 
and nozzle CaMectiOlls without sparlung. For added dbty, a separate grounding wire has been provided at 
each ofthe refbe@ stations we visited. It is not clear that such a separate wire is needed. (As it turns 
out, because the wire can become entangled with the LNG fill hose, particularly in one fhdity, the 
grounding wire was not always used. Ifthe function ofthe growdug wire is needed, the design of future 
stations should rely on intrinsic grounding and bonding mechatisms and not rely on the aperator's 
attaching a separate grounding wire.) 

4.3.5. Vapor Accumulation 

The accident at Cove Point, Maryland on October 6,1979, in which one person was killed, was the 
result of vapor accumuh 'on in a motor controller building. The vapor flowed into the building through an 
improperly sealed conduit fram a submerged pump to the building. Since the LNG was not odorized, and 
since there were no methane sensors inthe building, the supervisor did not recognize that naturaI gas had 
accumulated in the building and a spark &om the control circuitry in a cabinet ignited an explosion (see 
Section 2.3.3). 

While accumwon of a flammable mixture and ignition of an explosion of methane in the open air 
is diEcult, vapor acmdatx 'on within a buildmg can easily result in large volumes of an explosive 
mixture. Furthermore, the ieflection of shock waves offthe interior walls, floor and c e h g  intens@ the 
shock heating process and therefore reduce the energy reqmed to initiate a *on. Thus a prime 
concern in the handlrng of LNG is the accumulation of vapors within enclosures. 

After the Cove Point accident anumber of changes were mandated in the design and construction of 
LNG facilities. Among those changes was the requirement for vents and a section of solid conductor in any 
conduit run between any source of natural gas and an ignition source. The vents are located outside of any 
enclosure and release any vapors flowing within the conduit. The solid conductor interrupts the vapor path 
intheillmmml * passages between stranded concha. Tests done after the Cove Point accident indicated 
that vapors could flow along the interstices in strandedwire ifthedrivingpressure is sdEcient (NTSB 
1980, Van Meerbeke 1982, IFC 1980). 

4.4. Phenomena Under Accident Conditions 

Under accident conditions, a quantity of LNG may be spilled on the ground or on a water surface. 

the severity ofthe accident. As a low density cryogenic Wd, LNG has several charactensh. - 'cs dBereIlt 
The flow, dispersian, and possible ignition of the LNG vapors following such a spill in large part determine 

fiom those of more common 4uid fuels. 
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4.4.1. Spills 

LNG is stored and t r a u s f d  at pressures of 45 to 200 psi (0.3 to 1.4 ma). As noted in Table 
4-2, the viscosity of liquid methane at 112OK, its bo- point at atmospheric pressure, is 0.001 13 g/cm-s. 
By comparison, the viscosity of gasoline is 0.002 g/cm-s and that of water is roughly the same in the range 
300°K to 400°K. Thus, LNG can be expected to spill and flow somewhat more easily than water. 

4.4.2. Dispersion 

The dispersion of methane after a spill of LNG has been the subject of several series of experiments 
over the last thirty years. Several phenomena govern the behavior of methane after the open pool of liquid 
has been established. The LNG is vaporized by heat input from the underlying water or soil, from the air 
above the pool and from insolation. Spills on water Can continue to draw heat from the water because of its 
hgh thermal capacity and convective currents. However, spills on soils cause freezing of the soil and a 
marked decrease in thermal conductivity. In a deep p l  of LNG, convective cu~~ents will be formed in the 
pool itself. 

The critical parameter in the investigation of vapor dispersion is the extent of the region wherein the 
methane Concentration is between the upper and lower flammsrbility limits, i.e. between 5 and 15 volume 
percent. Unlike gasoline and propane, methane is lighter than air when in thermal equilibrium and thus the 
vapor will rise when warmed sufiicidy by the surroundings. As stated earlier in this section, methane at 
165°K has the same density as air at 300OK. Thus, the methane vapor will begin to rise as soon as it is 
m e d  (by the water, soil, and air) from its release temperature of 115-120°K to 165OK. . 

Finite element models have been developed to simulate the dqersiw of LNG and its vapor after a 
spill. These models and the experiments that validated the madels are discussed later in this section and in 
Chau (1992). 

4.4.3. Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosions 

A Boihg Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion (BLEVE) occurs as a result of a fire surroundmg a 
pressure or other storage vessel co&ning flammable liquid. Typically, the fire is fed by a leak in the 
storage vessel. The liquid within the vessel heats up and the pressure rises. Relief vaIves are challenged to 
open at their set point pressures, but ifthe valves are not large enough, or do not function on demand, then 
the flow through the valve is insuf3cient to reduce the pressure and in any case, flammable liquid or vapor 
issuing from the relief valve further intensifies the fire beneath the storage vessel. The walls of the vessel 
begin to creep as their temperature rises and fbUy the walI fails, often in a lower portion of the tank 
exposed to the most irrtense ercternaf fire. At this point the remaining contents of the tanks are discharged 
to the atmosphere in a preheated condition and are immediately ignited by the initial fire, explodmg in a 
classic mushroom fireball. The blast effects of such explosions are not usually too severe, but debris may 
be scattered over a wide area (Thornson 1987). often there is a domino effect, where the first BLEVE 
scatters debris which lights further fires and causes addi t id  vessel fkilures. In the US., there were 
twelve BLEVEs between 1970 and 1975 (GAO 1978). Several of these were in strings of railroad tank 
cars carrying propane. A derailment would cause the Mure of one or a few cars and the ensuing fire 
would cause a BLEVE in those cars with a domino effect to the other cars. 

Several distinctions between propane and LNG tank cars are worthy of note. First, since LNG must 
be shipped at 1 12-13OoK, the storage and transport tanks are well insulated from the external atmosphere. 
The extemal shelI must be strong enough to maintain the annular vacuum insulation, but the pressure 
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boundary is the intemal shell. On the other hand, tanks for the shipment and storage of propane are single- 
W a l l e d a n d O f t e n ~  since propane is a hquid at 300°K and 1 .O MPa (145 psi). Thus heating of 
the walls and heat transport to the stored Iiquid are much more rapid with propane than with LNG. Our 
research has found no reports of B L E W  involving LNG, though we have obtained reports of propane 
BLEVEs from several sources. 

The incidence of propane BLEVEs has decreased markedly since the 1970s due to fkderally 
mandated improvements to dm, such as end shields for the tanks, couplers which would not slip apart 
dunng a derailment and protection of valving. The improved couplers were necessary because the initial 
tank Mures were often caused by the coupler of an zlajacent car. 

4.4.4. Unconfined Vapor Cloud Explosions 

Unconfkd vapor cloud explosions (UVCEs) occur when a cloud of flammable vapor is released and 
becomes mixed with the air over aperiod oftixne before iguition  occur^. Ifthe mixture then detonates, it 
produces a shock wave trave& at a fkw kilometers per second and overpressures of a few atmospheres. 

As discussed elsewhere in this section, Bull and coworkers (Bull 1976) ignited WCEs in mktures 
of methane, oxygen, and nitrogen. He found, by extrapolation, that 22 kg ofhigh explosive would be 
necessaryto detonate amethane air mixture, but that propane and ethane could be ignited by a few tens of 
grams. Furthermore, at the same temperature and pressure, methane is about 0.55 the density of air, while 
ethane and propane are 1.03 and 1.52 times the density of air, respectively. Thus, methane disperses into 
the atmosphere as it heats while ethane, propane, and heavier hydrocarbom vapors can flow into low spots 
at ground hel .  The likelihood of a methane cloud debnation W o r e  appears to be low.' 

A methane cloud -on, on the other band, is possible. Gugau (1979) repor& an mumfined 
vapor cloud explosion involving a perhaps 500 kg cloud of methane at a chemical process plant on a cold 
(-12°F) day. The cloud edge was some 50 meters away fkom its source when ignition occurd. The 
explosion broke several windows (the flying glass caused numerous injuries, some of them serious) but 
otherwise caused little damage. The damage observed (which implies a relatively slow speed of pressure 
rise) indicates that the explosion did not involve a detonation. 

4.5. Experiments 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has umstrucbxl the Liquefied Gaseous Fuels Spill Test 
Facihty (LGFSTF) on and adjacent to the dry bed of Frenchman Lake at the Nevada Test Site, 75 miles 
northwest of Las Vegas (Leone 1990). One feature of the LGFSTF is the Large Scale Test Area, where 
the storage tanks can supply spill rates of5  to 100 m3/min (1000 to 26,000 gpm) onto gmund or water 
surfaces. The cryogenic system can supply total spill volumes of 5 to 200 m3 (1000 to 53,000 gallons). 
The LGFSV has the capabihty to test phenomena such as source -on, dispersion, rapid phase 
transition, pool fire and vapor bum. 

i. It is not known ifthis possibility should be discounted entirely, as deflagd0n-t- 'on transitions are possible in 
UVCES, depending an the size of the cloud and various enviramnental conditians. 
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In 1987 the Gas Research Institute and the U.S. DOT perfomed a series of five releases of LNG 
ranging from 6500 gallons to 26,000 gallons. The program tested the effectiveness ofvapor fences m 
mitigating LNG releases at peakshaving plants. 

The parameters for four of the five 1987 experiments are shown in Table 4 6  (Chan 1992). The last 
column contabs the res& of a numerical simulation of the Falcon4 experiment in which the 
vapor-dispersing fence was removed from the model. Note that the spill volumes range from 5,400 to 
17,500 gallons, easily encompassing the largest size tanker truck expected at an LNG refbeling statim. 
The first three tests had spill durations of less than three minutes, while the fourth test bada spill duration 
of slightly over five minutes. Winds were light and the weather conditions were moderately stable. The 
spills were made on the surface of a 60 m x 40 mpond, about 0.76 m deep. The fiberglass vapor fence 
surrounding the pond was 44 mwide and 88 m long and 8.7 mhigh. The test area also included a 
bdlboard-line barrier 17. I m long and 13.3 m high. The purpose ofthe tests was to validate the codes and 

Table 4-6. Parameters for Fa lm experiments. 
Falcon4 

Falcon-1 Falcon-2 Falcon-3 Falwn-4 (sirnutation, no fence) 

Spill voIume (m3) 
Spill volume (s;iuons) 

spill rate ( m 3 / ~ )  
Spill rate (gpm) 
Average windspeed at 
2 m (ds) 
Averagewmdqeedat 
2 m (Vh) 
Pasquill stability class 
Downwinddistanceto 
2.5 volume % 
concmtratim (m) 
Downwinddistanceto 
2.5 volume % 
C0ncentr;rtion (A) 
Downwind distance to 
5 volume % 
concentration (m) 
DowIk~ddistanceto 
5 volume % 
concentration (ft) 

66.4 20.6 
17540 5440 
28.7 15.9 
7580 4200 
1.7 4.7 

50.7 

13400 
18.9 
4990 
4.1 

44.9 44.9 
11860 11860 
8.7 8.7 
2300 2300 
5.2 5.2 

11.6 11.6 3.8 10.5 9.2 

D D 
PO01 353 

D E  
203 

G 
440 

~ 5 6 1  1158 666 1444 E11981 

230 330 28 

1083 755 92 

Distances in brackets are results from FEM3A runs; other distances are experhental data 
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wind tunnel model used in simulatmg vapor dispersion and to assess the effectiveness of vapor fences for 
mitigating LNG vapor dispersion hazards in the event of a large accidental spill. The d e  FEWA 
generally predictedthe results ofthe experiments within 25%, thoughthe experbental d d d  5% 
concentration distance was less than 45% of the distance predicted by the model. 

E- results and the hulation ofFalcon-4 without a vapor face indicated that a vapor 
fence has the following advantages: sigtllficantly reduced methane concentrations in the near field, delayed 
cloud anival times at downwind locations, and a much shorter downwind distance where the methane 
umcatration is in the flammable range. However, a vapor fence retains the vapor cloud longex near the 
source7 thus increasing the potential for ignition. Methane concmtrations within the vapor h c e  were 
above the upper flammable limit (15 vol. %) for the first four minutes of the Falm-1 and Falm-4 tests. 
(Intenor mcenlxations were not r e p o d  for the ather tests.) 

Earlier7 some 130 experimentat spills of LNG on water were d e d  out between 1970 and 1981 
(puttock 1982). Liquid volumes spilled ranged from 0.04 m3 to 198 m3. Sixteen of the tests were 
intentionally ignited. Spills ontoground were conducted by Gaz de France at Nantes in 1972 andby 
Battelle/AGA near San Clemente in 1974. In the ground spills, evaporation fim a soil surface rapidly 
derreased as the soil cooled andthe maximumhazard occurred soon after the LNGwas spilled. Because of 
water in the soil and humiw in the air, a visible cloud was observed to separate h m  the plume remsrining 
after the initial burst of vapor. It was found &om u m d o n  -thatthe flammable region 
was always contained within the visible cloud. 

Shell conducted about ten experimental spills of LNG, eight continuous and two i&anbwo usm 
late summer 1980 at Maph Sands along the Tbames. Spill volumes were between 4 m3 and 20 m3. 
Instrumentation mundedthe spill site on a tidal flat h a  semi-circularp- 400 m m radius. In one 
ofthe tests, LNG was injected as ajet 0.25 m below the water surface at the rate of 3.9 m3/min for 5.0 
minutes. The LNG fbrmed a hi@y buoyant cloud wbich passed above even the closest methane sensors 
located 2.4 m above the sea surface and 40 m from the release point. This test is good indidon that the 
rapid phase transitions caused by mixing of LNG and water are not violent. 

4.6. Current Outstanding Issues in LNG Safety 

In an October 15,1996 memo to Thomas Grumbly (Hunt 1996) Peter Hunt raised a number of 
important safety issues in the use of LNG as atransportation fuel. The issues involve: 

The hazard of a i5-e or explosion in the methane vapor cloud released in an LXG spill 

The danger of lung damage or a s p h e o n  due to the low temperature ofthe vapor cloud 

Material failures due to contra& 'onandembrittlementifstructural steel is exposedtoLNG 

The rapid phase transition that will occur if LNG is injected into water or another warm 
liquid. 

Our review of the hteratme and field observationS lead to the following umclusions about the status of each 
of these issues. 
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Regarding the first issue, DOE and the LNG industry have conducted both e;rq>eriments and 
numerical simWons ofthe release and dispersions of large quantities of LNG, as noted in the preceding 
section. These tests have resulted in the development of guidelines for the size of LNG facilities to assure 
no offsite transport offlammzrbe mixtures (Ong 1985). However, it is not clear ifthese guidelines are 
being met; baed on the results ofthe Falcon tests and associated simulations, it appears that under some 
weather umditions, credible (though quite unlikely) spills at two of the fbilities visited can lead to 
flammable amcatrations oBite. 

The DOE and industry tests and simulations have also led to the development of vapor fences 
SuTrOuading LNG storage tanks that greatly reduce the region of flammability (Chan 1992). Again, it is 
not clear that these fknces are widely depl- none of the tkdities visited had fences especially designed 
to enhance LNG vapor dispersion. (Note that the effectveness of condonal, e.g., chain link, fences in 
dispersing LNG is also unclear.) 

Ifa large release occurs and is not quickly d.lspersed, unc~nfked methane vapor cloud explosions are 
possible (see Section 4.4.4). Although such explosions are unlikely to involve detonations, deDagrations 
are capable of causing extensive injuries and property damage. 

Regardhgthe second issue, there clearly is adanger ofasphyxiation and lung damage ifone enters a 
low temperatam LNG cloud. Such accidents are not expected to be common events, since the cloud is 
usually quite visible m the daytime due to codens& -on of humidity h m  the air. Furthemre, areas where 
such cold clouds can accumuk are n o d y  contained within a bund wall or pit surrounding an LNG 
storage tank, where workers are not routinely present and where the public should not be allowed. 
However, the possibility ofthese accidents cannot be dis- analogous o~currences bave been 
observed in ncm-LNG kdi t ies.  (For example, Medard (1970) describes a 1968 event in France in which a 
semi-trailer truck med with ammonia ruptured. The release hmed a white, mushroom shaped cloud, Six 
nearby workers went to mdgate  the noise and were enveloped by the cloud; three collapsed and died.) 

Regarding the third issue, materid Mures have occurred on LNG carrier ships when LNG has 
spilled on steel deck plates, causing coma& 'on and brittle fidure. However, these incidents apparently 
have not involved widespread damage and have not led to severe consequences (Harris 1993 and 
FrondeviUe 1977). It should be noted that the 1944 Cleveland acciderrt was caused by a material failure of 
the tank wafl itself. That grade of steel, cmhinhg 3.5% nickel, is no longer used for LNG tanks; 9% 
nickel steel is used instead. This change precludes tank membrane faihrre by brittle frsrctun: (assuming 
there are no signiscant design or mandactumg errors in tank umstruction). 

Regarding the fourth issue, a rapid phase transition is possible if LNG is finely dispersed in a much 
warmer liquid, such as water at 300%. However, the water would have to fhll into the LNG or the LNG 
would have to be injected below the water surfke. Numerous experiments where LNGhas been spilledon 
the water surface have not resulted in any violent phase transitions. 
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5. CASE HISTORIES OF LNG INCIDENTS 

This chapter describes accident events that have occunred with facilities that handle liquefied natural gas. 
Gaseous natural gas events, such as pipeline breaks, explosions in homes, etc., are not included here. 
Informatian about such wents can be found in the bratme, such as [Jones et al., 19861, National 
Transportation Safety Board pipeline accident reports, and other documents. Every effort to be thorough in 
the collection of LNG events has been taken, including manual, computerbd, and internet literature 
searches. It is possible that some events, especially events outside the U.S., may not have been captured by 
these searches, but it is believed that any eveat which might have been overlooked is not as c a n s e q u d  as 
those events that have been captured. These events are discussed in chronological order. 

5.1. East Ohio Gas Co. Explosion [BOM, 19461 

The cold wave of the winter of 1940 taxed the gas supply to Cleveland, Ohio. To augment the gas supply, 
the gas company could have either built a 12-inch diameter high pressure pipeline from the Hope Natural 
Gas Company to Cleveland (150 d e s  distant) at a cost of $2.5M, or they could store gas from existing 
pipelines by using a liquefiidon and storage plant in Clevelaud at an estimated cost of $0.75M. Erection 
ofthe fiquefhdon plant began in September 1940 and was completed in January 1941. The plant, the 
largest of its kind in the world, proved to be successfiil. In 1943, a cylindrical storage tank was added to 
increase LNG storage to meet Cleveland's peak gas demands while still supplying the increased base load 
demand for war industries. At 2:40 pm on October 20,1944, the cylindrical LNG storage tank of the East 
Ohio Gas Company Wed, spdhg 1.1 million gallons of liquefied natural gas. 

Theresultsofthisreleaseweredisastrous. Thecylindricaltankapparezltlycrackeddthencollapsed. 
The release began as cold vapor and then liquid flowed out. The liquid rushed over the short dam around 
the tank. The surging liquid was energetic enough to move parked automobiles. While much of the LNG 
vaporized, some ran into the storm sewer at 66th Street. The LNG vapor was burning atop the flow of 
LNG, but mvestiigators did not try to locate the ignition source since many were available in nearby 
machine shops, electrical instruments, compressor house, etc. Flames were estimated& reach about 0.5 
mile above the tank. Dwellings near the plant site were ignited by radiant heating from the buming gas, or 
gas up from the sewer was ignited inside the buildings. A north-northeast wind drifted the burning &as over 
buildiugs on 61s  Street, and the buildmgs caught fire. The investigation report also states that gas leaked 
into some basements of buildings on 61st and 62nd Streets, fonned an explosive mixture and ignited, razing 
thebuildmgs. 

The heat from the fire caused heatup and Wure of one of the nearby spherical (57 foot inner diameter) 
storage tanks. About 20 minutes into the e v a  it spilled its entire colrtents, about halfthe amount that was 
storedinthecylindricaltank. 
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The LNG that reached the storm sewer system at 62nd Street vaporized and was ignited. The overpressure 
h t h e  -on caused streets to crack or collapse, and weakened building foundations. Buildings 
caught fire from the radiant heat from the burning tank and from the -on. The fire damage was 
seento extend about 0.25 mile in a radius arodthe  cylindrical tank. 

The cyhchical tank was made from 3.5% nickel steel, which was judged by metallurgists of the time to be 
an acceptable materhl for cryogenic applications. The nickel steel was also less expensive than other 
mafefials known to be acaptable for cryogenic uses (copper, bronze, Monel, red brass, and stainless steel). 
Since this event, it is known that 9% nickel steel will not embrittle like 3.5% nickel steel. The 3.5% nickel 
steel is no longer used for cryogenic applications. 

Other investigator recommenMons were to build dams around the tanks that would conhe large spills, 
not just small leaks. Ignition sources were to be excluded from the vicinity of tanks. Remote siting of at 
least a W-mile distance was strongly r m .  

In this event, 128 people died and hundreds m r e  were mm. The property damage cost of the event was 
estimated to be $6.8M in 1944 ($65M in 1997 dollars). This event has been credited with delaying the 
Iiquefaction and storage of LNG in the U.S. for over 20 years [zslbetakis, 19671. 

An events and causal factors table is given in Table 5-1. In this case, the hithing event is rather 
straightorward, amaterials Mure. Aggravating ConditioIlS were the site's proximityto a city, the small 
bund wall around each of the tanks, the spherical tank supports that allowed tank collapse, and site 
elevations that allowed LNG to drain to storm sewers. 

5.2. Raunheim, Germany explosion [CCPS, 19941 

On January 16,1966, a plant was unintentionally venting methane to the atmosphere. The LNG was 
passed through a vaporizer. The vaporizer used a liquid level amtroller to operate the vaporkr below its 
maximum capacity of 4000 kg. The exact cause of the release is not know apparently, the liqud level 
wntrolier failed and allowed a slug of liquid methane to be ejected from the vaporizer's gas vent (probably 
less than 500 kg of LNG was released). This release occurred at the top of the vaporizer vent (25 m high). 
Control room operators saw a white cloud slowly expanding and drifting toward the control room, wbich 
was 50 m fiam the vaporizer. The outside temperaaue was 10 OF, with low wind. The cloud ignited, 
probably from ground level furnaces that were 50 m from the cloud m the opposite direction as the control 
room. One person was killed and sweniy-five were h.ed, primarily from flying glass. 

This event description was not detailed enough to construct an events and causal factors table. 
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5.3. Portland, Oregon LNG tank explosion [ENR, 19681 

The details of this event are few. In March 1968, workmen were completing construction of a 118 foot 
diameter, 95 feet tall LNG storage tank in Portland, Oregon. The tank was believed to be the largest of its 
kind m the US. at the time. The inner tank was made of aluminum, with a perlite insulation armulus and a 
steel outer shell. Natural gas from inlet hes had a p p d y  leaked into the inner tank. A slip blind (i.e., a 
blank flange, or cutof%) had been removed from a pipe six days before the accident to allow insulation 
operations on the valve and a valve had been partially opened (24 threads on the valve stem), apparently to 
test the &in& diameter line. Natural gas, routinely used to @rm leak tests at the khty, had backed 
through the no-longer-isolated line and the partially opened valve to accumulite inside the aluminum tank. 
The gas was ignited by an unspecified source and four workmen in the tank were killed in the explosion. 

This event description was not detailed enough to constmct an events and causal fkctors table. 

5.4. Quebec, Canada control room explosion [LNG, 19721 

On January 27,1972, a natural gas explosian severely damaged the cmtrol room of the LNG liquefktion 
and peakshaving plant in Montreal East, Quebec. This plant was opera.. by Gaz Metrop0Iitai.n. At the 
time of the explosion, the plant was operating in peak mode, that is, it was vaporizing stored LNG, 
reodorking the gas, and sendug it to the gas distribution piping. The plant used a 75-psi nitrogen gas 

pressurization of gas storage tanks, backup of the instxument air system, and as a seai gas on the 
compressors when they are derimed @e., defrosted). Shortly before the explosion, the recycle compressor 
had been derimed. Typically, at the end ofthe deriming cycle, the compressor is filled with 250 to 350 psi 
warm natural gas h m  the pipeline. During this derime, the instrument air compressor was shut down for 
maintenance and the pneumatically controlled instruments were bemg operated using the 75 psi nitrogen 
backup. h manual shutoff valves between the nitrogen system and the recycle compressor were 
inadvertently left open, dowiug natural gas at aminimum of250 psi to back up into the 75 psi nitrogen 
system. As a result, the instrumentation was running on unodorized natural gas instead of air or nitrogen. 
Someunodokzednaturalgasvented~omtheinstruments into the control room. The gas rose to the ceiling 
and began banking down toward the Boor. The control room was considered a non-hazardous area because 
normally there are no flammable gases or vapors present. Two of the five operators were smokmg at their 
control panels, which was permitted under company rules for non hazardous locations. The two smokers 
saw flames flash toward the instrument control panels and the explosion occurred. Being somewhat 
protected by the btmment  -01 panels, the five operators sustained only minor injuries. The blast 
vented to the fear and sides of the room, and through the roof The fires that followed were confined to 

system for mawally controlled purging of equipment fir startup, shutdown, and maintenan *, 

paint on the panels and plastic instnunent fsces. 

This event shows the importance of monitoring where the natural gas is being used in the plant. An event 
and causal factor table was not constructed since insufFicient i n f b d o n  was provided about the factors in 
this event. 
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5.5. Staten Island LNG tank explosion [GPO, 19731 

The Texas Eastern Transnission Company (TETCo) and its satellite company Texas E;istem Cryogenics 
Company owned an LNG storage tank on Staten Island. This tank was built of concrete and used an inner 
layer of thermal iusulation and a tank liner held in place by aluminum struts. The insulation was 
polyurethane with a protective liner of mylar and aluminum, then another 1 inch thick polyurethane coat on 
the mylar. Other storage tanks of this era used per@ as t h d  indation, but the size of this tank (168 
feet in diameter, 61-foat cylinder with a domed roof, and 24 inch thick concrete walls) meant that it 
required better insulation. The tank became operational in April 1970. The tank was detemhed to be 
1eakingLNGthroughthelinerin 1971. ThetankwasemptiedofLNGinFebrusUy 1972andmentered 
while under one atmosphere of nitrogen gas in March 1972 to ident@ the leak location. The l o d o n  could 
not be found under those inspectian conditions, so the tank was brought to air at ambient conditions. With 
this easier inspectability, aten footkmg rip in the her  bottom was discovered Adecision was made to 
repair the rip and to augment the tank for holding heavier LNG (colder LNG required additional ballast 
blocks, downcomers and nozzles, and a splash plate). This repair and augmdah 'on work cummend on 
the tank. On February 10,1973, at about 1 p.m., a fire swept through the tank. The overpressure (over 1 
psig) caused by hot combustion products in the tank caused the tank roof to raise. The roof hctured and 
fell in pieces back into the tank. 40 workmen were trapped in the tank when the roof collapsed. 

The fire is believed to have been an insulaton fke - burning polyurethane insulation, believedto be 
accelerated by trapped pockets of methane gas that llngered from when LNG had leaked into the insulation 
while the liner had been breached. Some specuhon exists that the fhlling barometric pressure allowed the 
poIyurethane to give off some of the trapped methane gas, making it easy to ignite a fire while workmen 
were repairing the liner. Since the tank had been warm for about 11 months prior tothe event, this was not 
an LNG event; it was a &aseaus methane and combustible hulation event. Nonetheless, it is included here 
sincemany safety researchers includetheLNGtankas LNGequipment. 

The fire may have been ignited by any of several tools in use in the tank. Electric h s  were inuse to move 
air for ventildion where epoxy glue was in use to secure ballast blocks to the floor and where the fire watch 
noted a methane buildup (the fans dqersed it throughout the tank). E l d c  irons were in use to seal strips 
of mylar liner to each other. Vacuum cleaners were used to clean the tank of any debris prior to gluing or 
sealrng operations. Two-way radios and flood@hts were in use in the tank. However, persormel were 
required to wear only cotton clothing and cotton slippers (to protect the liner and reduce static electricity), 
and leave all smoking materials outside to elimhate an ignition source and maintain cleanliness in the tank. 
Udommtely, smokmg materials were found on three of the deceased workmen, so this ignition source 
cannot be ruled out. A very old .22 d b e r  handgun was found on the remains of one worker, but the spent 
d d g e s  showed no firjng pm marks (iwestigatOrs believed that the fire heat caused the bullets to h; 
this fact andthe location where the k a r m  was found indicate that it was not the ignition source). Most of 
the repair equipment was not explosion proof. One of the small hand irons used fin mylar repair was tested 
and found to not ignite a methane-air flammable aimosphere m a test chamber until it was unplugged (i.e., 
the sparks created by pulling the plug from the electrical socket). There was new polyurethane and 
polyethylene sheeting inthe tank as well as mylarto serve as fuel durmg a fire. Bureau of Mines testing 
showed that addmg methane hydrocarbon gas to polyurethane would easily allow faster bunring and give 
the pressure rise needed to lift the tank roof. While the polyurethane would easily ignite and bum without 
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any other hydrocarbons present, the Bureau of Mines bekved that pressure rise would not be enough to lift 
the tank roof; therefbre, the trapped methane increased the severity of the event. The workmen died of 
asphyxiation, as reported by the Medical Examiner. Apparently, the rapid burning fire had simuitaneouSiy 
taken oxygen &om the air and filled the tank with combustion products. The workers' positions did not 
indicate any bunching up at the scaffbld stairway to exit, nor were there any clusters of workers at the 
&kty shack in the center of the tank. Although the tank roof collapsed rather quickly in this tragic event, 
the postmortem indicated asphyxiation as the cause of death for the 40 men. 

An events and causal factors table for this event is given in Table 5-2. 

5.6. Cove Point, Maryland explosion at a peakshaving ptant 
[NTSB, 1980; GPO, 19801 

The LNG peakshaving facility located at Cove Point, Maryland, began operation on March 13,1978. 
Cove Point is located in a sparsely populated area about 60 miles south of Baltimore, Maryland, 50 miles 
southeast of Washington DC, and about 80 des northeast of Richmond, Virginia. No part of the fhility 
was closer than 0.33 mile fhm the company's property line. The fcrcility received deliveries from tanker 
ships that brought W G  &om Algeria, Afiicsr. The LNG was off-loaded into two 32-inch pipes at low 
pressure jllto fbur large (about 16 million gaUons each) storage tanks. The tank pressure is under 2 psig. 
When needed, the LNG is pumped at 60 psig in one pumping stage, thm booster pumped up to 1300 psig. 
The h& pressure LNG is vaporized to 55 F and injected into a 36 inch diameter transmission pipeline. 

The ten booster pumps that raise LNG frum 60 to 1300 psig are pumpmotor Mits to ta l ly  submerged m 
LNGwithin pressure vessels. The benefits of submerged pumps are &there is no pump shaft seal, the 
LNG provides cmhg to the motor, and the only pemtmtions are fbr fluid flow and 4160 Volt three-phase 
power tothe 1250 horsepower electric motor. Rotating shaft seals are reputed to leak more frequenelythan 
fixed seals, andthey require more maintenance. The three electrical cables that sent power tothemator 
passed through penetrations that prevent LNG vapors &om leaking out of the pressure vessel. The 
penetratian serves as an ele.ctrical imlator and high pressure seal material. G-10, a synthetic insulator (an 
epoxy impregnated glass fik, this material hardens into a strong solidmterial), and asbestos were usedto 
s e d  the elechical junction box from the pump's pressure vessel. 

In normal umditions, small amounts of healiug from the electrical cables would vaporize some LNG and 
thus form a small, warm gas zone or barrier at the s e d  locatim so that no LNG touched the p e n d o n  
seal during pump operation. The electrical conduits &om the junction box were umstructed of polyvinyl 
chloride piping encased in umcrek. The conduit also had a seal where wires passed through seaIrng 
compound. That type of seal was rated for only 0.25 psig pressure dif€er=ce, according to an 
Underwriters ' Laboratories standard. Refkrence [GPO, 19801 discusses how the intent of the National 
Electric Code was not met by this design, since the second seal was not LNG-proof. Refkmce [GPO, 
19803 conteds that the Department of Traasportation's Materi;rs Triqmtao 'OnBOardactedinbaste 
whm adopting the National Elechical Code for cryogenic facilities. 

One of the ten booster pumps, pump 105JK, developed a seal leak at the electrical cable penetrsrton, 
probably the gas leaked first, then LNG umtackd the electrical penetration and that increased the leak rate 
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until LNG was lealung into the junction box. LNG flowed from the junction box to the conduit. The 
naaual gas in the conduit warned and the pressure of expansion was much greater than what the 0.25 psig 
conduit s e d  could withstand. 

On October 6,1979, the Cove Point plant was in sturage mode. The booster pumps were not operating, 
butthey were being held at 60 psig and at LNGtemperature (this is typical fbr a cryogenic plant to 
maintain equipment at cryogenic temperatures to avoid tim-, wearing, and costly warm-up and 
coolaoWn cycles). The 1:30 a.m. operator walkthrough did not detect any unusual events. At about 3:lO 
a.m., d e r  operator left monitor house No. 1 to take equipment readings. At about 320 am., he radioed 
the OperatOrcontroUer at monitor house No. 1 that he had found LNG leakage into the second stage 
pumphouse. There was radio iTlterfeence, but his report was understood well enough in the moaifor house. 
The roving shift supervisor was in monitor house No. 1 and heard the report. He left to assist the operator. 
The operator radioed againto say that the leak was frompump 105JK, with LNG 1- fromthat pump's 
electrical junction box in the pump house. Note that in reference [GPO, 19801, the leak is described as 
liquid 'pouring out of the junction box in a ten foot radius.' The supemisor and operator determined that 
the best course of action would be to isolate the pump sothat it would not accidentally be started, since 
remote muting was possible. At about 3:30 a.m., the supervisor telephoned the monitor house No. 1 to 
inform the operator there that he would disengage the circuit breaker for the 105JK pump m the Substation 
No 2 building. At 3:34 a.m., the operator depressed the circuit breaker interiock release, and an explosion 
followed which destroyed Substation No. 2, several electrical transfiDmers, and heavily damaged adjacent 
structures. Transformer oil spread over the area and lgnaed 

LNG does not have any odorant included with it, since most odorauts will freeze out or not mix at LNG 
temperaaues. When the LNG vapormi, it became odorless natural gas. The LNG flooded the electrical 
junction box in the pump house and then flowed into the PVC umduit for the electrical cables. There the 
gas vaporized and flowed down about 210 feet of conduit into the Substation No. 2. While the Columbia 
facility had 109 combustible gas indicating meters (CGIs) onsite, none were in the electrical substation No. 
2 building since this building was considered to be a non-hazsrrdous area (where gas would not be fiund). 
The CGIs in the 105J pumphouse were opemthg, but did not send in an alarm although large guantities of 
LNG were leaking into the pump house. Calibration dates on the CGIs showed that at least 17 months had 
elapsed since the last calibration (industry cmmkmts advised that 1 to 3 months is an adeqmte 
recalibration period for CGIs). 

Invest@tors believed that the leak probably started in small amounts a few days, or even weeks, before the 
accident. The LNG penetration seal bolts were not torqued tight enough to prevent leakage. After the 
pump was shut down, 19.5 hours prior to the accident, the gas covering the penetration seal began leaking 
out and then LNG touched the seal. The LNG leaked under pressure into the junction box and down the 
conduit. The operator noted LNG leakmg fiom the junction box in the pump house, but did not consider 
that LNG or gas might be routed down the conduit to the electrical substation. Since the natural gas was 
odorless and probably quite warm by that time, there was no indication for the operator. When the 
operator opened the circuit breaker for the pump in the substation, an electric arc occurred, isniting the 
natural gas that had accumulatedinthe building. The operator was badly burned but was rescued by other 
persoanei responding to the explosion. The shift supervisor was killed by a fdling roof truss; the explosion 
blew out the walls so that the roof collapsed [GPO, 19803. 

Table 5-3 shows the events and causal factors table for this event. 
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5.7. Liquefied Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility flash fire [NVO, 
19871 

Due to large scale explosion events such as the propylene explosion in East St. Louis in 1972, the Mexico 
City propane explosion m 1984, and other events, "he U.S. government allocated funds to construct a spill 
test facility in 1982. Constructicm began in 1984, and the facitity at the Nevada Test Site began operation 

dispersion, and to test patential barriers to mitigate effects of such spills. Objects like fences will aiter the 
flow of coldgas and can cause the gas to loft itrt0 the air so that dispersion is achieved in a *time 
fbme w, 19901. 

in 1986. The spill test facility performs release tests to better understand the chamkmh *csofSpiu 

The Falcontest series of5 to 7 plarmedtests was intendedto determinethe usefulness of vapor barriers. 
These tests were carried out in 1987. Dunng the f l fb  test in the series, 13,000 gallons (50 m3) of LNG 
were released to observe the gas Wersicm t%am&mh ' 'cs downwind ofthe spill location when a vapor 
barrier fence impededthe gas flow. The LNG release fesulted in several rapid phase transition (RPT) 
pressure explosions as the LNG quickly flashed to vapor and expanded greatly with the phase transition. 
These RPTs were expected andhad been witnessed in prior tests in the Falcon series. 

From the video and movie camera records being taken ofthe test, investigators wefe able to detemme - t h a t  
a so-called 'doublet', or two simultanm RPTs occurred in the fifth test. After this, the infomation is less 
M v e ,  anly most probable causes are discussed. Apparently, one of the guy wires that was used to 
support the vapor barrier parted under the load from the doublet RPT and b e 5  to whip. The gas flowed 
over the vapor barrier, and the guy wire scraped against the fiberglass a d  aluminum barrier. The frayed 
end of the guy wire cable is probably respoasible for generasing a static electricity spark and igniting the 
methane vapors outside the vapor barrier. The "cold flame" then raced out though the vapor to the edges 
ofthe flammable limits andalso backtowardthe source ofthe methane. The fire was of short duration, 
about 30 seccmds, until the &el withinthe flammable range was exhausted. There were no personnel 
injuries, since personnel are not allowed near the test site while tests are m progress. The eseimated damage 
was between $70k and $95k. Other damage tothe test apparatus was incurred, but since this fifth test was 
declaredthe final test in the series, the equipmenthad only salvage value and was not added into the 
damageestimate. 

5.8. Summary 

Generally, accidents have been found to be the result of a ConnUence of several factors or conditions; 
acdents are rarely the result of just one cause. For this reason, accident investigators use the events and 
causaI hctors method, as shown m Tables 5-1 through 5-3. The events and causal factors table supports 
identification of accident causes, and the tables have been used in this summary. The multiple cause result 
is seen even in the Cleveland, Ohio accident. While the main cause was material embrittlement Mure, 
other factors exacerbated the went. For example, siting within a city was more a decision based on 
operational convenience and business costs than on safety, the low dam around the tanks meant that neither 
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the company nor the regulators had coftsidered a large fbilure of a tank (only small teaks were considered), 
the open stom sewers only a few blocks away meant no one considered a large liquid release or else a 
higher tank bund or divemion dams would have precluded the LNG from pouring hslto the sewers, and 
ignition sou~ces would have been preciuded f b m  the area if large reieases were considered possible. 

The Raunheun ' event did not have as much obtainable published detail as other events, butthe consequences 
of releasing LNG liquid when warm natural gas is expected are illustrated. A faulty process amtroller 
allowed liquid rather than gas to be stacked. The still-cold liquidthen vaporjzed and sanktowardthe 
ground instead of the stack function of warm gas dispersing 
denoted freezing humiday fram the air (note: firemen generally believe thsrt the white cloud is a rough 
demarcation of the edges of the flammable zone for LNG releases). Before the cloud could warn and 
disgerse, the vapor fbund an ignition source, probably the process fiunaces ansite. 

the air. The white cloud seen by personnel 

The Portland event with the storage tank involved several factors. While it was recognized that allowing 
the process liquid to leak into an empty tank that is occupied by workers is very dangerous (e.g., hazardous 
maiaial exposure, fire, &.)that was still allowedto occur due to several fktors - concurrerrtopedons 
allowedavalveto be openedandthe blank flange removed, andthe testing gas used ol1sife was methane 
(sometimes test gases are nitrogen or other inert gases, but these can grow to be expensive so LNG storage 
sitesoftenusevaporizedproductinstead). Thiseventisanothercaseofnaturalgasvaporsbeingtrapped 
within a volume and expioding/catching fire. A lock outhag out program might have prevented the 
concurrent operations from contknuing to the point of releasmg natural gas vapors into the tank, at least 
until workem were finished inside the tank. 

The Quebec event also had several ikctors that contributed to the accident. First, the instrument air 
compressor went down for mah.ltenance dwing a plant recycle compressor deriming cycle. Next, three 
valves were inadvertently left open between the plant compressor and the nitrogen backup to the instnrment 
air iines. The report does not give enough detail to know why the three valves were open (possible reasons 
could be that operators closed the wrong valves, neglected to verify that the valves are sti l l  closed, they 
Illlght have forgotten to perform a procedure step, etc.). These two umditions allowed the warm, bigh 
pressure, unodoized natural gas flush fim the plant compressor to flow to the instnunent air system. 
Unodorized gas was probably used to keep high purity in the compressor, so no odorant would freeze inside 
the unit. This unodorized natural gas leaked jnto the control room &om the instrument air lines. Since the 
control room was rated as an environment that would not have any hazardous or explosive gases, operators 
were allowed to smoke at their controls. The cigarette smoldering ignited the naaual gas and the flame 
raced into the control panels, d e w  the gas behind the panels. 

Staten Island was an unusual type of coIlstNction accident. The saf6typersonnel fecogaized the hazard of 
allowing natural gas to be piped into the tank while workmen were inside, so all lines were positively 
valved shut and the tank was WSLRll and empty for several months prior to starting the task. Thedore, an 
event like the Portland storage tank fire could not occur with the Staten Island tank. There had been 
controversy over the tankthexmal insulrrticw (polyurethane) f'lammability and a regulatory decisionto 
proceed with the tank construction was based on the idea that the risk ofinsulation fire was highest during 
construction and the insulatian was already installed Wore objections were raised by the Fire Department. 
The idea of possible tank repair activities was not .lily taken into account. Apparently, LXG leaked into 
the thermal insulation under the mylar liner and then vaporized when the tank was wanned. The vapor 
remained trapped in the cells of the polyurethane (the tiny cavities in the material). Investigators believed 
that when the barometric pressure would drop, some methane would emanate fkom the poryurethane. With 

tank, methane could escape into the tank. Appardy the methane was ignited by the work being 
themylar liner rolled up from the base of the tank to 8 feet high to perfbrm repairs and augmentatt 'on of the 
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performed in the tank (exact ignitor is unknown) and the burning methane ignited the polyurethane, which 
burnedfbskr than normal due tothetrappedmethane within it and the vertical mdigwation of 
polyurethane that allowed the fire to pre-heat the material. The hot combustion products and heated air due 
to the fire caused a slight pressurization of the tank (about 1 psig); however, this pressure was enought0 
lift the tank roofand cause the roofto collapse into the tank. Since the Victims were not found near work 
locations and not clustered at the scaffold stairway or at the emergency shelter (a shack in the center of the 
floor of the tank), the fire was fast burning. The company had received test results showing there was no 
appreciable accumuIatioll of metbane in the polyurethane blocks on the LNG side of the mylar, but they did 
not test the polyurethane on the other side of the mylar (which was exposed when the mylar was rolled up). 
This event was another case oftrapping methane gas, inthis instance it was trappedin an unusual way. 

The event at Cove Point was a case of not rmderstandmg ' the psibie  pathways that LNG could take. It is 
similar to the Quebec event, where gas was routed down aa unlikely path. At Cove Point, a seal was not 
properly tightened after a mzhtmmm session, so LNG leaked past the electrical seal into an eleckid 
junction box. The pressure allowed the LNG to leak down the electrid canduit, where it warmed and 
vaporized. The pressure created by the volume expansion was much more than what was needed to force 
the gas pastthe sdconc lu i t  seal. The gas exited into an electrid substationbuilding, whichwas not 
rated for hazardous atmospheres (this norn-hazard area is sirnilar to the Quebec control room). When the 
operator triedto de-energizethepump that was leakmg7 the circuit breaker produced an electrical arcthat 
ignitedthenaturalgas. 

The rapid phase transition event and subsequent fire iguition atthe Nevada Test Site was unlike other 
events in this section. This was atest, an intentional release for exambhg gas dispersion. The gas was 
inadvertently ignrted by an unanticipated ignition source, most probably involving static electricity and a 
broken guy wire. The probable ignitor was very unusual. Gas explosion ignitors are more often pilot hght 
flames, electric hgb,  internal combustion engines, hot work or sparks produced by indust4 aperationS, 
etc., father than static discharges. 

5.9. Conclusions 

LNG fhcm designers should try to improve designs based on opedng experknce in other facilities that 
handle natural gas. While the LNG vehicle fuel industry lays claim about varying widely from LNG 
peakshaving plants (refbeling statim are much smaller, have more constant throughput, do not use heated 
vaporizers), there are some issues to address from these events. 

First, materials must be compatible with LNG. This lesson has been learned at a tenible price f b m  the 
Cleveland event. Proper materials would include the supports fbr the tanks, so that tanks do not fail when 
a significant spill cools dowo the supports. 

Next, the psible  routes of natural gas flow must be analyzed for the entire staticm, including reverse flow 
events. L q d  and gas must both be considered. There have been events where the LNG traveled down a 
conduit (Cove Point), LNG traveled down a line thought to only contain &aseous natural gas (Raunheim), 
events where gas traveled down a line thought to be closed (Portland), and a line thought to use only air or 
nitrogen (Quebec). Leaks from 'on, and into instrumentation cabinets, must be analyzed. 
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Facilities should be analyzed for gas entrapment. The Staten Island event was a disaster because the 
trapped methane increased the burning rate of the polyurethane, so the forty workmen did not have the time 
to evacuate once the insulation caught fire. Trapping a combustible gas increases the likelihood of a 
powerfid d e m o n ,  or even a detonation event. In either event, the baniers that trap the gas will see 
overpressures. Trapped gas at a refbelug station might be in the annulus of double walled piping, in 
control panels, inside pump compartments, under awnings or other roof assemblies that protect personnel 
and equipment from weather, in vehicle maintenance buildings, or other places. Gas vaporizing from a 
liquid pool is a. safety umcem, since the liquid pool could flow toward low areas (m pit, 
depression in the s u r r o a  ground, a sewer opening, etc.). 

Use of more, rather than fewer, combustible gas mdicators is a good safety practice around nonahized 
natural gas. It is expensive to buy and maintainthesegas sensors,butinvestigators believedthatifa 
workmg unit had been in the substation buildmg at Cove Point, a W would have been saved, and sensors 
in the control room at the Quebec plant would have saved the company much money, by avoiding personnel 
injury and plant repairs. 

Ignition sources must be analyzed for their possible contribution to accident events. The Nevada event 
provided an opportunity to analyze tapes from video camera and movie cameras, and the energy of an 
RPTtodetmmle ifthese energy sources could ignite a natural gas fire or explosion The analysis showed 
that the voltages of cameras were iusuEicient to cause a spark energetic enough to ignite natural gas vapor, 
and the RPT pressure wave was also thought to not produce enough energy for ignition. Still, as unlikely 
as an ignition source might be, if it is identified then it can be protected or possibly precluded. Power poles 
with transfoxmers for service drops, street li-, electrostatic discharge, and other potential sources of 
ignition energy must be investqpedto determine ifthey possess enough energy@ ignite natural gas vapor. 
The issue of bonding and grounding must be reviewed. 
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Table 5-1 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cleveland Ohio Event 

Time and Date Event Causalfactors 
1890-1940 

1940 

pre-1940 

1937 

January 1940 

Jamtary- 
February 1940 

February 1940 

February 1940 

East Ohio Gas Co. supplies Cleveland 
with natural gas fix residential and 
industrialuses 

East Ohio Gas co. is using four 20-inch 
diameter and 18-in~h diameter lines to 
pipe natural gas fkom the Hope Natural 
Gas h p a n y ,  150 miles away. 

The Bureau of Mines demomtmted that 
liquef).mgnaturalgaswaspracticalby 
their use of helium liquefymg equipment. 

The Hope Natural Gas Co. mvestigakd 
building a natural gas liquehtion pilot 
Plant. 

The Hope pilot plant in Cornwell, WV is 
completed. 

The pilot plant delivers liquefied natural 
gas (Lm, de-=-w ' hownatural 
gas can be stored in a compact liquid 
form in amounts that are relevant to gas 
company aperations. 

East Ohio Gas Co. decides to build a 
lique&ction, storage, and regasification 
plant (LSR) to handle peak demands of 
gasinthewinterh e. 

East Ohio Co. selects site at its No. 2 
works in Cleveland. 

The liquefhcticm, storage, and 
regasif5cation (LSR) plant uses three 
spherical tanks, each stores 50 M cubic 
feet of gas equivalent. 
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a business venture 

pipelines are the most efl6icient 
means for gas trausport 

science of cryogenics 

a possible business venture 

success gives credibilityto the 
concept 

winter had beenharsh andgas 
demandwashigh 

An extra high pressure pipeline to 
the Hope Co. would cost $2.5 M, 
an LSRplant cost an estimated 
$0.75 M. 

Site was chosen for its improved 
gas distribution to Cleveland 

Tank sizing was not discussed, 
presumablytbis size meets peak 
demands 



Table 5-1 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cleveland Ohio Event - cont 

Time and Date Event Causal fkctors 
September 1940 construCtian began on LSR plant 

January 1941 

February 7,1941 

December 8, 
1941 

1942 - 1943 

Spring 1943 

S p w  1943 

Spring 1943 

Summer 1943 

October 1943 

LSR plant completed, largest in the world 

First LNG produd at LSR plant 

U.S. enters World War II 

LSR plant proves to be succesd 

East Ohio Gas Co. chose a cylindrical 
toro-segmental tank of 90 M cubic feet of 
gas equiv. It was labeled as tankNo. 4. 

The tank designer chose to use steel (carbon 
~0.09% zmd nickel of 3.5%) since this 
metal had adequate low temp. properties, 
adequate strength, and lowest cost 

October 19, 1943 Tanks 2,3, and 4 have been ''topped off." 
These tanks are isolated from the LSR 
plant. 

Very large spherical tanks, due to 
their supports, can experience 
excessive bending stresses at the 
@e and also have fatigue with 
fill and drain cycles 

Technology at the time 
reoognrzedthese metals for 
cryogenic service: 
pure copper 
bronze 
Monel metal 
red brass 
stainless steel 
steer (<0.09% wbon 
and > 3.5% nickel) 

preparation for winter 

Storage of LNG is shownto be a 
good means for pealrshaving 

East Ohio Gas Co. decides to add mother 
large storage tank to meet the city's peak 
demandswhilemeetingbaseloadwar 
industry demands 

War industry is a large scale user 
ofnaturalgas 

Tank No. 4 has dif?k&ies with rock wool 
imulation s-, another 2 to 2.5 rail cars 
of rock wool are needed to complete the 
insulation. Over 1 M pounds of rock wool 
are used for the 42 ft high and 70 ft 
diameter tank 

Tank No. 4 is placed m seMw 
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Table 5-1 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cleveland Ohio Event - cont. 

'I;ime and Date Event causalfactors 
8 a.m. October Tank pressures are: 2.5,2.5,2.6, and 2.4 
20,1943 

October 20,1943 

1: 50 p.m. 
October20, 1943 

2 p.m. October 
20,1943 

2:25 p.m. 
October20,1943 

2:25 p.m. 
October20,1943 

2:40 p.m. 
October 20,1943 

psig, reSpectively 

Tank No. 1 is being "topped off." 

Mr. Freightner, assistant plant engineer, 
makes a casual inspection of the Tank No. 
4 f h g s ,  nothing unusual observed. 

LSR plant is bemg taken off line. 

LSR compressors taken off line. 

Liquid level in Tank No. 4 drops suddenly. 

Tank No. 4 fided, releasing about 1.1 M 
gallons of LNG at -250 F. 

Four employees witnessed vapor or liquid 
mist cloud issuing from the tank prior to its 
complete collapse. 

Witnesses saw clouds of vapor first and fire 
subsequently. Witnesses also saw a 
burning cloud and burning vapor above 
flowing liquid. The fires ignited buildings 
and equipment. 

LNG surged over the short dam around the 
tank, then sought low levels. LNG poured 
into storm sewers, vaporized, and later 
ignited. 

Note: final damage was 128 f8talitieS7 200 
to 400 injured, and property damage of 
about $6.8M. The fire damage was 
confined to about 0.25 mile around tank 
No. 4. 

preparation for winter 

TankNo. 4 has had cold spot 
formations due to insulation gaps 

serviceis completed 

part of the shut down evolution 

Investigators belimthatthetime 
was slow or the chart was not 
allgn~allwitnessesvenfLthat 
it was 2:40 p.m., and the outer 
wall of the tank would not hold 
the LNG for 15 mimrteS. 

Irrveseigators believed the cause 
was Mure by embrittlement. 



Table 5-1 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cleveland Ohio Event - cont. 

Time and Date Event CauSalh&rs 
Tank No. 3 supports fkded, causing the heat of fire and possible impacts about 3 p.m., 

October 20,1943 

October21,1943 

October 22,1943 

October 22,1943 

Mid-NOvabm 
1943 

tank to fail and discharge its contents, 
about 600k gallons of LNG 

The main body ofthe fire was brought 
under controI. Gas vents from tanks No. 1 
and No. 2 were still bumin& and the coal 
pile south of tank No. 2 continued to bum 

Smoke from No. 2 tank was determined to 
be burning cork insulation. Dry ice was 
added to the tank annulus to erctznguish the 
cork combustion. 

Rehabilitationwas initiated. Steam from 
locomotives on the tracks to the north was 
used to vaporize the LNG in tanks 1 and 2. 

The empty tanks were purged with inert 
gas- 

of objects sw~-along by the 
surge from tank No. 4 

Cork dust layer will burn on the 
order of 200 C; radiant heating 
easily started this fire. 
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Table 5-2 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Staten Island Event. 

Time and Date Event causal&ztt)rs 
August 1960 The Texas Eastem Transmission possible business venture 

Company ("KO) hires the Battelle 
MemorialInstitute(BMi)toconducta 
technicaland economicfeasibilitystudy 
for large volume LNG storage. 

October 1961 

Summer 1962 

August 1962 

August 1962 to 
November 1963 

Early 1963 

May 1964 

1964 

1964 

1965 

1966 

October 18, 
1966 

October 19, 
1966 

BMI reports that such storage is feasible. 

BMI constructs a 53,780 @on made1 
tank for proof of principle. 

The model bnk is cumpleted. 

Model tank is successfullytested using 
liquid nitrogen. 

BMIbegantodesign alarge commercial 
LNG storage tank. 

BMI publishes a detailed design. 

"'ET& secures BrownandRoot 
Engineers to develop the engineering and 
construction details forthis tank. 

"ETCo retains Bilbyme Corp., 
profkssional engimers, to apply for NY 
approval and construction permit. 

Bilbyme delivers request to the Federal 
Power commission (FPC). FPC invites 
Bureau OfMineStQ Comment on request. 

Bilbymefilesrequesttoconstructwiththe 
NY City Dept. of Marine and Aviation. 

NY City Dept. of Marine and Aviation 
@MA) denies applicationto construct 
tank. 

Bilbyne appeals denial to the NY City 
Board of Standards and Appeals (BSA). 



Table 5-2 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Staten Island Event. - cont. 

Time and Date Event causal factors 
December 14, The NY City BSA forwarded information 
1966 

December 1966 

December 21, 
1966 

Jarmary 18, 
1967 

Early 1967 

Early 1967 

March 10,1967 

April 15,1967 

July 1,1968 

Early 1969 

June 1969 

to the NY Fire Department (FD), 
requestingcormnerrt 

The NY FD requests help fromthe NY 
Board of Fire Prwention Regdations 
(BFPR). 

F’PC approves plans and specifications. 

NY FD notifies the BSA that it opposes 
tankconstnrcton. 

BSA holds hearings, FD opposes tank 
COflStNCtiOn 

TETCo makes safety additions for FD: 

fire alarm campany, other additions 
two roads, fire systems, 

BSA approves tank installaton, leaves 
constructionresponsibilityto DMAand 
&e protection to the FD 

DMA approves construction plans. 

DMAapproves ConStNction start 

FPC a n n O ~ C e s  us. s h e  in Ilamal 
gas supplies, condones importationas a 
meamtomeetdemand 

During tank constructiq aNY FD 
inspectian reveals that the tank insuIation 
will bum. The FD objects that 
cmsfruction spedcations arenot being 
met. Tank is 80% complete, insulation is 
alreadyinstalled. 
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. .  Objections: 
tank Iarge size d i t s  Im+gmrlrar 
canstructionmaterials,~ 
hydrostatic pressure and 5 year 
tests could not be done, lack of 
NYFDexperie!ncewithsuch 
large LNG storagetanks, siting in 
congestedarea$ and inability of 
the NYFD to extqukh a major 
tankfire 

see above causes 

ASTM D-1692-69T standard is 
not met 



Table 5-2 Events and CausaI Factors Table for the Staten Island Event, - cont, 

Time and Date Event Causal factors 
June 1969 TETCo responds that the insulation was a 

fire retardant grade furnished by the 
supplier while attempting to meet the 
necwarydensityandthed 
conductivityrequirements. 

June 1969 The BFPR decides to accept imtdation 
asitis. 

Schedule pressure to finish tank, 
combustible insulatian is most 
hazardous in construction 
(insulasion was already in place), 
BFPR dedthat it was more 
llazardous to replace the 
polyurethane iIlsu&ioIl than to 
complete the tank. 

Summer 1969 Construction delays with liquefhction 
plant prevented 5lhg the tank by pipeline 
gas liquet$cton 

unspecified delays 

Fall 1969 TETCo requests LNG importation 
permission from the FPC 

IiqueMon plant cannot fill the 
tank for the winter. 

March 31,1970 FPC approves TETCo plan to import 
LNG. 

April 1,1970 Algerian LNG mived on the ship "Esso 
Brega", loaded into tank 

April, 1970 More LNG ani- on the ship "Methane 
Princess," loaded into tank 

April, 1970 TETCo's liquefhtion plant comes on line, 
startsfilhgtankwithLNG 

October 20, 
1970 

TETCo notes that instrumentation shows 
that there is a leak in the tank liner at the 
52' 4.25" level. 

Speculated cause is ins&ici& 
sisrck in liner when comcted 

February 17, 
1971 

The NY BFPR d e s  that the tank should 
be emptied for repair by April 1, 1971, 
stipulates that an extension could be 
obtained ifproof is offered that there is no 
hazard. 

March 1,1971 TETCo requests an extension to the date 
for emptying tank. 

Reports fromBMI and TETCo 
engineer show there is no hazard. 
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TabIe 5-2 Events and Causal Factors TabIe for the Staten Island Event. - eont. 

Time and Date Event CausaIfactors 
Mar&29,1971 BMI submits report that there is a liner 

leak, notatank leak. 

April 27,1971 BFPR grants extension to April 1,1972, 
require that TETCo look at issue again in 
September. 

September 1, 
1971 

Bilbyme and BMI submit reports to 
BFPR, reports state there is no cause fbr 
c(Mtcem. 

September 1, 
197 1 

TETCo requests permission for a 
temporary pipeline for loading the tank 
with Libyan LNG. 

business venture 

November 10, 
1971 

BFPR gives tentative approval to the 
pipeline request. 

January5,1972 BFPR gives full approval to the pipeline 
request. 

January 1972 unknownreasans, speculation 
was lack of LNG tankers or a 
purchasing problem 

Libyan tanker does not arrive 

January 1972 TETCo decides to repair the storage tank 
lealung liner 

Goodtiming to prepare fir 
upcomingwiater. 

February 13, 
1972 

TETCo removes tank from sewice, 
wannstankwith hot natural gas. 

Make the tank habitable 

March 14, 1972 

March 15, 1972 The tank is purged with nitrogen Remove combustible gas 

March 1972 An mert-gas entry is made into the tank to 
identify the leak location. Leaks could not 
be located in those conditions. 

Speedy problem Man, to aid 
TETCoinclecisionmaking. 

April5, 1972 "ETCo decides to bring the tankto air to 
help locate the leak 

April 11,1972 NY FD reviewed safety procedwres for 
TETCo work 

April 1972 TETCo asks BMI to perform an analysis 
of insulation 

safety/operability concern over 
insulation 
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May 1972 and 
on 

May 15,1972 

Summer-fall 
1972 

Table 5 2  Events and Causal Factors Table for the Staten Island Event. - cont. 

Time and Date Event chsalfactors 
April 1972 TETCo fiund a 10' 3" rip of the liner at 

April 1972 

January 16, 
1973 

January 25, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

the tank bottom, and several d 
punctures. 

"EXCo decides to repair the tanKs liner, 
water-stop, and pumps, and modify the 
tank to allow it to receive heavier LNG 
[more ballast blocks, new unloachg 
downcomers and nozzles, a splash plate] 

To make repairs, portions of the 1" 
protectivepolyurethanewereremoved, 
then the mylar liner was rolled up from 
the tank bottom to about 8' height to 
expose more polyurethane insulation 

BMIdudesthatpolyurethane 
insulzdion contained 3.5% methane in the 
cells. InsulatianwasNOTsahuatedwith 
methane. 

Apparently repairs are bebind schedule, 
tank is not ready to store LNG for the 
winterseason 

ANY FD inspection shows that all safety 
precautionswithinFDjurisdiction 
appearedtobeobserved. FDascertained 
that the tankwouldbe ready for service 
by the end of March 1973. 

Speculatea cause was insuffcient 
slackintheliner. 

Desire to return tank to optimum 
condition, prepare tank f'or colder 
LNG 

Accessrequiredf'orrepair 
operatons, this act exposes 
insuiationthat is now believedto 
besaauatedwithvapor 

Theinsulationsampleswerefiom 
the 1" cwer on the LNG side of 
the mylar liner, not the tank 

Two laborers punched small holes into the They ccmfessed that they did this 

prolong the well-payjng job 
tankliner actbecauset l ley~to  

Early morning hours, the Wells Fargo fire 
alarm campany is notified to ignore any 

notice. 

Welding tasks were scheduled 
onsite and these often tripped the 
uvfiredetectors. fire alarms from the plant UIltil further 
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Table 5-2 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Staten I s h d  Event. - cont. 

Time and Date E W  causalfactors 
February 10, 
1973 tank believe that methane trapped in the 

polyurethane cells under mylar liner 
allmedeasyigniticmandfastb~ 
also the vertical orientation allows 
fire to pre-heat fuel and spread 
rapidly; Low barmetric pressure 
may have allowed methane to 
evolve fkom the bared insulation 

About 1300 hours, a fire starts inside the Rapid burning fire: investigators 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

Atabout 131Ohours,twoworkersonthe 
tank's interior s&ldmg staimmy used 
fbr tank floor s~ccess notice 
flame/disturbance on tank's south wall. 
They-. 

The tank inrtemal pressure haeases over 
1 psig, lifts the tank roof. Evidence 
suggests that this happened very fbt 
(about amirmte) after the fire flared up. 

Tank roof cracks, collapses into the tank 

An operator notices smoke issuing from 
the top of the tank, he pulls the Wells 
Fargo fire alann and goestogetthe plant 
fire truck. 

He realizes the plant fire truck will be 
ineffedual against such a large fire, he 
heads to the tank to assist injured 
personnel. 

He radios the control room to phone the 
Wells Fargo alarm company so that they 
willauninanakum. 

A crane opemr returning from Iunch 
notices smoke and goes to apull box to 
send in a fire alarm. 

1313 hours, NY FD receives an dam for 
an explosion and fire at the TETCo LNG 
fhcillty 

Fast bwning fire in wall 
insulation 

Roofwasnotbeingsupportedas 
designed 
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Table 5-2 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Staten Island Event. - cont. 

TimeandDate Event causalfactors 
February 10, 
1973 

1321 hours, NY FD is on the scene. 
Secundalarmisordered. Hoselinesare 
put in operation toward the smoke. 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 

February 10, 
1973 
February 10, 
1973 

February 11, 
1973 

February 2 1 , 
1973 

February 23, 
1973 

April 11,1973 

1346 hours, FD orders tbird alann 

1430 hours, hose lines were shut down. 
Smoke still obscures any view bto the 
tank. 

After 1430 hours, the crane for this tank 
lowers FD Rescue Officer into the tank. 
The rescue officer wore breathg 
*P=-S* 

The officer saw no signs of life. 

1700 hours, smoke dissipated enough to 
viewthebottomofthetank. 

1725 hours, stmet. 

After sunset, Rescue Company personnel 
were lowered into the tank for a search. 

0100 hours, searchers found 4 bodies. 
Searchers realizedno suNivors would be 
found. They discontinued operations until 
daylight. 

The last ofthe 40 Victims was located at 
0645 hours. 

1643 hours, the search was ended. 

1645 hours, TETCo completed cleanup 
operatiansonthetank. 

Reducewateraccumulationinthe 
tank 

Survey the tank interior fbr 
SuNiVOrs 

Medical Examiner report states 
the 40 men died from 
asphyxiation. 

Searchers realized that mditim 
of smoke and roof collapse would 
notallowmrvivalofworkersin 
the tank. 

Efforts were bmpered by cold 
temperaauesd- 
difIiculty of moving roof sections 

The search continued after the 
40th victim to verify that no 
unreported personuel were in the 
tankwhenthefireoccurred. 
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Table 5-3 Events and Causal Factors Table €or the Cove Point, Maryland Event. 

Time and Date Event Causaifactors 

November 1977 

March 31,1978 

July 11,1978 

Fall 1978 

October 5, 1979 

October 6,1979 

Calvert County electrical inspector approves 
the pump electrical junction boxes and their 
seals at the Cove Point LNG fkcihty. 

The Cove Point LNG storage hil ity of the 
Columbia LNG Corporation began operation. 

The booster pump 105JK was removed fbr 
repairs. 

The pump was rehtdled, the electrical 
penetration seals were rebolted, but not to any 
particular standard. 

6 a.m., The booster pump 105JK is shut down. 

1:30 a.m., the fa&y operator taking 
equipment readings did not notice anything 
U t l U d .  

3: 10 a.m., another fhcihty operator starts 
making rounds for taking equipment readings. 

3:20 a.m., the operator radios the m h r  
house to tell the operator/controller there that 
LNG is leakmg into the second stage pump 
house. 

3:25 a.m., the shift Supervisor, who was in the 
monitor house to hear the radio call, radioed 
the operator to find out ifpump 105JK was 
leaking. He told the operator that he would 
contact the monitoring house by telephone 
from the electrical substation. 

Apparently these were built 
to electrical code 
requirements. 

The code had little provision 
for cryogenic applications. 

business venture 

Type of repair was not 
specified. 

There were no standards or 
guides for ti- seal 
bolts. 

nonnal operational evolution 

normal operator duty 

normal operator duty 

I n w d y  tightened seal 
allowed LNG to leak into the 
eledrical cable juIlcton box. 

Junction box flange was not 
rated to hold the 60 psig 
pressure. 

3:30 a.m., the supervisor and the operator 
arrived at the Substation No. 2 budding. 
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Table 5-3 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cove Point, Maryland Event - umt. 

Time and Date Event Causal factors 
October6,1979 About 3:30 a.m., the supervisor phoned the Supervisor wanted to prevent 

controller/operator in the monitoring house to 
advise him that they were going to open the 
circuit breaker for the 105JK pump. 

3:34 a.m., the operator depressed the circuit 
breaker interlock release. 

possible pump startup 

3:34 a.m., an explosion occurred. 

3:34 am., building walls blew out, building 
roof collapsed. The shift supervisor was 
struck by a fdling roof truss. The operator 
was burned. 

Spark from breaker ignited 
natural gas vapors m the 
room. 

Naturalgaswasinthe 
Substation building because 
the electrical cable conduit 
routed it there. 

Second seal in the umduit 
was not a cryogenic seal and 
was not rated for over 0.25 
psig. 

explosion overpressure 

3:34 a.m., the explosion damages facility 

buildmg, oil from the transfomers is ckspersed 
and begins to bum. 

explosion overpressure and 
heat transfbmers adjacent to the Substation No. 2 

3:34 a.m., the explosion damaged a water main 
to the deluge system, and the tmsfbmer loss 
depoweredthe electric firewater pump, lea- 
only the diesel firewater pump. The fire system 
is rendefed totally mefFective by this damage. 

explosion overpressure 

3:35 am., monitoring house 1 and 2 
operators ascertained that the explosion was 
their facilrty and initiated emergency shut 
down. 
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Table 5-3 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cove Point, Maryland Event -cant. 

Time and Date Event causalfbctors 
October 6,1979 About 3:40 a.m., the safety and fire technxcian 

with the plant fire truck meets the 
cmtrollehperator from monitoring house 
No. 2 at the Substasion No. 2 building. They 
assistedthe operator fimthe fire. 

October 6,1979 

October 6,1979 

Thesafetyandfiretechiciantriedtoreach 
the supervisor but the intense heat prevented 
this. He then discharged one ton of dry 
Chemicalfireextinguishing agent onto the fire 
in an attempt to ext&ui& the Gire (with no 
effect) and then he waited for the Solomom 
Volunteer Rescue Squad and Fire Department 
(SVRSFD) to arrive. 

3:45 a.m., Columbia company officials in 
Wihington, Delaware were informed of the 
event 

3:56 a n ,  the Solomom Volunteer Rescue 
Squad and Fire Department (SVRSFD) anived 
and the Captain assumed on scene command. 

3:56 a.m., the Columbia fire and saf'ety 
supervisor arrived on scene. He spottedthe 
supemisor's body under one of the buildmg roof 
support beams. He judged that the supervisor 
was beyond help. 

About 356 a.m., the plant manager arrived. He 
checked fhcility status and went to the accident 
scene. Then he went to monitoring house No 1 
and saw the burned operator. 

After 4 a.m., the plant manager ordered all off- 
duty personnel to report to the faciiity and that 
the facility be secured. 

4:30 am., the fire was extinguished by the 
SVRSFD. 

Plant personnel were 
confksed. Thesupervisor 
had beenkilled and there was 
no plan for anyone else to 
a s s u m e c o d .  
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Table 5-3 Events and Causal Factors Table for the Cove Point, Maryland Event a n t .  

TimeandDate Event Causdfactors 
October 6,1979 About 4:30 am., the operations superintendent insuf€icientcommunicationo 

idormed the plant manager of the LNG leak in 
the pump house. 

safkty-relevant information 

These two men d e d  to the pump house and 
saw the junction box and conduit covered with 
frost, the concrete surrounding the conduit was 
frozen, and LNG spraying about 12 feet out 
from the junction box flanges. 

The 105JK pump inlet valve was closed and 
the LNG flow stopped shortly afterward. 

About 6:45 a.m., Columbia officials from 
Delaware arrived and surveyed the scene. 

About 7:40 a.m., these officials reaiized that no 
one had called the DOT Materials 
TransportationBoardasrequiredbyfederal 
regulations. 

About 7:50 am., Columbia officials called the 
DOTMaterialsTransportatimBoard(MTB) 
to notify them of the explosion. 

7:55 a.m., the DOT MTB phoned the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to idom 
them of the event. 

8: 15 a.m., an NTSB iwestigatOr was 
cllspatched to the scene. 

11:45 am., SVRSFD departed from the 
Columbia LNG facllrty. 
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6. THE IMPACT OF USING LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS IN THE 
CONTEXT OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE 

6.1 a Introduction 

While d gas (methane) emits less carbon dioxide per unit of energy released than other 
transportaton fbels, methane itself is a pow& greenhouse gas, capturing infrared radiation in the 

carbon dioxide emissions fnnnthe use ofnatural gas can be lost ifa sqpifiantfkaction @-eaterthan 5 
percent) of the methane leaks or is vented in the m e  of production, rehng,  storage, and use. This brief 
section will describe the effects of fugitive methaue as a greenhouse gas, Sumnarize the sources of fusitive 
methane at LNG refuelrng stations, and suggest some basic means of controlling these m v e  emissions. 
A full discussion of all these subjects was beyomithe fundmg allowedto complete this report andthey are 
mentioned for completeness and as a potential sign of future e n v i r d  issues in the use of LNG. 

atmosphere and =-radiating that infrared back toward the surface Ofthe  earth. Thus the benefits of lower 

6.2. Carbon Emissions per unit Energy 

Methane is richer in hydrogen than gasoline, diesel or other umvenfional fuels. Thus, dunng 
combustion the fuel forms more wsrter vapor and less carban dioxide per unit energy delivered than any 
other conventional transportation fuel. Only pure hydrogen would release smaller amozmts of greenhouse 
gases per uuit energy delivered. Table 6-1 lists the carbon released to the environrnexxt as w b o n  dioxide 
per lmit energy. 

Table 6-1 Carbon Emissions per unit Energy Output 

Carbon Emissions per unit Energy Output 
Higher heating Molecular Carbon Carbon Emissions 

value 
Hydrocarbon 
methane 
ethane 
propane 
methanol 
ethylene 
ethanol 
gasoline 
acetylene 
toulene 
benzene 

(MJlkg) Weight (g CIMJ) 
55.5 16 12 13.5 
51.9 30 24 15.4 
50.4 44 36 16.2 
22.7 32 12 16.5 
50.3 28 24 17.0 
29.7 46 24 17.6 
47.5 114 96 17.7 
50.0 26 24 18.5 
43.0 93 84 21 .o 
42.3 78 72 21.8 
24.4 - 80% 32.8 
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6.3. Methane as a Greenhouse Gas 

. 

Carbon dioxide, methane, and most other gasses absorb light at certain frequencies of the infrzrred 
region and re-radiate that energy isotropically. Because each of the gases has certain 'windows' of 
wavelength at which the light is passed and other bands in which the light is strongly absorbed, the various 
gasses have widely differing characteristics as greenhouse gasses. In addition, the chemical actiw of the 
gasses and the rate at which they are oxidized or are washed out of the atmosphere determine an avixage 
lifetime of each gas. Without further releases the concentration of a gas will decrease exponentially. A 
comparison of the direct effect of eight gasses is shown in Table 6-2. The gasses of interest in this study 
are carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. 

Table 6 2  Global Warming Potentials 

Numerical Estimates of Global Warning Potentials Relative to Carbon Dioxide 
Gas Lifetime Direct Effect for Time Horizons of 

'Carbon Dioxide 120 1 1 1 
Methane 14.5 62 24.5 7.5 
INitrous Oxide 120 290 320 180 
Carbon Tetrachloride 42 2000 1400 500 
Methyl Chloroform 5.4 360 110 35 
Methylene Chloride 0.41 28 9 3 
Chloroform 0.55 15 5 1 

(years) 20 years 100years 500years 

Sulfur Hexafluoride I 3200 16500 24900 36500 
Source: D. L Albritton, et al. 'Trace Gas Radiative Forcing Indices," in J. T. Houghton, et al., Climate 

Change 1994 (Cambridge, UK, CambridgeUnivemity Press, 1995) p. 222. 

6.4. Means of Reducing the Amount of Methane Released 

The amount of carbon dioxide reieased is largely governed by the fuel chosen and the nitrous oxide 
releases are governed by the temperaaure of combustian, the stoichiometry, and the type of engine. All 
these parameters are outside the control of the refueling stations designer and aperator. The releases of 
methane, on the other hand, can be controlled by the procedures chosen fbr ventin& the LNG transfer 
tschniques, the venting of vehicle tanks, the COnvetSion of vented LNG into CNG, the catalytic combustion 
of vented methane, and the design of transport, storage, and vehicle LNG tanks. We observed a wide 
variation m techques for c o n t r o ~  pressure and venting methane vapors in our nine station visits. In 
some stations the methane vapors were campressed and used in the CNG station in the same fkcdily. Jn 
others, the rate of vehicle use was high enough that both the storage and the vehicle tanks remained cold 
and very little venting (or compression) was necessary. In one of the stations, the vehicle tanks were 
routinely vented in order to lower vehicle tank pressure and speed refbeling. 

F d y ,  Table 6-2 demonstrates that carbon dioxide is a relatively weak greenhouse &, compared 
with the others listed. A comprehensive approach to reducing the effects of fossil fuel combustion must 
consider all &reenhouse gases and not just COZ. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1. Study Results 

A r m m b e r o f ~ y r i s k s ~ ~ r e f U e l i n g s t s r t i a n ~ ~ s c e n a r i o s h a v e b e e n i ~ e d i n  
this study. These scenarios, listed in Tables 3 4  and 3-5 and summanzed * in Tables 1-2 and 1-3, are not 
believed to be likely, due to the relatively low likelihood of some of the initiating eveats (e.g., relief valves 
Wing open, tanwpiping failure due to a severe extemal event) or to the requirement fbr multiple faihues in 
the scenario (e.g., an initial error dunng refueling followed by failure of early recovery efkrts). However, 
based on reports and past events involving LNG or other gaseous vehicle fuels, it appears that these 
scenarios are not so unlikely as to be incredible' Designers of new facilities and opersrtors of existing ones 
need to ensure that their fadities are adequately protected witb respect to both scenario initiation and 
progression. 

Thisstu~alsoshowshowobserveddifferencesin~ondesign,operationalp~~,andsiting 
can affect the likelihood of Werent Misting events and saf;ety barrier (top event) failures, thereby 
afkchg station risk. Example differences in design involve the extent and size of bunds for spill 
a- andthelocationofmaintenan ce facilities. Some potentLally important differences in 
operations and operational practices involve the frequency of refhelmg activities, the accessibihty of the 
station to the public, and the emergency response trainiOg of vehicle refbelers (drivers or des@ staff) 
and other station personnel. Differences in station siting can affect the likelihood of extend hazards to the 
station as well as the exposure of the public to Station accidents. 

Finally, this study has reviewed a wide range of documents relevant to LNG safety issues recently 
raised by Hunt (see Section 4.6). Focusingjust on LNG safety, it appears that at least two of these issues 
(vapor cloud ignition and in&ried&alities due to exposue to an LNG vapor cloud) are reasonable 
wncerns and need to be addressed in station design, operations, and siting. However, it should be 
cautioned that this study, being qditative in nature and fix;used on LNG, bas not addresd the issues of 
absolute risk (e.g., what is the probability of the events in question) or relative risk (e-g., how does the 
LNG risk compare with risks from wnventid fueis). A quantitative analysis is needed before the true 
safety si@cance ofthese issues canbe determined. 

7.2. Recommendations 

The fbllowing recommendatians are based on the results ofthis study. They involve: a) potatid 
design and operational improvements at LNG refbehg stations; and b) additional studies that need to be 
pexfomed to clarify key issues. Regankg the design and operational improvements, it is recommended 
that: 

j. It should be noted that lessom learned h m  major past incidents involving LNG have been used to improve desigas and 
equipment. The invest@tion following the 1944 Cleveland release and explosions led to the use of steels that would not 
become brittle at 1 12°K @OM, 1946). The accident at Cove Point in 1978 led to the rewriting standards for the sealing 
conduits and far the d h t i o n  of methane detectors (Van Meerbeke, 1982). 
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Improvements should be made in procedures and trahing. Variances in operatid practices that 
may have an impact on safbty (e.g., tank venting, use of grounding wires, use of PPE), improper responses 
to alarms, and the lack of procedms during mairrtenanCe (which leads to leaming by trial and error) are 
pomtially important dkty  issues that need to be addressed. It is useful to observe that improvements in 
trainiag and procedures are relatively inexpensive means to reduce risk. 

In particular, we observed a rather casual attitude toward working in cmfiued spaces at some 
Stations. With the potential for displacement of air by cold methane, COlLfined spaces should be approached 
withxnorerespect. Wealsosawsomeinstances of common in- hazards, such as unrestmi& 
compressed gas cylinders and inappropriate fitthgs for high pressure use. While the physical 
characteristics of LNG should make it safer than gasoline, LNG is new and d a m h r  * *  tothegeneral 
public. Thus any accident at an LNG Station d d  set the vehicular LNG industry back a decade. 

The observaiions from visits to nine refueling stations having various cOnfiglzratiollS have been 
compiled. All the stations served a welldehed fleet of vehicles and did not cater to the general public, 
although the degree of public accessibihty varied fron Station to station. In six of the stations the refbeling 
was done by a designated, specially trained %eler. It is our umsidered observation that refueliog should be 
done by a specific, trained person. The haudling of LNG is sufEciently diffkent &om the handting of 
gasoline to require specific training. Afterthe LNG industry has grown fbr a few years in the relatively 
protected niche of fleet operations, it will be ready of public, self-serve retail operations. At the present 
time, however, a single, well-publicized mcident at an LNG station in which a member ofthe public is 
injured or killed would set the LNG industry back decades. 

Station designs should account for: a) the possibility of LNG leakage along unexpected pathways 
(e.g., past seals) to enclosed spaces, and b) the possibility of complete LNG inventory losses. Although 
neither event is likely, they have been historically observed (albeit in difkent fkcil&ies) and prudence 
dictates that they be addressed. This recommendation implies, for example, the use of methane detectors in 
all enclosed spaces, designhglbddkngto prevent the buildup of methane in all enclosed spaces 
(assuming a leak), and the provision of appropriately sized bund walls wmple$ely surzoundtDg the main 
LNG storage tank(@. 

The dissemination of best practices among stations should be strongly supported. This 
recommendati<m supports the preceding ones, and is driven by the same issues. 

Theabovemomme&& '011s are based on field observations at nine diffkmt LNG refueling stations 
and on bfbmation gathemi f b m  a number of papers and reports. The stations visited represent a fairy 
wide sample in terms of design, operational, and siting c- a 'cs, although only one of the stations 
was openly accessible to the public. A number of follow-on d k t y  studies are therefore recormnended. 
These studies will validate and modify, as appropriate, the conclusions of this study, and will provide a 
stronger basis for suggested changes m current practices. 

In addition to these safkty studies, additional studies regardug key phenomenology during LNG 
accidents are recormnended. These latter studies are needed to more completely address the issues raised in 
the Hunt memo (Hunt 1996). Moreover, they wilt provide invaluable support to quaIitative and 
quantitative risk assessment efforts whichneedbetter answerst0 such questions as howlargemusta spill 
be to pose a slgniscant hazard offsite. 

The particular studies recommended for the near t e m  are as follows. 
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0 An indepth review of LNG accidentlevat reports (case studies) was perfinmed in section 5. 
More work should be done with this review to support assessment of accident scenario 
likelihood. 

A detailed review on post-1978 expenmental datarelevanttopredictingLNGhazards. This 
review, which will i- sources, models, and codes, will provide a more dekitive picture 
of what is known concerning LNG dispersion and ignition behavior under realistic accident 
conditions. This is needed to determine the risk signiscance of the two Hunt memo issues of 
potential concern (i-e., unwnfhed vapor cloud fires or explosions and direct exposure to LNG 
vapor). 

Finally, it is rewmmended that the following two studies be perfomed as time and resouTces permit. 
While they are of lesser urgency than the preceding studies, their results should be very usefirl to the 
industry. 

0 A study should be performed to determine which current safety practices (e.g., use of 
grounding strap) are truly necessary. For those which are needed, steps should be takm to 
ensure compliance. This study addresses the possibihty that overly cmmendve requimnents 
may lead to an indiscriminate attitudetowardsalIsafetyrequirements<mthepartofsame 
drivers and station personnel. 

0 The quahtwe scenarios identified in this report should be quntified for LNG and 
conventional (gasoline and diesel) refbeling stations. Such a risk assessment will allow an 
improved priorithtion of accident scenarios, and will support detailed design and operational 
trade-oe. It will also provide an improved basis for evaltmting the overall safety of LNG 
fuelmg stations. 
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8. BASIC DEFINITIONS 

Detonation 

Rollover 

Simmer 

Trycockvalve 

ullage 

weathering 

Combustion of a gaseous mixture of fuel and oxygen, where the unnbmion wave h n t  is 
subsonic. 

Rapid combustion of a fuel-oxygen mixture where the combustion wave front mvels at the 
sonic velocity. Detonations are regarded as muchmore severe than defhgm~ons because 
of the overpressure and rapid liberation of thermal energy. 

Fillmg an enclosed space, such as atank or room, with agas that will not support 
ccrmbustion. Nitrogen and argon are examples. 

Delayed, but vigorous mixing of new and old LNG caused by difk-ences in composition 
andtemperature. 

A condition where a relief valve is opening slightly and reclosing due to system pressure 
hovering near the d v e  setpoiut. 

A piping arrangemenS that introduces a fluid irZt0 a tank at many positions simultaneously. 
LNG tanks use spargers either in the top ofthe gas ullage or at the bottom ofthe tank in 
the liquid. 

A small valve used to draw samples. 

Vapor space ai the top of the tank. 

Change in the co~~~position of stored LNG due to the more rapid vaporization of methane 
compared with ethane, propane or the higher hydrocarbons. 
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APPENDIX A - Failure Modes and Effects Analysis for Facility Number I 

This appendix Contains a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) performed for the Facility 1 
fuel dispensing system. Details ofthat system are contained in Figure 2-1 and Table 2-6. The analysis 
considers each component and postulates the system effects or responses to the various ways in which the 
component could fail. The FMEA provides some insights into the fkilure modes and behavior of the 
components in the system. 

There are many valves m the system, hcludmg over 30 manual valves, 12 relief valves, 3 check 
vdves, and 5 flow control valves. The FMEA shows that these valves, which coIlstitute about two-thirds 
of the system components are only a safety concern ifthe Mure mode is external leakage or relief valve 
venting. LNG valve data must be reviewed to detennine if external leakage (i.e., stem leakage or valve 
body cracking) are frequent events that warrant attention. 

the tanks. Instruments could be a source of umcem ifthey leak at penetrations, leak fiom i n s t n m a  taps, 
or give fhhe indications. The connection lines appear to be benign, used infrequently, and provided with 
isolation valves. Any pump and meter Mures require the opening of the pressure tank for repair or 

The other components include rupture disks, instruments, fill connections, the pump and meter, and 

but do not appear to pose safety umcems. 
In general, most of the failures hypothesized in the FMEA result in the inability of the system to 

deliver fuel to end use vehicles (Ems) or to receive incoming fuei shipments. While this downtime is an 
operational inconvenience, it is not a safety concern. Catastmphic events, such as pump impeller 
catastrophic Mure followed by impeller debris pierciug the pressure tank (PT) wall, were not considered 
because this is not a typical Mure mode for a centrifugal pump. The system analyzed is not very campiex 
and has M e  automated control. 

release of LNG. In particular, the pressure relief valves for the storage tank (ST) and PT are single 
barriers between the L;NG and the atmosphere. These relief valves are vented up the kdity stack (which 
helps to loft the gas for dispersion); any failure of these valves is a single failure leading to a release. For 
example, a valve might successfidly open to relieve a mild system overpressure, but then M in the open 
position (e.g., due to buildup of ice from atmospheric humidity). As a second problem, if the Valves are not 
well insulated, ice could build up on thm when they are closed, Causing them to remain closed when they 
are demanded to open. This could also be true for the rupture disks. Relief valve Wure rates tend to be 
low (on the order of I O4 to 1 0-3 per demand) but there are several of these valves in the fuel dispensing 
system- 

A second insight umcems the degree of redundancy provided by the standard double-walled 
storage tank construction. If air or LNG leaks into the vacuum space between the two walls, a heat 
transfix path will be provided to the inner tank. Without mitigative action, eventuauy the LNG in the tank 
will boil and vent. ('TIUS problem is well recognized; tanks must typically be refkbished in 5 to 7 years.) 
Furthermore, the outer vessel walls are generally CoDStNcted of carbon steel to reduce the cost of the tank, 
and so are susceptible to brittle fracture if cooled to LNG temperatures. Thus, a Mure of the h e r  vessel 
will lead to a release of LNG into the vacuum space which, in tm, can lead to fidure of the outer vessel. 
The double wall does not mean double contaimnent in the case of cryogens. 

One insight *the FMEA is that there are a number of slngle point faiIures that can lead to a 
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Component 
identifier 

FCV- 1 03 

Component 
title 

pump inlet 
valve 

Nomally 
open (NO) 

Table A-1 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

Component 
function 

controls storage 
tank flow to 
pressure tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to transfer 
position (fails as is) 

Fails to remain 
opedplugs 

External leak 

Fail to control flow 

Potential causes 

bad signal, 
mechanical fault, 
or environment condition 
of the valve (ice) 

mechanical fault 
loss of power? 
foreign material 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

bad signal, mechanical 
fault, or ice buildup 

System effects 

Lose flow from storage 
tank to pressure tank. 

Cannot pump LNG on 
demand. 

Depressurization of 
pump inlet line, release 
gas to environment 

Flow may decrease or 
increase, pressure may 
fluctuate 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

initial choice of valve, 
routine inspection and 
preventive maintenance 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

monitor pressure in 
both tanks 
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Component 
identifier 

FCV- 104 

FCV- 105 

Component 
title 

sump vent 
valve 

NO 

recirculation 
valve 

NO 

Component 
function 

controls gas vent 
flow from 
pressure tank 
ullage to storage 
tank ullage 

controls 
recirculation flow 
to the storage tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to transfer 
position 
(fail as is) 

Fails to remain 
openiplugs 

External leak 

Fail to control flow 

Fail to transfer 
position 
(fail as is) 

Fails to remain 
operdplugs 

External leak 

Fail to control flow 

Potential causes 

bad signal, 
mechanical fault, 
or environment condition 
of the valve (ice) 

mechanical fault 
loss of power? 
foreign material 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

bad signal, mechanical 
fault, or ice buildup 

bad signal, mechanical 
fault, or environment 
condition of the valve 
(ice) 

mechanical fault 
loss of power? 
foreign material 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

bad signal, mechanical 
fault, or ice buildup 

A-4 

System effects 
~ ~~ 

Lose flow from 
pressure tank ullage to 
storage tank ullage. 

Cannot flow gaseous 
NG back to storage 
tank, P increase in PT. 

Depressurization 
of PT ullage line, 
release gas to 
environment 

Flow may decrease or 
increase, pressure may 
fluctuate 
Lose saturation flow 
from pressure tank to 
storage tank. 

Cannot flow saturated 
LNG back to storage 
tank, P increase in PT. 

Depressurization of PT, 
release LNG and gas to 
environment 

Flow may decrease or 
increase, pressure may 
fluctuate 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

initial choice of valve, 
routine inspection and 
preventive maintenance 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

monitor pressure in 
both tanks 

initial choice of valve, 
routine inspection and 
preventive maintenance 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

monitor pressure in 
both tanks 



Component 
, identifier 
FCV- 106 

FCV- 107 

Component 
title 

iaturation coil 
?eed valve 

r10 

iispensing 
valve 

Normally 
Closed (NC) 

Component 
function 

iontrols flow 
outed from 
Iressure tank 
hrough warming 
;oils and back to 
he storage tank 

:ontrols flow to 
Ind use vehicle fill 
ine TH-1 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to transfer 
?osition (fail as is) 

Fails to remain 
3pedplugs 

External leak 

Fail to control flow 

Fail to transfer 
position (fail as is) 

Fails to remain 
opedplugs 

External leak 

Fail to control flow 

Potential causes 

lad signal, mechanical 
Fault, or environment 
:ondition of the valve 
:ice) 

neclianical fault 
oss of power? 
Foreign material 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

lad signal, mechanical 
Fault, or ice buildup 

lad signal, mechanical 
ktult, or environment 
:ondition of the valve 
(ice) 

mechanical &ult 
loss of power? 
foreign material 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

bad signal, mechanical 
fault, or ice buildup 

~~ 

System effects 

Lose flow from 
pressure tank to storage 
tank. 

Cannot flow LNG back 
to storage tank, P 
increase in PT. 

Depressurization of PT 
ullage line, release gas 
to environment 

Flow may decrease or 
increase, pressure may 
fluctuate 
No flow from pressure 
tank to fill line. 

Cannot flow LNG to 
transfer line TH-1, P 
may increase in PT. 

Depressurization of 
Pressure tank, release 
gas to environment 

Flow may decrease or 
increase, pressure may 
fluctuate 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

initial choice of valve, 
routine inspection and 
preventive maintenance 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

monitor pressure in 
both tanks 

initial choice of valve, 
routine inspection and 
preventive maintenance 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

monitor pressure in 
both tanks 
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Component 
identifier 

v-1 

v-2 

V-8 

Component 
title 

top fill valve 

NC 

hose drain 
valve 

NC 

liquid phase 
valve 

NO 

Component 
function 

shut off valve for 
storage tank top 
fill from tanker, 
part of double 
block valving with 
V-3 0 

shut off valve to 
stack for tanker 
hose venting 

shut off valve for 
instruments 
monitoring storage 
LNG 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to open 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Fail to open 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Fail to remain 
opedplugs 

External leak 
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Potential causes 

mechanical fault 
(jammed) 
ice buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

seat scored 
ice buildup 
mechanical fault 

ice buildup 
(i-4 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

seat scored 
ice buildup 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 

steam leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

cannot top fill the- 
storage tank 

release gas to 
environment 

allow foreign material 
intrusion into fill line 
cannot vent hose line, 
must rely on PSV- 
104A 

release gas to 
environment at ground 
level, not up stack 

losing LNG up the 
stack instead of going 
to storage tank 

Lose LNG flow to 
pressure and 
differential pressure 
instruments 

release LNG to 
environment at ground 
level, not up stack 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

repair is required 

sensors to detect gas 
release 

inspect and maintain 

inspect and maintain 

sensors detect gas 
release 

metering on tank truck 
should provide warning 
that there is leakage, 
vent noise also is a 
warning of leakage 
Alarms on pressure 
indicators will alert 
Dperators to loss of 
flow 

sensors detect LNGIgas 
release 



Component 
identifier 

v-9 

v-10 

v-11 

, 

Component 
title 

vapor phase 
valve 

NO 

LI- I 
equalization 
valve 

NO 

hll trycock 
valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

shut off valve for 
instruments 
monitoring 
gaseous NG in 
storage tank 

valve that 
balances inputs to 
pressure and 
differential 
pressure indicators 
so they will 
indicate storage 
tank level 
valve to manually 
veri@ calibration 
liquid level in 
storage tank, used 
infrequently 
(llyear?) 

* 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to remain 
opedplugs 

External leak 

Fail to remain 
operdplugs 

External leak 

Fail to remain closed 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 

steam leak 
valve body crack 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

mechanical fault 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

valve seat scored 

System effects 

Lose gas flow to 
pressure and 
differential pressure 
instruments 

release gas to 
environment at ground 
level, not up stack 
Creates erroneous 
readings in P and DP 
instruments 

release gas to 
environment at ground 
level, not up stack 
Large gasLNG leak at 
ground level 

Small gasLNG leak at 
ground level 

Small gasLNG leak at 
pround level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarms on pressure 
indicators will alert 
operators to loss of 
flow 

sensors detect gas 
release 

Alarms on pressure 
indicators may alert 
operators to loss of 
flow 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gasLNG 
release 

sensors detect gasLNG 
release 

sensors detect gasLNG 
release 
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Component 
identifier 

v-12 

V-13 

V-14 

Component 
title 

manual vent 
valve 

NC 

pump inlet 
isolation valve 

NO 

pump vent 
isolation valve 

NO 

~ 

Component 
function 

valve to vent 
gaseous NG from 
storage tank to the 
stack 

isolation of 
storage tank flow 
to pump in 
pressure tank 

isolation of 
pressure tank 
gaseous NG vent 
to storage tank 
ullage 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to remain closed 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Fails to remain 
operdplugs 

External leak 

Fails to remain 
opedplugs 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

scored valve seat 

mechanical fault 
foreign material 
buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

mechanical fault 
foreign material 
buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

Vents gas from the 
storage tank to the 
stack 

vents gas from storage 
tank to environment as 
ground level release 

Vents small gas 
quantities from the 
storage tank to the 
stack 

Cannot pump LNG on 
demand. 

Depressurization 
of pump inlet line, 
release gas to 
environment 
Cannot pump LNG on 
demand, pressure in 
system cannot equalize. 

Depressurization 
of pump outlet line, 
release gas to 
environment 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Tank instruments will 
note loss of inventory 
and alarm 

sensors detect gas 
release 

may only be noticed by 
viewing stack 
emissions, inventory 
loss may be thought to 
be part of normal 
effluent 
inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 
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Component 
identifier 

V-15 

V-16 

Component 
title 

saturation 
solation valve 

VO 

r aturation 
3ressure valve 
VC 

Component 
function 

solation of 
gaturated LNG 
return to storage 
ark 

vent valve for 
liquid pressure 
gensors in storage 
m k  

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain 
openiplugs 

External leak 

Fail to remain closed 

External leak 

internal leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 
foreign material' 
buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

mechanical fault 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

scored valve seat 

System effects 

Cannot pump LNG on 
demand, pressure in 
system cannot equalize. 

Depressurization of 
pump outlet line, 
release gas to 
environment 
Vents LNG fkom the 
storage tank to the 
stack 

vents LNG from 
storage tank to 
environment as ground 
level release 

Vents small LNG 
quantities fkom the 
storage tank to the 
stack 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

inspect and maintain 

Sensors to detect gas 
release 

Tank instruments will 
note loss of inventory 
and alarm 

sensors detect gas 
release 

may only be noticed by 
viewing stack 
emissions, inventory 
loss may be thought to 
be part of normal 
effluent 
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Component 
identifier 
J-17 

V-18 

Component 
title 

lump sump 
nanual vent 
ialve 

I\IC 

dispensing 
drain valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

valve to vent 
;aseous NG to 
tack from ullage 
bf pressure tank 

nlve to vent 
gaseous NG to 
itack from fill line 
rH- 1 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to remain closed 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Fail to remain closed 

External leak 

Internal leak 

A-10 

Potential causes 

nechanical fault 

,tern leak 
ralve body crack 

icored valve seat 

nechanical fault 

item leak 
lralve body crack 

scored valve seat 

System effects 

Vents gas from the 
pressure tank to the 
stack 

vents gas fiom pressure 
tank to environment as 
ground level release 

Vents small gas 
quantities from the 
pressure tank to the 
stack 

Vents gas from the 
transfer hose volume to 
the stack 

vents gas from the 
transfer hose volume to 
the environment as a 
ground level release 

Vents small gas 
quantities fiom the TH- 
1 to the stack 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Tank instruments will 
note loss of inventory 
and alarm 

sensors detect gas 
release 

may only be noticed by 
viewing stack 
emissions, inventory 
loss may be thought to 
be part of normal 
effluent 
Tank instruments will 
note loss of inventory 
and alarm 

sensors detect gas 
release 

may only be noticed by 
viewing stack 
emissions, inventory 
loss may be thought to 
be part of normal 
effluent 



Component 
identifier 

v-19 

v-20 

v-2 1 

v-22 

Component 
title 

vacuum gauge 
tube valve 

NO 

safety selector 
valve 

NO, aligned to 
PSV- 10 1A 
and PSE- 
lOlA 
evacuation 
valve 

NC 

stack drain 
valve 

NC 

Component-- 
function 

shut off valve to 
storage tank 
annulus vacuum 
gauge 

Valve to route 
storage tank 
effluent to sets of 
relief valves and 
rupture disks 

Shut off valve to 
storage tank 
annulus, used to 
draw fresh 
vacuum on 
annulus. 
Infrequently used 
WYr?) 

valve to drain any 
liquid that 
accumulates in the 
vent stack 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to remain 
open/plugs 

External leak 

Fails to remain open 

Fails to open 
secondary line 
Fail to remain closed 

Internal leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 

stem leak 
valve body crack 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 

mechanical fault 
ice buildup 
mechanical fault 

valve seat leaks by 

mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

Lose vacuum reading 
on storage tank 

releases LNG from 
storage tank to 
environment as ground 
level release 
Safety equipment, may 
not know of fault until 
an accident event 
DCCUrS 

Large air ingress to 
storage tank annulus, 
will boil LNG as heat 
transfers 

Cannot maintain proper 
vacuum, boil off rate 
slowly rises for storage 
Lank 
muld vent to ground 
instead of up stack 
during accident 

small leak at ground 
level during accident 

small leak at ground 
level during accident 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarm on vacuum 
value? 

sensors detect LNG/gas 
release 

regular testing and 
inspections 

regular testing and 
inspection 

Monitoring vacuum 
with TC-1 

inspect and maintain 

inspect and maintain 

inspect and maintain 
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Component 
identifier 

V-23 

V-24 

V-25 

V-26 

Component 
title 

auxiliary top 
fill valve 

NC 

transport 
return valve 

NC 

transport 
suction valve 

NC 

N2 purge 
valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

second valving 
path for tanker to 
refill storage tank 
using FC-1 

gaseous NG return 
to tanker ullage 
fiom pressure tank 
ullage 

isolation valve for 
tanker fill line 

valve between N2 
gas bottles and 
ullage of pressure 
tank to purge the 
tank of 
condensables and 
other impurity 
gases 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fail to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

Large gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 
Large gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 
Large gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
Bround level 
Large gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
pound level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 
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Component 
identifier 

V-27 

V-2 8 

V-29 

V-30 

Component 
title 

sample 
isolation valve 

NC 

sample vent 
valve 

NC 

sample purge 
valve 

NC 

top fill 
isolation valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

shut off valve for 
sample cylinder 
connection C-1 

shut off valve for 
sample cylinder 
vent through 
connection C-2 

shut off valve for 
purging the 
sample line, 
connects to C-3 

second shut off 
valve with V- 1 
double block for 
storage tank top 
fill from tanker 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

Large LNG release at 
ground level 

small LNG release at 
ground level 

small LNG release at 
around level 
no effect until taking a 
sample 

no effect until taking a 
sample 

no effect until taking a 
sample 
no effect until taking a 
sample 

no effect until taking a 
sample 

no effect until takiig a 
samtde 
Large gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
ground level 

small gas release at 
eround level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 

4larm on tank level 

rensors detect gas 
melease 

iensors detect gas 
welease 
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Component 
identifier 

v-3 1 

V-32 

v-33 

v-34 

Component 
title 

F- 1 isolation 
valve 
NC 

PSV lOlA 
test valve 

NC 

PSV- IO1 B 
test valve 

NC 

PSV-IO5B 
test valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

isolates the fill line 
to end use vehicles 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve lOlA 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve lOlB 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve 105B 

A-14 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 

System effects 

Large LNG release 
through transfer hose 

small gas release 
through transfer hose 

small gas release 
through transfer hose 
Large gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
stack 

small gas release to 
ground level 
Large gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
stack 

small gas release to 
&round level 
Large LNG release to 
the stack 

small LNG release to 
stack 

small LNG release to 
ground level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarm on tank level 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on storage tank 
liquid level 

tank pressure decrease 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on storage tank 
liquid level 

hnk pressure decrease 

iensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on storage tank 
liquid level 

tank pressure decrease 

sensors detect gas 
release 



Component 
identifier 

ir-35 

V-36 

v-37 

cv-1 

Component 
title 

test valve 
PSV-105A 

NC 

PSV-104C 
test valve 

NC 

PSV- 104B 
test valve 

NC 

fill check 
valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve 105A 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve 104C 

bypass valve to 
stack for pressure 
relief valve 104B 

prevent reverqe 
flow into tanker 
when top filling 
storage tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

bternal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Internal leak 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

External leak 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve seat scored 

valve stem leak 
valve body crack 
mechanical fault 

valve body crack 

System effects 

Large gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
stack 

small gas release to 
ground level 
Large gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
stack 

small gas release to 
ground level 
small gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
stack 

small gas release to 
ground level 
small gas release to the 
stack 

small gas release to 
ground level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Alarm on storage tank 
liquid level 

tank pressure decrease 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Alarm on storage tank 
liquid level 

tank pressure decrease 

sensors detect gas 
release 
fill line not alarmed 

fill line has no effect on 
system 

fill line has no effect on 
system 
fill line not alarmed 

fill line has no effect on 
system 
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Component 
identifier 

cv-2 

cv-3 

PSV-101 A 

PSV-1O1B 

Component 
title 

saturation 
return check 
valve 

NO 

spring check 
valve on 
discharge line 

NC 

inner vessel 
safety valve 

NC 

inner vessel 
safety valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

prevent reverse 
liquid flow from 
storage tank into 
gas return line 

prevent reverse 
flow from end use 
vehicle fuel tank 
into pressure tank; 
FCV-107 must 
also close, or V- 
31 must close 

first in line 
overpressure relief 
for storage tank 
ullage, vents to 
stack 

second in line 
overpressure relief 
for storage tank 
ullage, vents to 
stack 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain 
opedpiugging 

External leak 

Fails to remain closed 

External leak 

Internal leak 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Potential causes 

mechanical fault 
pressure imbalance 

valve body crack 

mechanical fault 

valve body crack 

foreign material 
valve seat scored 

spring failure 

fieeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

System effects 
__ 

cannot return gas to 
storage tank, as liquid 
level drops then ST 
pressure also drops 

small gasLNG leak at 
ground level 
large LNG leak from 
transfer hose 

small LNG leak fiom 
valve body 

small LNG leak 
through valve, out TH- 
1 

Large gas release to 
stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate PSV lifts 

small releases of gas up 
stack 
no release unless V-20 
also leaks 

rupture disks still 
available 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

storage tank pressure is 
monitored 

sensors detect leak 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

gas sensors to detect 
this leak 

gas sensors may not 
detect this leak, end of 
hose TH-1 is far from 
sensors 
level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 

no release 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 
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Component 
identifier 

'SV-10 1 c 

'SV- 102A 

?SV- 102B 

PSV-103 

Component 
title 

saturation 
iressure 
;a€ety valve 

YC 

pump sump 
3afety valve 

NC 

dispensing lint 
safety valve 
NC 

transport 
suction line 
safety valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

iverpressure relief 
For storage tank 
iquid space, vents 
to stack 

werpressure relief 
For pressure tank 
Bas ullage space 

overpressure relief 
valve for 
dispensing line 

overpressure relief 
valve for tanker 
fill line 

Valved out during 
normal operation 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Potential causes 

gpring failure , 

heeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

System effects 

Large LNG release to 
stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate gas PSVs lift 

small releases of LNG 
up stack 
Large gas release to 
stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate PSV lifts on 
ST 

small releases of gas up 
,stack 
Large LNG release to 
stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate gas PSVs lift 

small releases of LNG 
up stack 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 
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Component 
identifier 

PSV- 104A 

PSV-104B 

PSV-104c 

PSV- 104D 

Component 
title 

top fill line 
safety valve 
NC 

top fill line 
safety valve 

NC 

saturation 
return line 
safety valve 

NC 

saturation 
return line 
safety valve 

NC 

Component 
function 

overpressure relief 
valve for top fill 
line 

Valved out during 
normal operation 
overpressure relief 
valve for V- 1, V- 
30 double block 
on top fill line 

Valved out during 
normal operation 
overpressure relief 
valve for 
saturation gas line 
to storage tank 
between V- 15 and 
V-23 

overpressure relief 
valve for 
saturation gas 
return line 
between V- I5 and 
V-23 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 
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Potential causes 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

System effects 

Large gas release to 
stack 

alternate gas PSV lifts 

small releases of gas up 
stack 
Large gas release to 
stack 

alternate gas PSV lifts 

small releases of gas up 
stack 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 



Component 
identifier 

PSV- 105A 

PSV- 105B 

PSE-1 01A 

PSE-1OlB 

t 

Component 
title 

pump vent 
line safety 
valve 

NC 

pump feed lint 
safety valve 

NC 

rupture disk, 
inner vessel 

NC 

rupture disk, 
inner vessel 

NC 

Component 
function 

overpressure relief 
valve for pressure 
tank ullage space 

overpressure relief 
valve for pump 
feed line 

preferred path of 
overpressure gas 
fiom V-20, opens 
to stack 

Component failure 
modes 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Fails to remain closed 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Simmer 

Internal leak 

Spuriously open 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Potential causes 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

spring failure 

freeze up, 
mechanical fault 

spring relaxation 

secondary path of 
overpressure gas 
fiom V-20, opens 
to stack 
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flaws in metal 

metal fatigue 

ice buildup or blockage 

ice buildup or blockage 

System effects 

Large gasLNG release 
to stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate gas PSVs lift 

small releases of 
ps/LNG up stack 
Large LNG release to 
stack 

rupture disks or 
alternate gas PSVs lift 

small releases of LNG 
up stack 
small release of gas up 
the stack 

large release of gas up 
the stack 

alternative pressure 
relief devices are 
challenged 
alternative pressure 
relief devices are 
challenged 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease. 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

may not be detected 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 
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Component 
identifier 

PSE-1 OlC 

PSE-102 

E-I01 

Component 
title 

rupture disk, 
mter vessel 

NC 

rupture disk, 
pump sump 
NC 

Component 
function 

pressure relief for 
the vacuum 
annulus in case of 
cryogen admission 
to vacuum space 

pressure relief for 
pressure tank 

fulned heat 
exchanger to 
warm LNG to 
saturated vapor to 
replenish storage 
tank ullage 

saturation coil 

A-20 

Component failure 
modes 

Internal leak 

Spuriously open 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Internal leak 

Spuriously open 

Fail to open on 
demand 

Thermal failure 

Mechanical failure 

Potential causes 

flaws in metal 

metal fatigue 

ice buildup or 
blockage 

flaws in metal 

metal fatigue 

ice buildup or 
blockage 

humidity ice buildup on 
fins retards heat transfer 
from air 

fatigue failure 

System effects 

Vacuum degraded, 
boiloff increases in 
storage tank 

Vacuum lost, tank 
contents boil vigorously 

If rupture disk does not 
open, pressure will split 
carbon steel outer shell 
small release of gas up 
the stack 

large release of gas up 
the stack 

alternative pressure 
relief devices are 
challenged 
pressurized liquid goes 
into storage tank, not 
enough volume makeup 
for tank, ST pressure 
drops boiling could 
occur 

Leak gasLNG to 
environment at ground 
level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Slow increase in boiloff 
may not be noticed 

Pressure relief vents 
tank 

Catastrophic event, 
bund wall confines spill 

may not be detected 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

level sensors will detect 
tank level decrease 

pressure relief provided 
to vent to stack 

sensors detect gasLNG 
release 



I 

Component 
identifier 

F- 1 

rc- 1 

PDI-101 

Component 
title 

ransfer line 
;Iter 

iacuum probe 

liquid level 
indicator 

~ _ _ _  ~~~~ 

Component 
function 

iquid filter to 
nemove any solids 
lice, etc.) before 
iquid enters fuel 
mk 

nonitor pressure 
[vacuum quality) 
in storage tank 
Ulnulus 

differential 
pressure sensor 
for liquid level 
indication 

Component failure 
modes 

Plugging 

Fail to filter 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

Potential causes 

filter becomes laden with 
ice and other impurities 

filter break through, or 
tear 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or 
loss of power 

casing failure 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or 
loss of power 

casing failure 

System effects 

No flow to transfer 
hose TH-1, cannot 
refuel vehicles 

high chance of fouling 
the seating surfaces of 
valves 
no effect to ST 

no effect to ST 

no effect to ST 

Vacuum degraded, 
boiloff increases in 
storage tank 
False idea of liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of liquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 

small release of 
gasLNG at ground 
level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Downtime for repairs. 
tnspect and maintain 
filter. 

Inspect and maintain 
filter. 

inspect and calibrate 
meter 

Small boiloff increase 
over time may not be 
noticed 
Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 

sensors detect gas 
release 
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Component 
identifier 

PDT- 10 1 

M- 1 

Component 
title 

liquid level 
xansmitter 

meter 

Component 
function 

differential 
pressure 
transmitter for 
local indication 

instrument to 
measure the 
quantity of fluid 
dispensed 

Component failure 
modes 

High signal 

Low signal 

No signal 

Plugging 

External leak 

Incorrect 
measurement 

Potential causes 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or loss of 
power 
ice buildup 

casing failure 

out of calibration 

System effects 

False idea of liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of liquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 
No flow to end use 
vehicle tank 

Reduced flow to end 
use vehicle tank, recirc 
in PT 

False idea of liquid 
inventory dispensed. 
Will not agree with 
level indication. 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 
Routine inspection and 
maintenance 

choice of meter 
influences failure 
fi-equency 

Operators must watch 
for these deviations 
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Component 
identifier 

P-101 

-~ 
Component 

title 
Component 

function 
:entrifbgal pump 
IO move fluid to 
he transfer line at 
specified pressure 
md flow rate, 
keep pressure up 
in the pressure 
tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Fail to run 

Low flow 

High flow 

Runs at total dynamic 
head 

Potential causes 

no power, 
shaft break, 
bad signal 

bearing problem, 
impeller dragging, gas 
bubble in pump casing 

pump ?P altered, pump 
overspeed 

pump signal to run 
against closed valve V- 
31 

System effects 

TH- 1 hose to end use 
vehicle begins to back 
flow to PT, stopped by 
FCV-107 and CV-3 

Pressure may not be 
high enough to fill end 
use vehicle tank 

Pressure may be too 
high for end use vehicle 
tank, may lift its relief 
valves 

Heat up fluid, could 
lead to boiling in pump 
casing 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Must rely on valves to 
stop reverse flow, or 
operator could shut V- 
31 

Pressure gauge on end 
use vehicle tank and 
unit instruments needed 
to determine this 

If pressure is too high, 
may pump through end 
use vehicle 

overpressure in system 
could lead to relief 
valve venting to the 
stack 
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Component 
identifier 

PI- 10 1A 

PI- 10 1B 

, 

Component 
title 

mer vessel 
iressure 
ndicator 

inner vessel 
iressure 
ndicator 

Component 
function 

instrument to 
measure gas 
pressure in storage 
tank 

instrument to 
measure liquid 
pressure in storage 
tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

Potential causes 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or 
loss of power 

casing failure 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or 
loss of power 

casing failure 

System effects 

False idea of gas 
pressure - hence liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of gashiquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 

small release of 
gasLNG at ground 
level 
False idea of liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of liquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 

small release of LNG at 
ground level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 

sensors detect gas 
release 

Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 

sensors detect gas 
release 
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Component 
identifier 

PI- 102A 

- 

Component 
title 

lump sump 
iressure 
ndicator 

Component 
function 

nstrument to 
neasure gas 
Jressure in the 
wessure tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

Potential causes 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or 
loss of power 

casing failure 

System effects 

System response to 
high pressure is to 
throttle down FCV-106 
to make less saturated 
vapor, ST pressure 
drops 

System response to low 
pressure is to open up 
FCV-106 to make more 
saturated vapor, ST 
pressure rises 

System response is 
unknown for loss of 
signal 

small gas release at 
ground level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Pressure readings will 
not agree, operator 
must determine which 
is in error 

Pressure readings will 
not agree, operator 
must determine which 
is in error 

unknown 

sensors detect gas 
release 
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pressure 
indicator 

PT-1OlA inner vessel 
pressure 
transmitter 

.) I 

Component 
function 

instrument to 
measure liquid 
pressure in 
transfer line 

pressure 
transmitter for gas 
pressure from 
storage tank 

Component failure 
modes 

Reads high 

Reads low 

No reading 

Breach 

High signal 

Low signal 

No signal 

A-26 

Potential causes 

)ut of calibration 

wt of calibration 

Failed unit, or 
loss of power 

:asing failure 

)ut of calibration 

)ut of calibration 

%led unit, or loss of 
lower 

System effects 

May lead FCV- 107 to 
open while still below 
end use vehicle tank 
pressure. Back flow 
into pressure tank 

May lead FCV- 107 to 
open when greatly 
above end use vehicle 
tank pressure. Could 
cause overfill of end 
use vehicle tank. 

FCV-107 will not open, 
no flow to EUV 

small release of LNG at 
ground level 

False idea of liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of liquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless end use 
vehicle tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 

sensors detect gas 
release 
Operator must 
understand trends of 
aperation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
werfilled 

Zero reading should be 
Dbvious to fix 



a 

Component 
identifier 
PT- 10 1B 

TT- 102 

TH-1 

FC-1 

L 

Component 
title 

nner vessel 
wessure 
.ransmitter 

:emperature 
sensor 

netal braided 
iransfer hose 

:op fill 
mnnection 
YC 

Component 
function 

pressure 
transmitter for 
liquid pressure 
from the storage 
tank 

temperature 
sensor for gas 
ullage in the 
pressure tank, 
with T and P 
known, operators 
can define the 
thermodynamic 
state of LNG 
flexible hose to 
connect to end use 
vehicle for 
reheling 

connector for tank 
truck to fill 
storage tank 

Component failure 
modes 

High signal 

Low signal 

No signal 

High signal 

Low signal 

No signal 

Plugging 

External leak 

Incomplete seal 

Not used in this 
mode of operation 
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Potential causes 

out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or loss of 
Dower 
out of calibration 

out of calibration 

failed unit, or loss of 
power 

ice or hydrates builtup 

wear, abrasion 

foreign material 
intrusion, operator error 

System effects 

False idea of liquid 
inventory, could result 
in using up heel and 
require cooling hot tank 

False idea of liquid 
inventory 

May interfere with 
operations 
False idea of state of 
LNG 

False idea of state of 
LNG 

May interfere with 
operations 

No flow to end use 
vehicle 

small LNG release at 
ground level 

small or large LNG 
release at ground level 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Operator must 
understand trends of 
operation and must 
calibrate instruments 

No harm unless tank is 
overfilled 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 
LNG could be okay or 
subcooling 

LNG could be okay or 
warming 

Zero reading should be 
obvious to fix 

Operator should notice 
degraded flow 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

hspect and maintain 
equipment 



Component 
identifier 

7c-2 

FC-3 

FC-4 

C-l 

Component 
title 

nhicle fill 
;onnection 

VC 

transport 
return 
connection 

NC 

transport 
suction 
connection 
NC 

sample 
cylinder 
connection 

NC 

Component 
function 

:onnector at end 
bfTH-1 to 
:onnect to end use 
rehicle 

;as return to the 
illage of the tank 
.ruck when 
-ekeling the 
storage tank 

Vot used in this 
node of operation 
iquid input for 
iottom filling the 
gtorage tank from 
mk truck 

Not used in this 
node of operation 
xnnection to take 
bel samples to 
test for impurities 

Component failure 
modes 

ncomplete seal 

?ail to seal 

?ail to detach 

hcomplete seal 

Fail to seal 

Fail to detach 

Potential causes 

ce or hydrates built up, 
breign material 
ntrusion, operator error 

nechanical failure 

nechanical failure, 
ammed 

Foreign material 
uztrusion (dirt), operator 
mor 

mechanical failure 

mechanical failure, 
jammed 

System effects 

imall or large LNG 
eelease at ground level 

Cannot fill end use 
lrehicle tank 

Stops operation, cannot 
Fuel other vehicles 

small LNG release at 
ground level 

Cannot take LNG 
sample 

Cannot remove samp,,: 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 
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Component 
identifier 

c-2 

c-3 

c-4 

Component 
title 

iample vent 
mnnection 
\IC 

sample purge 
connection 

NC 

vehicle vent 
connection 

NC 

Component 
function 

:onnection to vent 
3ff boiling LNG 

mnnection to 
purge air from 
sample line (using 
nitrogen) 

Component failure 
modes 

[ncomplete seal 

Fail to seal 

Fail to detach 

connection to end 
use vehicle to vent 
the vehicle fuel 
tank gas into 
pressure tank 
ullage 

A-29 

incomplete seal 

Fail to seal 

Fail to detach 

Incomplete seal 

Fail to seal 

Fail to detach 

Potential causes 

Foreign material 
intrusion (dirt), operator 
mor 

mechanical failure 

mechanical failure, 
lammed 
foreign material 
intrusion (dirt), operator 
error 

mechanical failure 

mechanical failure, 
jammed 
foreign material 
intrusion (dirt), ice 
buildup, operator error 

mechanical failure 

mechanical failure, 
jammed 

System effects 

small LNG release at 
ground level 

Cannot take LNG 
sample 

Cannot remove sample 

may allow air ingress to 
contaminate sample 

Cannot take LNG 
sample 

Cannot remove nitrogen 
line from purge 
small gas release at 
ground level 

vent E W  gas from 
tank at ground level or 
cannot fill EUV tank 

Cannot remove EW,  
stops operation 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 
Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 
Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 



Component 
identifier 

2-5 

PT 
:assumed) 

3T 
:assumed) 

Component 
title 

N2 purge 
connection 
NC 

pressure tank 

storage tank 

Component 
function 

connection to 
sweep nitrogen 
gas when purging 
tank of 
condensables 

vacuum insulated 
tank, houses 
transfer pump for 
LNG transfer 

vacuum insulated 
tank, contains 
LNG for storage 
until dispensed to 
end use vehicles 

Component failure 
modes 

Incomplete seal 

Fail to seal 

Fail to detach 

Outer wall leak 

Outer wall failure 

h e r  wall leak 

Inner wall failure 

Outer wall leak 

Outer wall failure 

Inner wall leak 

Inner wall failure 

Potential causes 

foreign material 
intrusion (dirt), operator 
error 

mechanical failure 

mechanical failure, 
jammed 
fatime crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 
fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 
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, 

System effects 

small LNG release at 
ground level 

Cannot take LNG 
sample 

Cannot remove sample 

air admission, LNG 
boiloff rate is high 

air admission, LNG 
boils 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boiloff 
rate increases 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boils 
air admission, LNG 
boiloff rate is high 

air admission, LNG 
boils 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boiloff 
rate increases 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boils 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 

Inspect and maintain 
equipment 
venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 
venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 



. 

Component 
identifier 

IFP 

Component 
title 

acketed fill 
iiping (ST to 
?T, assumed 
jesignator) 

Component 
function 

Insulated piping to 
route LNG from 
storage to pump, 
may be vacuum 
iacketed pipe 

Component failure 
modes 

Outer wall leak 

Outer wall failure 

Inner wall leak 

Inner wall failure 

Plugging 

Potential causes 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

hydrates, ice buildup 

System effects 

air admission, LNG 
boiloff rate is high 

air admission, LNG 
boils 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boiloff 
rate increases 

gas admission to 
annulus, LNG boils 

Flow stops, operation is 
halted until repairs are 
made 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

Must be repaired to 
operate again 
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Component 
identifier 

Jvp 

other piping 

Component 
title 

iacketed vapor 
piping (PT to 
ST, assumed 
designator) 

3s sumed 
designator 

Component - 
function 

hsulated piping to 
route cold gaseous 
natural gas fiom 
pump to storage 
tank ullage, may 
be vacuum 
jacketed pipe 

piping for 
instruments, relief 
valves, and for gat 
flow 

Component failure 
modes 

Outer wall leak 

Outer wall failure 

Inner wall leak 

Inner wall failure 

Plugging 

External leak 

Rupture 

Plugging 

Potential causes 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

hydrates, ice buildup 

fatigue crack, 
weld flaw 

large crack or weld 
failure 

foreign material, 
hydrates, ice, etc. 

System effects 

air admission, LNG 
boiloff rate is high 

air admission, gas 
pressurizes 

gas admission to 
annulus, gas in pipe 
pressurizes 

gas admission to 
annulus, gas in pipe 
pressurizes 

gas flow back to ST 
stops, vaporizer E-101 
must work harder to 
maintain system 
pressure 
gas release at ground 
level 

large gas release at 
ground level 

no flow, valves or 
instruments may be 
isolated 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

venting to storage tank 
is high 

overpressure relief 
valves 

Condition should be 
repaired 

sensors detect gas 
release 

sensors detect gas 
release 

Disrupts operation, 
must repair. Inspect 
and maintain system, 
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Component 
identifier 

Bund 

Component 
title 

metal bund 
wall 

Component 
function 

i dike built around 
~ l l  of the 
quipment to 
:ontine large spills 
if LNG 

Component failure 
modes 

Foreign material 
intrusion 

External leak 

Rupture 

Note: EUV is end use vehicle 
ST is storage tank 
PT is pressure tank that houses the pump and meter 

Potential causes 

debris from area (leaves, 
paper, bird nests, snow,. 
etc.) 

crack, impact 

severe impact 

System effects 

could allow large liquid 
release to ovefflow 
wall. Also a fire 
hazard. 

would allow part of a 
large liquid release onto 
ground 

would allow most of a 
large liquid release to 
flow onto the ground 

Possible mitigative or 
corrective actions 

Inspect and maintain 
bund 

Use pathway markings 
and collision barriers 

Use sturdy collision 
barriers 
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Appendix B - Fault Trees for Initiating Events 

B- 1 



Release Due To 

Accident (CA) 

I 

Release Due To 
External Event 

Release Due To 
Hose Failure 

. 

B-2 



Release Due To 
Driveaway 

n 
Break 

Isolation 
Failure 

B -3 



Release Due To 
Filling Error 

Vehicle 
Connection Overrun 

Tan k-Side Truck-Side 

Release Due To 
Maintenance 
Error (OM) 
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Release Due To 
Pipe Failure 

Release Due To 
Seal Failure a 
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Release Due To 
Storage Tank 
Failure (ST) 

. 
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Release Due To 
Vehicle Accident 

Q Q Vehide /_* Failure 

Release Due To 
Valve Failure 

(Vm 

Failure 
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Appendix C - Event Trees for Refueling Station 
Qualitative Risk Assessment 
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Event Tree 
Construction Accident - lsolable Release 

Const. Accident Early Early Sec. Impact 
(Isolable) Detection Recovery Prevention 

(CAI) (ED) (E R) (St) 

Late Re I e as e 
Recovery Containment 
(LR) (RC) 

success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

I\b 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

Containec 
On-Site? 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 

, I 



success 

failure 

Early Sec. Impact 
Recovety Prevention 

(ER) (SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

(LR) (RC) Scenario 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Event Tree 
Construction Accident - Unisolable Release 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Ym 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

Y0S 
YeS 

Contalnec 
On-Site? 

YeS 
bb 

YeS 
No 



Event Tree 
External Events 

c1 
b 

External 
Events 
(EE) 

Early 
Detection 

(ED) 

Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 

(ER) (SI) (W (RC) 

w--------- 

success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I O  
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 

Yes 
YeS 

2ontained 
On-Site? 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 



Hose Early 
Failure . Detection 
(HF) (ED) 

success r' 
failure 

Early 
Recovery 

(ER) 

Event Tree 
Hose Failure 

See. Impact 
Prevention 

(SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

(LR) (RC) 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Scenario 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

NI 
No 
YeS 
YeS 
I\b 

YeS 
YeS 
No 
Yf?S 
YeS 

I\b 
Yf?S 
YeS 

Ignition? 

ligible Re1 
No 
I\b 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Contained 
On-Site? 

ise 
YeS 
Y0S 
No 
YeS 

YeS 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

bb 



Event Tree 
Driveaway 

Driveaway 

(OD) 

Early 
Detection 

(ED) 

Early Sec. Impact 
Recovery Prevention 

(ER) (SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

Scenario (LR) (RC) 

I 
I 

I 

1 

6 
1 7  

success 

failure 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

Nt 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 
YeS 

Ignition? 

Iigible Re11 
bb 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Contained 
On-Site? 

ise 
YeS 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

Y e '  
No 

. 



Tank Filling 
Error 
(OF) 

Event Tree 
Tank Filling Error 

Early Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Detection Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 

(ED) (ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
success 

failure 

I 
I 

1 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

Nt 
No 
YeS 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
Yt?S 

YeS 

Ignition? 

ligible Relr 
No 
No 
CJO 
YaS 

YeS 
YES 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 

Y0S 

YeS 

Con t a 1 n ed 
On-Site? 

se 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 



Event Tree 
Maintenance Error 

No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Maintenance 
Error 
(OM) 

Early - Early Sec. Impact Late Re I e as e 
Detection Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 

(ED) (ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) 

I 

i 
I 

I- success 
failure 
I 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I 1  
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

Nf 
No 
Ye9 
Y0S 
No 
YeS 
Y S  
No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 
Contalned 
On-Site? 

YeS 

Yec; 

No 
Yes 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

N3 

YeS 

YeS 

No 



Early 
Recovery 

(ER) 

Event Tree 
Pipe Failure - lsolable 

Sec. Impact 
Prevention 

(SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

(LR) (W 

success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 + 4 : 

I 
I 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

Ne 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 
No 
YeS 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

ligible Ret 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Contained 
On-Site? 

ise . 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

I\b 
YeS 

YeS 

No 



Unisolable 
Pipe Failure 

( P W  

Event Tree 
Pipe Failure - Unisolable 

Eatiy Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Detection Recovery Prevention Recovety Containment 

(ED) (ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) 

r--+ success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Ye!3 
YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

Containec 
On-Site? 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

m 

YeS 

No 
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Event Tree 
Seal Failure - Unisolable 

Unisoiable Early Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Seal Failure Detection Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 

(SFW (ED) (ER) (Si) (LR) (RC) 

7 
r' success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

ignition? 

YC?S 
YeS 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

Contalned 
On-Site? 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

w 

YeS 

No 



Storage Tank Early Early 
Recovery 

(Em 

Event Tree 
Storage Tank Failure 

Sec. impact 
Prevention 

(SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

(LR) (RC) 

r success 
failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 

3 

A 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

YeS 
YeS 

No 
bb 

YeS 

YeS 

Containec 
On-Site? 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 



Early 
Recovery 

(ER) 

Event Tree 
Truck Fuel Tank Failure 

Sec. Impact 
Prevention 

(SI) 

Late Release 
Recovery Containment 

(W (RC) 

success 

failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

Y8S 

YeS 

lgni t ion? 

No 

No 

Contalnec 
On-Site? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 



Tanker 
Truck Failure 

crrr) 

Event Tree 
Tanker Truck Failure 

Eady Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Detection Recovery Prevention Recovely Containment 

(ED) (ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) 

T--------- I 

----I---------- 
-ffl 

Scenario 

I 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

large 
Release? 

YeS 

Yes 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 
Yes 

YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
I\b 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

Containec 
On-Site? 

YeS 
No 

YeS 

No. 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

I\b 



Vehicle Eatly 
Accident Detection 

WA) (ED) 

Event Tree 
Vehicle Accident 

Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 
(ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) Scenario 

1 

success 

failure 

a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YES 

YES 

YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

'Yes 
YeS 

Containec 
On-Site? 

YeS 
I\b 

YeS 

No 



Event Tree 
Valve Failure - lsolable 

lsolable Early Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Valve Failure Detection Recovery Prevention Recovety Containment 

(W (ED) (W (SI) (LR) (RC) Scenario 

I 1 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

success c' 
failure 

I 
1 

I 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

Nt 
No 
YeS 

YeS 
No 
YeS 

YeS 
No 
YeS 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

igible Relc 
No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 
No 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Contained 
On-Site? 

se 
YeS 
YeS 
No 
Yes 
YeS 

No 
YeS 

YeS 

No 
YeS 
YeS 

No 



Event Tree 
Valve Failure - Unisolable 

Unisolable 
Valve Failure 

(VFU) 

Eatly Early Sec. Impact Late Release 
Detect ion Recovery Prevention Recovery Containment 

(ED) (ER) (SI) (LR) (RC) 

success 

f 
failure 

Scenario 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Large 
Release? 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YecS 
YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Ignition? 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

No 
No 

YeS 

YeS 

Contained 
On-Site? 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 

YeS 

No 

YecS 
No 



Appendix D - Large Consequence Scenarios 

Legend IE =initiatingevent 
XX = failure of top event "XX" 
XX' = guaranteed failure of top event "xx" 
/XX = success of top event "XX" 
/XX' = guaranteed success of top event "xx" 
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Table D- 1. Scenarios Leading to Large Releases 
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Table D-1. Scenarios Leading to Large Releases (cont) 
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Table D- 1. Scenarios Leading to Large Releases (cam) 

VFI 
VFI 
VFI 
VFI 

~ VN 

E 

Top Events 1 Notes 
/ED IER' I/SI ILR' I/Rc imminantm 

E D  ER /SI 
/ED ER SI 
/ED ER SI 
ED ER /SI 
ED El? /SI 
ED ER' SI 
ED El? SI 
/ED ER' /SI 

E D E R '  
E D =  

LR' IRC I 
LR' I/Rc I 

- 1  
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Table D-2 Scenarios Leading to Large Releases with Onsite Ignition 
~ 

L% Top Events Notes 
CAI /ED' 1m 1sr ILR I R C  IDominantCAI 
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Table D-2. Scenaxios Leading to Large Releases with chsh Ignition (conL) 
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Table D-3. Scenarios Leading to Large offsite Releases 
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Table D-3. Scenarios Leading to Large Offsite Releases (cont) 
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